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THE COVER
The cover picture is the architect's rendering of the
former Stetson School upon completion of its conversion
to the Town Hall/Police Station. The architect for the
project is Gaffney Architects, Inc.
HENRY L. "HANK" LOWD
To the man whose shoes are hard to fill ... .
Whose eloquent rhetoric gave many a thrill ....
From all who witnessed him in action ....
Resolving most problems with satisfaction ....
Who would give this one and that a "little tickle" ....
When someone had a complaint or was in a pickle ....
Whose style was one offlair and drama ....
Though his bite was effective, he's a definite charmer
With all our good wishes, we offer this toast ....
To tell you we love you and we'll miss you the most
!
Patricia A. Walker
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RICHARD E. COBURN
Richard E. Coburn is recognized within the community and the Common-
wealth for his loyalty, honesty and his integrity. His active concern for those
who are less fortunate is also known far and wide. Dick epitomizes those
characteristics to which many aspire but only a few exert the effort to reach.
Dick loves his family and his community. A proud father of 6 and grand-
father of 7, he shares their accomplishments with friends. His love for his wife
Carol has made many a woman envious.
Dick has dedicated his time, talent and energy to the Randolph commu-
nity and school system for over thirty years. He was a member of the Finance
Committee from 1962 to 1965, Chairman in 1964 and 1965; on the Board of
Recreation from 1966 to 1969, Chairman 1966 to 1968; on the School Com-
mittee from 1968 to 1971 and Business Manager for the school system 1971 to
1991 and Assistant Superintendent 1992 and 1993.
Paying tribute to Dick for his humanity and his active citizenship is an
opportunity for all of us in Randolph. We have all benefitted from his service.
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DAVID DOYLE
David Doyle was a loving family man, a dedicated historian, a successful
businessman and a caring friend. At an early age with a camera in his hand he
recorded history in the making. His career as a film maker for business and the
government took him to all corners of the earth. While he met and was on a
first name basis with many of the movers and shakers of the time, he never for-
got or neglected his roots. His movies of Randolph date back to the "40's"
and record the progress of Randolph from that time to his passing in 1992.
David served his town in many ways. A graduate of Stetson High School,
he was a strong proponent for the preservation of the building for future use by
the town. He was a town meeting member for many years and a hardworking
trustee of the Stetson School Fund. He served many years on the Historical
Society and spent countless hours photocopying and recording old documents
on the history of the town.
He was chairman of the Turner Free Library Board of Trustees for the last
few years, working tirelessly with the Director and trustees to provide the best
possible library and the most services to the residents of the town.
He was truly a devoted public servant who loved his town and the preser-
vation of its history. With a twinkle in his eye, he went through life bringing
kindness and compassion, laughter and love to all he met. We shall miss him.
Carol M. Leavitt
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David "Steve" Bustard
Roger Cevolani
Joseph W. Curran
David Doyle
Edward J. Feeney
Hubert F. Gilgan
Nicholas Mackey
Angus MacLellan
John J. O'Connor
James Schiavone
Gertrude A. Walsh
TOWN OF RANDOLPH, MASSACHUSETTS
ELECTIVE TOWN OFFICERS
BOARD OF SELECTMEN
(3 years)
Joseph J. Semensi, Chairman
N. Joseph Previti
Paul J. Connors
William H. Kaidel
R. Neal Condlin
Term expires April, 1994
Term expires April, 1994
Term expires April, 1993
Term expires April, 1993
Term expires April, 1995
Joan F. Ward
TOWN CLERK and TREASURER
(3 years)
Term expires April, 1994
Edward G. Daly
Ronald O. Preble, Chairman
Joseph Galvam
BOARD OF ASSESSORS
(3 years)
Term expires April, 1995
Term expires April, 1993
Term expires April, 1994
John J. FitzGibbons
TOWN COLLECTOR
(3 years)
Term expires April, 1993
Paul Alpert
MODERATOR
(3 years)
Term expires April, 1995
Brian Howard
Brenda Berger
Robert Gass, Chairman
Cindi Barkley
David Harris
SCHOOL COMMITTEE
(3 years)
Term expires April, 1993
Term expires April, 1993
Term expires April, 1994
Term expires April, 1994
Term expires April, 1995
Richard Brown
Paul J. Connors, Chairman
F. Randolf Philbrook
(Medical member)
BOARD OF HEALTH
(3 years)
Term expires April, 1995
Term expires April, 1994
Term expires April, 1993
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS
(3 years)
Lester E. Whynot, Chairman
Henry J. Rota
Robert E. Curran
Bernard Davidson
Robert M. Ayers
Term expires April, 1993
Term expires April, 1995
Term expires April, 1993
Term expires April, 1995
Term expires April, 1994
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Joan P. Dunn, Chairman
Henry V. Cooke, IV
David Doyle (deceased 6/92)
John Hess (appointed 7/92)
TRUSTEES, STETSON SCHOOL FUND
(3 years)
Term expires April, 1995
Term expires April, 1993
Paul Scally, Chairman
Linda Simons
Albert Dunn
Richard Goodhue
Michael Walsh
PLANNING BOARD
(5 years)
Term expires April, 1993
Term expires April, 1993
Term expires April, 1994
Term expires April, 1995
Term expires April, 1995
Term expires April, 1996
RANDOLPH HOUSING AUTHORITY
(5 years)
Ruth Walsh, Governor's Appointee Term expires April, 1993
Ralph W. Cartwright Term expires April, 1996
Joseph J. Zapustas, Secretary Term expires April, 1996
James M. Hurley Term expires April, 1993
Marie Callahan Term expires April, 1996
Theresa Maloney, Executive Director
APPOINTIVE TOWN OFFICERS
TOWN COUNSEL
(annual)
Paul R. DeRensis Term expires April, 1993
TOWN ACCOUNTANT
Henry L. Lowd (retired August 1992) Civil Service
Therese Steele (appointed August 1992)
REGISTRARS OF VOTERS
(3 years)
A. William Vennik Term expires April, 1993
George Crowell, Chairman Term expires April, 1993
Sylvia Berryman Term expires April, 1994
CHIEF OF FIRE DEPARTMENT
(annual)
Rjrhard W. Wells Term expires July, 1993
CHIEF OF POLICE DEPARTMENT
John R. Barkhouse Civil Service
DIRECTOR OF VETERANS' and ELDERLY AFFAIRS
(annual)
James M. Hurley Term expires April, 1993
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James Sares
Christos Alexopoulos
A. John Sullivan
George Crowell, Chairman
Robert Applebaum
PERSONNEL BOARD
(3 years)
William Alexopoulos
Stuart Glass
Arnold Rosenthal, Chairman
Irene Romano
Richard Brown
BOARD OF APPEALS
(3 years)
Term expires April, 1994
Term expires April, 1994
Term expires April, 1995
Term expires April, 1993
Term expires April, 1995
Term expires April, 1994
Term expires April, 1995
Term expires April, 1993
Term expires April, 1993
Term expires April, 1994
BOARD OF APPEALS, ALTERNATES
(annual)
Pat Russo, Jr. Term expires April, 1993
Henry Sandler Term expires April, 1993
Metta Lyons Term expires April, 1993
Barry Porter Term expires April, 1993
Albert Pearlman Term expires April, 1993
Helena Stone
James Burgess
Joseph Holleran
Irene Romano
Michael Haire, Chairman
Michael Wallace
Dominic English
CONSERVATION COMMISSION
(3 years)
Term expires April, 1994
Term expires April, 1994
Term expires April, 1995
Term expires April, 1993
Term expires April, 1993
Term expires April, 1993
Term expires April, 1995
BUILDING COMMISSIONER
(annual)
Joseph L. Pace Term
Mary C. McNeil, Local Building Inspector Term
Donald E. Young
Michael Walsh, Assistant
INSPECTOR OF WIRES
(annual)
Term
Term
INSPECTOR OF GAS AND PLUMBING
(annual)
Hugo Falcone Term
Norman Ayers, Assistant Term
Ronald 0. Preble, Plumbing Assistant Term
Paul Scally
INSPECTOR OF MILK
(annual)
expires April, 1993
expires April, 1993
expires April, 1993
expires April, 1993
expires April, 1993
expires April, 1993
expires April, 1993
Civil Service
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BUSINESS & INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION
(5 years)
John Doody
Roger Kahan
Arnold Rosenthal
Henry Roach, Jr.
Judith S. Gangel
Robert Tripp
Marnold Tagrin
Herschel Abel
Herbert A. White, Chairman
Ronald DiGuilio
Leo White
Joseph McElroy
Leo H. Jacobsen
Patricia A. Walker
FENCE VIEWERS
(annual)
FIELD DRIVER
(annual)
BURIAL AGENT
(annual)
Term expires April, 1993
Term expires April, 1993
Term expires April, 1994
Term expires April, 1994
Term expires April, 1994
Term expires April, 1994
Term expires April, 1994
Term expires April, 1995
Term expires April, 1995
Term expires April, 1995
Term expires April, 1993
Term expires April, 1993
Term expires April, 1993
Term expires April, 1993
YOUTH SERVICES COORDINATOR
Paul Maloof Civil Service
Charles E. Fay
Mary Rooney
Janice Graziano
N. Joseph Previti
R. Neal Condlin
Detective Mary Wells
Eleanor Previti
YOUTH COMMISSION
(3 years)
Term expires April, 1994
Term expires April, 1994
Term expires April, 1994
Term expires April, 1995
Term expires April, 1995
Term expires April, 1995
Term expires April, 1993
Henry V. Cooke IV
George Sullivan
Alvin Yorra
David Doyle (deceased 6/92)
HISTORICAL COMMISSION
Chairman Marie Carr, Secretary
Stella Krupka
Margaret Riley
SEALER OF WEIGHTS & MEASURES
and PUBLIC WEIGHER
(annual)
Harold Boothby Term expires April, 1993
Roger Jope, Assistant Term expires April, 1993
DIRECTOR OF CIVIL DEFENSE
Henry L. Lowd (retired August 1992)
Current sitting Chairman of the Board of Selectmen
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James Burgess
Philip Nelson
William A. Fornaro
LANDSCAPE REVIEW BOARD
Albert Dunn
Peter C. Kuzmiski
Stephen Toomey
Alan B. Gladstone
FINANCE COMMITTEE
(3 years)
Richard C. Pierce, Chairman (resigned December 1992)
Term expires April, 1995
Term expires April, 1993
Robert M. Driscoll
Philip R. Berardi
Eugene Solon
John B. Keating
Joseph Boise
Robert Pransky
Term expires April, 1994
Term expires April, 1993
Term expires April, 1993
Term expires April, 1995
Term expires April, 1994
Term expires April, 1994
MUNICIPAL SPACE NEEDS COMMITTEE
Paul J. Connors, Chairman John J. Rooney
Henry Sandler Edward J. Goldman
George A. Fabrizio H. Frank Jablonski
TRUSTEES,
Carol Leavitt, President
Rebecca L. Mugherini
Richard D. Marden
Donald H. Spargo
Eustace A. Challenger
Kevin M. Reilly
Joseph J. Semensi
Judith C. Jones
TURNER FREE LIBRARY
David Doyle (deceased 6/92)
Walter J. Tallafus
Seth Turner Crawford
Henry J. Rota
Gerald P. Good
Scott Cartwright
Paul J. Connors
Anne Barkhouse
BOARD OF RECREATION
(3 years)
Robert Schultz, Chairman
Suzanne Feigen
John Mariani
Alfred George
Allan Drown
Thomas Lund
John Sullivan
ARTS LOTTERY COUNCIL
(3 years)
Rebecca Mugherini, Pass Coordinator
Miriam Roos, Secretary
William J. Carr
Felicia Kopelman-Hayes, Chairman
Charles Michaud
Mary Good, Treasurer
Term expires April, 1994
Term expires April, 1995
Term expires April, 1995
Term expires April, 1995
Term expires April, 1993
Term expires April, 1993
Term expires April, 1993
Term
Term
Term
Term
Term
Term
expires 1995
expires 1995
expires 1995
expires 1994
expires 1994
expires 1994
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COUNCIL ON AGING
(3 years)
Ruth Fleming Term expires April, 1994
Thomas M. Sullivan Term expires April, 1994
Michael Wallace Term expires April, 1993
Sophia Karp Term expires April, 1993
Helen McNeely Term expires April, 1993
Virginia Lind Term expires April, 1993
Ruth Goodman Term expires April, 1993
Betty Fitzgerald Term expires April, 1994
Herbert Pelissier Term expires April, 1994
Ted Rubin Term expires April, 1995
Margaret B. Geary Term expires April, 1995
James M. Hurley, Director
ANIMAL CONTROL OFFICER
Richard A. Bustard
HANDICAPPED COMMISSION
Maureen A. Dunn, Chairman Term expires April, 1993
Ronald DiGuilio Term expires April, 1993
Valerie Franke Term expires April, 1994
Arthur S. Meyers Term expires April, 1995
Catherine R. Gibbs Term expires April, 1995
MEDALLION COMMITTEE
Alvin Yorra, Chairman Frank Concannon, Elks
Richard Pierce, Jaycees William Leavitt, Kiwanis
Jerry Richman, Rotary
RANDOLPH COMMUNITY DRUG & ALCOHOL TASK FORCE
Sharon Schneider, President
Bette Meade, Vice President & Treasurer
Rebecca Mugherini, Recording Secretary
Jo Barra, Correspondence Secretary
FAIR HOUSING COMMITTEE
Paul Maloof, Fair Housing Officer
Ernest Wight, Chairman
Maureen A. Dunn
Arnold Rosenthal
Thomas M. Sullivan
Mildred Allen
David Clark, Randolph Police Civil Rights Officer
Gayle Yarnell
Olga Lyken
Linda Simons
Charlotte Simmons
John Doody
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9th CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT
CONGRESSMAN JOSEPH MOAKLEY
District Office: World Trade Center, Boston, MA 021 10 565-2920
t f tf f tt f t
f
STATE SENATOR
The Honorable Paul White
State House, Room 309
Boston, MA 02133 (617) 722-1643
STATE REPRESENTATIVE
The Honorable M. Joseph Manning
State House, Room 167
Boston, MA 02133 (617) 722-2692
Represents Precincts 6, 7 and 8 in Randolph and entire Town of Milton
STATE REPRESENTATIVE
The Honorable William Galvin
State House, Room 540
Boston, MA 02133 (617) 722-2090
Represents Precincts 1 through 5 in Randolph and entire Town of Canton
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REPORT OF THE
BOARD OF SELECTMEN
The year 1992, more so than in any other period, seems to have been the
"battle of the budget" year. Finishing our annual Town Meeting at the end of
June, we entered our new fiscal year July 1, 1992 with the knowledge that our
budget was over $1.3 million "in the red," — or a deficit of that amount, that
had to be overcome so that Randolph's budget would be in balance.
This tremendous task was accomplished by having all boards, departments
and committees work together while being ably led by your Board of Selectmen.
Regarding this action, we are very proud, and thank and congratulate all persons
who contributed to accomplish this feat.
We learned much during this long and difficult time:
f that for the most part (exempting schools) better than two-thirds of
municipal expenditures are made up of personal services and that the
remaining represents material costs, showing that it is vital to stop wastage
in labor expenditures and insure that maximum production and efficiency
are maintained
!
f that a budget must be truly economical in practice and not just an indis-
criminate slashing of items.
f that we must derive the greatest value for every penny spent, consistent
with the standard of services expected by our citizens.
f that the budget must represent dollar value based upon a program designed
to accomplish specific results from the performance of every activity fi-
nanced from any source of municipal revenue.
f that budget reviews (post audits) can point out the level of services that
should be rendered and must justify existing and future programs and
services.
t that a balance must be reached where the desirability of an action must
be weighed against the burden of tax required to finance that acion.
t that in rare instances some citizens may demand a particular service and
are willing to pay their share of the costs, but some other citizens are not
able, for various reasons, to pay their share of the costs.
f that qualified personnel must be employed and paid proportionately
because to do otherwise is to encourage inefficiency and waste.
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t that in some cases some citizens call for relatively more from the town
than is realized in tax income from them. (This is in no way meant to be
demeaning but rather as a statement of fact — an example of our civic and
social obligations to each other).
f that we dare not overtax "but instead (collectively) find new revenues, new
economies, new efficiencies, new operating procedures and new concepts
of approach to existing financial burdens.
f that we should receive equal, fair and maximum return from every square
foot of building and land within our boundaries.
t that we should respect each individual's tax burden, and
t that we should recognize and endeavor to strengthen our tax base, our tax
rate and our assessing procedures.
We accept the aforesaid as the general policy of this Board of Selectmen
which, we feel, helps to upgrade the standard of living for everyone in our town.
We are convinced that our government is only as good as the character
and integrity of your elected, their appointed and our dedicated employees.
To receive good government you must give good government — a respon-
sibility of every individual. This requires steady and constant effort. Improve-
ment in government should be gradual and effective to the end that progress is
inevitable. Inefficiency, extravagance, any form of corruption and a waste of
resources, material and manpower must not be tolerated. Our townspeople
cannot afford continuous increasees in governmental costs which reflect in
increased tax rates/ tax assessments.
Town government should allow your elected officials to reflect the wishes
of a vast majority of our townspeople. Changes relative to social, economic and
political views and actions must, however, be discussed.
The thoughts, words and phrases expressed in this report are not new.
They have been expressed by various individuals over the years. However, there
comes a time when they bear repeating.
Progress in Randolph has been made each year but only a fool would be-
lieve that more need not be done. The slow economy, declining property values
and the lessening of local monetary aid has made this a difficult year — yet we,
all of us, have risen to the occasion. We shall do all in our power to insure and
continue good government in Randolph as we guide the town's destiny.
We again stress that the people should elect for policy and allow the
elected to appoint and govern for efficiency.
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We thank our State Senator, our State Representatives and all our towns-
people for their help in the past and look forward to their assistance in the
future.
A reading of the Report of the Board of Selectmen in the Annual Reports
of 1987 and 1991, and the job description of the Executive Secretary's position,
can inform any citizen of the activities of the Board of Selectmen.
In August of this year Henry L. Lowd retired after serving for 29 years
as Executive Secretary to the Board of Selectmen. "Hank" wore many hats
during his tenure and assisted this Board in the day-to-day operation of the
town. On September 17th Hank was feted by his friends and family at Lantana.
This party was a tribute to him and the toast, written by Patricia A. Walker,
which appears on page 3 of this Town Report, says it all. Hank, we thank you
and wish you well.
Respectfully submitted,
Joseph J. Semensi, Chairman
Paul J. Connors, Vice Chairman and Clerk
N. Joseph Previti
William H. Kaidel
R. Neal Condlin
RANDOLPH BOARD OF SELECTMEN
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REPORT OF THE TOWN COUNSEL
This year continued to be a very active and successful year for the Law
Department:
1. Advice & Legal Documents . Numerous advisory opinions were rendered
throughout the year to various Town officials and boards relating to a wide
variety of issues and subjects. Changes in laws and new court decisions were
brought to the attention of key officials, and during the year several "how to"
sessions of practical discussion to provide continuing legal updating were pro-
vided to municipal officials. Frequent and ongoing attention was given to re-
viewing and/or drafting bylaws, contract documents and agreements, easements,
procurement documents, public road documents, warrants for town meetings,
insurance agreements and other legal documents.
2. MWRA. During the year we assisted the Selectmen and the Department
of Public Works in an investigation into various avenues of rate relief for Massa-
chusetts Water Resources Authority charges and fees for water and sewer service
application to Randolph property owners, including attendance at a series of
meetings hosted by the Norfolk County District Attorney and including the re-
view of pending or threatened lawsuits involving other communities, to see
whether the Town should join as an additional party plaintiff.
3. Collective Bargaining . We provided advice from time to time during 1991
regarding the interpretation and application of collective bargaining agreements
and the processing of union grievances.
4. Administrative Agency Proceedings. The Town was defended in a number
of administrative agency proceedings pending in state agencies, including issues
before the Massachusetts Commission Against Discrimination, State Ethics
Commission, State Labor Relations Commission, Civil Service Commission and
Industrial Accident Board. Several appearances in Quincy District Court sought
criminal enforcement of directives of Town boards.
5. Projects. We assisted in the collection of taxes, the recovery of subdivision
bond sureties and traffic improvement escrow funds.
6. Litigation. As of December 31, 1992 the number of claims and lawsuits
in which the Town is a party total 43, as follows:
4 Matters involving the Board of Selectmen:
Randolph v. Johns Mansville , U.S. District Court,
Southern District of New York Bankruptcy Proceedings
(Chapter 1 1), 82B 1 1656 through 82B 1 1676 ("Asbestos
Litigation")
Hall v. Norfolk County, et al
,
Suffolk Superior Court, C.A. 92-0715.
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Musto v. Randolph, Suffolk Superior Court, C.A. 92-4677.
Nichols v. Town of Randolph . Norfolk Superior Court, C.A. 87-2356.
4 Matters involving the Randolph Fire Department:
Randolph Firefighters IAFF Local 1268 v. Town of Randolph,
SLRC MUP-8542 ("minimum manning").
Randolph v. Hurlburt et al, Demand letter sent.
Randolph Firefighters IAFF Local 1268 v. Randolph, SLRC MUP
9073 ("health insurance plan negotiations")
Randolph Firefighters IAFF Local 1268 v. Randolph, SLRC JLMC-
93-2F ("bargaining imp ass").
5 Litigations involving the Town's Police Department:
Randolph et al. v. Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Norfolk Superior
Court, C.A. 90-3458 ("Quinn Bill Litigation")
IBPO Local 5 1 1 (Healey) v. Town of Randolph, SLRC MUP-7962.
IBPO Local 511 (Corbett - - 5 day Suspension) v. Town of Randolph,
AAA 11-390-1463.
Baldwin v. Randolph , Norfolk Superior Court, C.A. 91-3621.
Randolph v. Gomes, Demand letter sent.
3. Lawsuits involving the Planning Board:
Randolph v. Sandler et al.
,
Norfolk Superior Court, C.A. 91-2685.
Simons et al., v. Mahoney Construction Co., Norfolk Superior Court,
C.A. 91-2687.
Randolph v. Meistermann, et al. , Norfolk Superior Court.
1 Tax Title Lawsuit:
Stewart Title Ins. Co. v. Town of Randolph , Land Court 137263.
3 Litigations involving Department of Public Works:
Nearen et al. v. Town of Randolph, Norfolk Superior Court, C.A.
90-2474.
IOUE Local 877 v. Town of Randolph, SLRC MUP-8412 ("union
recognition").
Karen McNamarra v. Town of Randolph, MCAD 91-BEM-0101.
1 Litigation involving the Town Clerk:
Afarian v. Randolph
,
Board of Review, Department of Employment
& Training, No. BR51192-A.
1 Litigation involving the School Department:
Ryder Student Transportation Service, Inc. v. Randolph, Norfolk
Superior Court, C.A. 92-2245, on appeal to Massachusetts
Appeals Court.
1 Lawsuit involving Board of Recreation:
Murphy v. Randolph, Norfolk Superior Court, C.A. 92-0356.
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1 Lawsuit involving the Board of Appeals:
NYNEX v. Board of Appeals
,
Norfolk Superior Court, C.A. 92-921.
19 Claims Not Yet Lawsuits:
Anderson v. Randolph (DPW).
Applebaum v. Randolph (Ran Public Schools).
Barra v. Randolph (DPW).
Benefit v. Randolph (DPW).
Bonnie v. Randolph (Recreation).
Budgett v. Randolph (DPW).
Connolly v. Randolph (DPW).
Green v. Randolph (DPW).
Hurlburt v. Randolph (Fire Department).
Marenburg v. Randolph (DPW).
Estate of John Martin v. Randolph (Public Schools)
Nassar v. Randolph (Public Schools).
Newcomb v. Randolph (Randolph Public Schools).
Olick v. Randolph (Housing Authority).
Russo-Leonard v. Randolph (DPW).
Saba v. Randolph (DPW).
Sass v. Randolph (DPW).
Sawyer v. Randolph (DPW).
Serner v. Randolph (DPW).
Respectfully submitted,
Paul R. DeRensis
TOWN COUNSEL
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COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
STATE PRIMARY
March 10, 1992
Norfolk, ss.
To either of the Constables of the Town of Randolph
Greeting:
In the name of the Commonwealth you are hereby required to notify and
warn the inhabitants of said town who are qualified to vote in Primaries to vote
at
Precinct 1 - McNeill School Senior Drop-in Center, Fencourt Avenue
Precinct 2 - Randolph Jr./Sr. High School, Memorial Parkway
Precinct 3 - Randolph Jr./Sr. High School, Memorial Parkway
Precinct 4 - Tower Hill School, Adams Street
Precinct 5 - Lyons School, Vesey Road
Precinct 6 - Lyons School, Vesey Road
Precinct 7 - Donovan School, Reed Street
Precinct 8 - Devine School, Old Street
on Tuesday, the 10th day of March, 1992, 7:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. for the
following purpose:
To cast their votes to the Primary Officers for the election of candidates of
political parties for the following offices:
PRESIDENTIAL PREFERENCE
DISTRICT MEMBERS OF STATE COMMITTEE (one man and one
woman) for each Political Party for the 2nd Suffolk and Norfolk
Senatorial District
35 Members of the Democratic Town Committee
35 Members of the Republican Town Committee
10 Members of the Independent Voters Party Town Committee
Hereof fail not and make return of this warrant with your doings thereon
at the time and place of said meeting.
Given under our hands this 10th day of February, 1992.
Joseph J. Semensi
M. Joseph Previti
William H. Kaidel
Paul J. Connors
RANDOLPH BOARD OF SELECTMEN
A true copy attest:
George Crowell, Constable February 27, 1992
Date of Service
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ANNUAL TOWN ELECTION
April 7, 1992
Commonwealth of Massachusetts Norfolk, ss.
To any of the Constables of the Town of Randolph
in said County:
In the name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, you are hereby
directed to notify and warn the inhabitants of the Town of Randolph qualified
to vote in elections therein to meet at the polling places in their respective
precincts, to wit.
Polling Place in Precinct No. 1
RANDOLPH SENIOR CENTER, IN SAID TOWN
Polling Place in Precinct No. 2
RANDOLPH HIGH SCHOOL, IN SAID TOWN
Polling Place in Precinct No. 3
RANDOLPH HIGH SCHOOL, IN SAID TOWN
Polling Place in Precinct No. 4
TOWER HILL SCHOOL, IN SAID TOWN
Polling Place in Precinct No. 5
ELIZABETH LYONS SCHOOL, IN SAID TOWN
Polling Place in Precinct No. 6
ELIZABETH LYONS SCHOOL, IN SAID TOWN
Polling Place in Precinct No. 7
MARGARET DONOVAN SCHOOL, IN SAID TOWN
Polling Place in Precinct No. 8
CHARLES DEVINE SCHOOL, IN SAID TOWN
ON TUESDAY, THE SEVENTH DAY OF APRIL, 1992
AT 7:00 O'CLOCK IN THE FORENOON
then and there to bring into the wardens of their respective precincts their
votes on the official ballot for:
THE FOLLOWING MAJOR OFFICES TO BE FILLED
ONE BOARD OF SELECTMEN FOR THREE YEARS
ONE ASSESSOR FOR THREE YEARS
ONE MODERATOR FOR THREE YEARS
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ONE SCHOOL COMMITTEE FOR THREE YEARS
ONE BOARD OF HEALTH FOR THREE YEARS
ONE TRUSTEE FOR STETSON SCHOOL FUND FOR THREE YEARS
ONE PLANNING BOARD FOR FIVE YEARS
ONE HOUSING AUTHORITY FOR FIVE YEARS
TWO DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS FOR THREE YEARS
TOWN MEETING MEMBERS
(1) In Precinct One Ten for three years
(2) In Precinct Two Ten for three years
(3) In Precinct Three Ten for three years
(4) In Precinct Four Ten for three years
(5) In Precinct Five Ten for three years
In Precinct Five One for one year
(6) In Precinct Six Ten for three years
In Precinct Six Two for one year
(7) In Precinct Seven Ten for three years
(8) In Precinct Eight Ten for three years
You are directed to notify and warn the inhabitants qualified to vote as
aforesaid to meet in the Randolph High School Auditorium, Memorial Parkway,
in said Randolph, on Tuesday, the 21st day of April, 1992 at 8 o clock in the
evening, and there to act on the following articles.
Hereof, fail not, and make return of this warrant, with your doings there-
on, to the Town Clerk on or before the day and hour appointed for holding
said meeting.
Given under our hands at Randolph this 3rd day of February, 1992.
Joseph J. Semensi, Chairman
Paul J. Connors, V. Chairman & Clerk
N. Joseph Previti
William H. Kaidel
BOARD OF SELECTMEN
A true copy attest:
George Crowell, Constable
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PRECINCT ONE
Pc. 1
TOWN MEETING MEMBERS (Ten for three years)
James H. Campbell, Sr. 228
Stephen B. Close 240
James D. Curtis 202
Ronald D. Ferreira, Sr. 306
Steven r. rradkoll 200
David Harris, Jr. 249
Vincent P. Polito 183
Toby Lynne Schwartz 209
Lorraine G. Simon Zl)9
Lisa R. Carney * 196
Simon Foster 162
James J. Hurley 297
Shantilal Patel 131
Blanks 3,209
Write-ins 9
Totals 6,030
PRECINCT TWO
Pet . 2
TOWN MEETING MEMBERS (Ten for three j
Marie M. Carr * 308
Thomas J. Fisher * 267
Mitchell J. Goodhue * 232
H. Frank Jablonski * 252
Michael H. Kamin * 179
Simeon Korisky 168
William J. Lenahan * 184
James D. Walsh * 189
Rena E. Baker 176
Mary E. Connors * 273
Alan B. Gladstone 175
Robert L. Keighton 145
Richard W Wells * 219
Kathleen A. Zambernardi * 198
Blanks 3,021
Write-ins 4
Totals 5,990
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PRECINCT THREE
Pet. 3
TOWN MEETING MEMBERS (Ten for three years)
Velma Bertoni * 263
Scott A. Flaherty * 313
Patricia A Gallagher * 321
Kevin M. McKiernan * 235
Rebecca L. Mugherini * 272
Kathleen M. Uberti * 229
Patricia A.Walker * 274
Michael S.Walsh * 302
Sheila A. Campbell * 304
Joseph Dauria 148
Peter G. Hinman 139
Paul I. Kopelman 163
A John Sullivan * 323
Blanks 3,080
Write-ins 14
Totals 6,380
PRECINCT FOUR
Pet. 4
TOWN MEETING MEMBERS (Ten for three years)
Herschel D Abel * 240
Sandra V. Abel * 232
Herbert L. Lyken * 262
Ann P. MacNeill * 284
Ruth Norris * 285
Gerald F. Roche * 278
Barry W. Applebaum 220
Scott F Cartwright * 343
Alan S. Pally 200
Eugene Solon * 225
Stephen J. Toomey * 309
Thomas H .Walsh, Jr. * 316
Blanks 3,306
Write-ins 10
Totals 6,510
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PRECINCT FIVE
Pet. 5
TOWN MEETING MEMBERS (Ten for three years)
Richard Brown * 321
Bruce N. Caplain 195
Thomas J.Gregoire * 215
Joseph T. McDonnell * 272
Donald F. Mofford * 235
William T. Monahan * 239
James P. Mullen, Jr. * 211
Peter J. Murphy * 225
Theodore J. Rubin * 207
Alfred J. Spring * 218
Edwin J. Cook, Jr. 170
Barry J. Fellman 160
William A. Levangie * 308
Blanks 2,775
Write-ins 9
Totals 5,760
TOWN MEETING MEMBERS (One for one year)
Richard Brown, Jr. * 285
Stephen E. Irwin 147
.
Blanks 143
Write-ins 1
Totals 576
PRECINCT SIX
Pet. 6
TOWN MEETING MEMBERS (Ten for three years)
Christos Alexopoulos * 238
Anthony L. Buonopane 191
George R.Crowell 204
Stuart E. Glass * 230
James J. Grant * 217
Joseph B. Lit 209
Edward C. Murphy, Jr. * 261
Ronald F. O'Loughlin * 211
Nancy J. Spiro * 239
Norman F. Ayers, Jr. * 255
Sharon Caulfield 193
H. Burt Cole * 236
Maureen P. Fitzgerald * 257
Lorraine F. MacGregor * 214
Blanks 2,916
Write-ins 9
Totals 6,080
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Pre. 6
TOWN MEETING MEMBERS (Two for one yean
John A. Casassa * 344
Martha M. K. Casassa * 335
Blanks 524
Write-ins 13
Totals 1,216
PRECINCT SEVEN
Pre . 7
TOWN MEETING MEMBERS (Ten for three years)
Michael J. Ayers * 209
John Barkhouse * 255
Evelyn R Davidson * 244
Michael P. Enright * 152
Ronald R. Pirrera * 190
Robert M Simons * 237
Lester E. Whynot * 209
Steven C. Berkowitz * 248
Stanley H. Corman * 205
Todd A. Sandler * 241
Blanks 2,757
Write-ins 23
Totals 4,970
PRECINCT EIGHT
Pre. 8
TOWN MEETING MEMBERS (Ten for three years)
Helen C. DeDoming * 298
John S DeDoming * 277
Edward J. Goldman * 285
Daniel F X. Healey * 349
Albert Pearlman * 293
Ronald F. Zona * 266
Lawrence J.Cullen * 332
Edward J. Dalv * 357
Jayne V. Daly * 342
Frederick W. Forbes 241
Albert E. Sumption, Jr. 251
John J. Thomas * 3 1
1
Blanks 3,164
Write-ins 24
Totals 6,790
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ANNUAL TOWN MEETING
FIRST SESSION
April 21, 1992
The first session of the Annual Town Meeting was convened at the Ran-
dolph High School on Tuesday, April 21, 1992 at 8:00 p.m., with Moderator
Paul Alpert presiding and declaring a quorum present.
The reporter was sworn in. The Moderator led the salute to the flag.
Rabbi Shaffer delivered the invocation. Town Clerk/Treasurer Joan Ward
read the call of the meeting and return of service of the Annual Town Meeting
Warrant.
Newly elected and re-elected town meeting members were sworn in.
The Moderator explained the rules of procedure and the tellers were ap-
pointed.
The Moderator recognized Senator Paul White and his mother, as well as
Representative Bill Galvin, in the audience. Secretary of State Michael Connolly
was also recognized.
Finance Committee Chairman Richard Pierce made an opening statement.
MR. PIERCE: The Finance Committee moves that we postpone action on
Articles 10, 21-65, 66, 67, 79, 80, 82-112 until 8:00 p.m. June 15, 1992.
(The motion was duly seconded, short discussion, and the motion was
carried.)
ARTICLE 1
To hear and act on the report of Town Officers.
MR. PIERCE: The Finance Committee moves to act upon and accept all
the reports of Town Officers as printed in the Town Report.
(The motion was duly seconded and the motion was carried.)
ARTICLE 2
To hear and act on the report of any committee and choose any committee the
Town may think proper.
MR. PIERCE: The Finance Committee moves to accept the report of any
committee as printed in the Town Report, including the Municipal Space Needs
Committee.
(The motion was duly seconded.)
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MR. GORODETZER: I make a motion to continue the term for one year
the Regional Self Insurance Study Committee.
(The motion was duly seconded and the motion was carried.)
(There was no further discussion on the main motion and the motion was
carried.)
ARTICLE 3
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Town Treasurer, with the approval
of the Selectmen, to borrow money from time to time in anticipation of the
revenue of the financial year beginning July 1, 1992 in accordance with the
provisions of General Laws, Chapter 44, Section 4, and issue a note or notes as
may be given for a period of less than one year, in accordance with General
Laws. Chapter 44. Section 17.
MR. PIERCE: The Finance Committee moves that the Town authorize
the Town Treasurer, with the approval of the Selectmen, to borrow money from
time to time in anticipation of the revenue of the financial year beginning July
1. 1992 in accordance with the provisions of General Laws, Chapter 44, Section
4, and issue a note or notes as may be given for a period of less than one year,
in accordance with General Laws, Chapter 44, Section 17.
(The motion was duly seconded, short discussion, and the motion was
carried unanimously.)
ARTICLE 4
To see if the Town will vote to amend the Finance Committee By-Laws as
authorized by Article 82 of the 1974 Annual Town Meeting with respect to
Section Five which reads, in part, as follows:
"The various Town Boards, Officers and Committees charged with the
expenditure of Town money shall annually submit to the Finance Com-
mittee, not later than the first of December of each year, prepared,
detailed estimates of the amounts deemed by them necessary for the ad-
ministration of their respective offices or departments for the ensuing
fiscal year."
and substitute the following:
"'The various Town Boards, Officers and Committees charged with the ex-
penditure of Town money shall annually submit to the Finance Commit-
tee, not later than the first of January of each year, prepared, detailed
estimates of the amounts deemed by them necessary for the administra-
tion of their respective offices or departments for the ensuing fiscal year,"
MR. PIERCE: The Finance Committee moves to amend the Finance
Committee By-laws as authorized by Article 82 of the 1974 Annual Town
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Meeting with respect to Section Five which reads, in part, as printed in the Town
Meeting Warrant, and substitute the following:
"The various Town Boards, Officers and Committees charged with the ex-
penditure of Town money shall annually submit to the Finance Commit-
tee, not later than the first of January of each year, prepared, detailed
estimates of the amounts deemed by them necessary for the administra-
tion of their respective offices or departments for the ensuing fiscal year."
(The motion was duly seconded, short discussion, and the motion was
carried.)
(Approved A.G. 9/21/92)
ARTICLE 5
To see if the Town will vote to amend the Finance Committee By-laws as
authorized by Article 82 of the 1974 Annual Town Meeting with respect to
Section Seven B which reads as follows:
"All articles for insertion in the annual town meeting warrant shall be sub-
mitted to the Board of Selectmen not later than ten (10) days before the
close of the calendar year."
and substitute the following:
"All articles for insertion in the annual town meeting warrant shall be sub-
mitted to the Board of Selectmen not later than January 15th."
MR. PIERCE: The Finance Committee moves that the Town vote to
amend the Finance Committee By-Laws as authorized by Article 82 of the 1974
Annual Town Meeting with respect to Section Seven B which reads as printed
in the Town Meeting Warrant, and substitute the following:
"All articles for insertion in the annual town meeting warrant shall be sub-
mitted to the Board of Selectmen not later than January 15th."
(The motion was duly seconded, short discussion, and the motion was
carried.)
(Approved A.G. 9/21/92)
ARTICLE 6
To see if the Town will accept the provisions of Chapter 281 of the Acts of
1990 amending Chapter 60, Section 2 of the Massachusetts General Laws which
requires the Assessors to abate real estate and personal property tax balances
under $10 when requested to do so by the Collector.
MR. PIERCE: The Finance Committee moves that the Town accept the
provisions of Chapter 281 of the Acts of 1990 amending Chapter 60, Section 2
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of the Massachusetts General Laws which requires the Assessors to abate real
estate and personal property tax balances under $10 when requested to do so
by the Collector.
(The motion was duly seconded, short discussion, and the motion was
carried.)
ARTICLE 7
To see if the Town will authorize the Board of Assessors to appoint one of their
members to another office or position under their control in accordance with
the provisions of Chapter 36, Acts of 1929, or take any other action relative
thereto.
MR. PIERCE: The Finance Committee moves that the Town authorize
the Board of Assessors to appoint one of their members to another office or
position under their control in accordance with the provisions of Chapter 36,
Acts of 1929.
(The motion was duly seconded. Long discussion.)
MR. DAVIDSON: I move to amend the article by adding the word
"temporarily," after the word "appoint."
(The motion was duly seconded, short discussion, and the motion to
amend was defeated.)
(There was no further discussion on the main motion and the motion was
carried.)
ARTICLE 8
To see if the Town will vote to accept the provisions of M.G.L., Section 123,
(Chapter 138 of the Acts of 1991) which allows the Town Boards and Officials
to set fees and charges for permits, licenses or certificates they issue and any
services they provide and, if those fees and charges are currently established by
statute, to set them above the statutory level.
(Article withdrawn.)
ARTICLE 9
To see if the Town will vote to approve a recommendation to increase Fire Lane
and Handicapped Parking fines from $25 to $50 and to increase all other park-
ing fines by $5, with the exception of Double Parking ($10) and All Night
Parking ($5) which will stay the same.
MR. PIERCE: The Finance Committee moves that the Town vote to
approve a recommendation to increase Fire Lane and Handicapped Parking
fines from $25 to $50 and to increase all other parking fines by $5, with the
exception of Double Parking ($10) and All Night Parking ($5) which will stay
the same.
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(The motion was duly seconded, long discussion.)
MR. FERREIRA: I move to amend the article by striking out from the
motion all verbiage after the word '$50.
"
(The motion was duly seconded, long discussion, and the motion to amend
was defeated.)
(There was no further discussion on the main motion and the motion was
carried.)
(Approved AG. 9/21/92)
ARTICLE 1
1
To see if the Town will vote to designate all accepted and partially accepted
streets and roads as Scenic Roads, as authorized by Chapter 67 of the Acts of
1973, which amended Chapter 40 of the General Laws by inserting Section 15C
and by Article 1 18 of the 1978 Annual Town Meeting.
MR. HAIRE: The Conservation Commission moves that the Town vote to
designate all accepted and partially accepted streets and roads as Scenic Roads,
as authorized by Chapter 67 of the Acts of 1973 and amended by Chapter 552,
Section 1 of the Acts of 1979, which amended Chapter 40 of the General Laws
by inserting Section 15C and by Article 118 of the 1978 Annual Town Meet-
ing.
(The motion was duly seconded, long discussion, the previous question
was moved, and the motion was defeated.)
ARTICLE 12
To see if the Town will vote to transfer to the care and custody of the Conser-
vation Commission the following parcels of land which are in Tax Title.
Map 69-A-17. Located next to the West Conservation Open Space Area with
access from Stoughton Street, containing wetlands and a brook.
2.74 acres. Zoned Residential.
Map 69-A-49. Between South Main Street properties and Cpl. John L'Heureux
Circle, landlocked wetlands and brook. 21 acres. Zoned Resi-
dential.
Map 62-C-5. Between South Street and Union Street with a 12' access from
between No. 100 and No. 106 South Street. About half of the
site is wetlands. 2.32 acres. Zoned Residential.
Map 18-A-2. Abutting the Fur, Fin & Feather Conservation Area. 2.25
acres, some wetlands and a brook. 2.25 acres. Zoned Residen-
tial.
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Map51-F-26. At the end of Connor Circle abutting existing Conservation
Area, abutting railroad right of way and site has part of Mass.
Electric easement. Wetlands, Mary Lee Brook and Cochato
River. 10.07 acres. Zoned Residential.
(Article withdrawn.)
ARTICLE 13
To see if the Town will vote to amend the Zoning By-Laws as follows:
Section 5-G. Buffer Strips:
Section 5-G-l
.
1. Business District or Business Professional District:
In a Business Zoned District where the lot abuts or is within ten (10) feet
of the side or rear boundary line of any Residential District (including any
Residential Districts in an adjacent Municipality, or Multi-Family District
there shall be provided on all portions of said lot within ten (10) feet of
said boundary line a buffer strip as follows: The portion of such buffer
for and maintained as a planting area for lawns, trees, shrubs and other
landscape materials to provide a park-like area of separation between
districts.
In this buffer zone no building structure or pavement of any nature may
be constructed or maintained.
By striking from [The portion of such buffer for, and maintained as a
planting area for lawns, trees, shrubs and other landscape materials to pro-
vide a park-like area of separation between districts.]
and inserting
:
[The portion of such buffer shall be left with its natural vegetation. If
this natural vegetation becomes a safety hazard and/or the Landscape
Review Board approves the removal of vegetation, the owner or land user
shall apply for a Special Permit per Section 7-C-2.(d) and 7-D-3. ]
Section 5-G-2.
2. Industrial Districts:
In an Industrial District where the lot abuts or is within forty (40) feet of
the side or rear boundary of any Residential District (including any
Residential Districts in an adjacent Municipality) or Multi-Family Dis-
trict, there shall be provided on all portions of said lot within forty (40)
feet of said boundary line of buffer and maintained as a planting area for
lawns, trees, shrubs and other landscape materials to provide a park-like
area of separation between districts.
In this buffer zone no building structure or pavement of any nature may
be consructed or maintained.
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by striking from [boundary line of buffer and maintained as a planting area for
lawns, trees, shrubs and other landscape materials to provide a park-like
area for lawns, trees, shrubs and other landscape materials to provide a
park-like area of separation between districts.]
and inserting [boundary line a buffer shall be leTt with its natural vegetation. If
this natural vegetation becomes a safety hazard and/or the Landscape Re-
view Board approves the removal of vegetation, the owner or land user
shall apply for a Special Permit per Section 7-C-2. (d) and 7-D-3. ]
Section 7-G-2. (d)
2. The Board of Appeals shall be the Special Permit Granting Authority for
the following :
(a) Scientific Research, development production.
(b) Extension or alteration of existing nonconforming structures of uses.
(c) Shared elderly housing.
Add a new
(d) Buffer strip requirements in Business, Business Professional and In-
dustrial Districts.
Section 7-D-3.
3. Extension or Alteration of Existing Non-Conforming Structures or Uses :
The Board of Appeals, as the Special Permit Granting Authority, may
issue a Special Permit for the extension or alteration of an existing build-
ing or structure or use upon a specific finding by the said Board that such
change, extension or alteration shall not be substantially more detrimen-
tal than the existing non-conforming use to the neighborhood.
by adding a new sentence
:
And for Buffer Strip requirements in non-conforming and conforming
Business, Business Professional and Industrial Districts.
(Article withdrawn.)
ARTICLE 14
To see if the Town will vote to amend the Zoning By-Laws to rezone to Business
District B a parcel of land, a portion of which is in Industrial District I and a
portion of which is in Residential District R " Said parcel to be rezoned to
Business District B is located on the easterly side of South Main Street and the
northerly side of Centre Street in Randolph and bounded and described as
follows:
Southwesterly: by South Main Street, a distance of five hundred seventy-two
(572) feet, more or less;
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Northerly
:
by land of Pam Development, Inc., a distance of one hundred
twenty-six (126) feet, more or less;
Northeasterly: by land of M.G. Dunn Realty, Co., Inc., a distance of two hun-
dred eighteen (218) feet, more or less;
Easterly: by land now or formerly of M.G. Dunn Realty Co., Inc., a distance of
sixty-seven (67) feet, more or less;
Northeasterly,Southeasterly & Northeasterly: by land of M. G. Dunn Realty
Co., Inc., three courses, measuring respectively, one hundred twenty
(120) feet, more or less, forty-eight (48) feet, more or less and one
hundred twenty-five (125) feet, more or less;
Southeasterly: by Centre Street, a distance of two hundred three (203) feet,
more or less;
Southerly: by a curved line along Centre Street to South Main Street, a distance
of sixty-one (61) feet, more or less.
All as shown on a plan entitled "PROPOSED REZONING PLAN OF LAND -
Randolph, MA., South Main Street & Centre Street" dated April 16, 1991 by
Levreault Engineering.
all of the foregoing as petitioned for by Thomas M. Good and others.
MR. SCALLY: The Planning Board moves that the Town vote to amend
the Zoning By-Laws to rezone to Business District B a parcel of land, a portion
of which is in Industrial District I and a portion of which is in Residential Dis-
trict R. Said parcel to be rezoned to Business District B is located on the
easterly side of South Main Street and the northerly side of Centre Street in
Randolph and bounded and described as printed in the Town Meeting Warrant.
(The motion was duly seconded, long discussion, there was a question of
doubt on the voice vote, a standing vote was requested, 113 votes having been
cast in the affirmative, 28 votes cast in the negative, a majority having been
achieved, the motion was carried.)
(Approved A.G. 9/21/92)
ARTICLE 15
To see if the Town will vote to amend the Zoning By-Laws to rezone from
Residential District R to Industrial District I the following parcel of land lo-
cated on the northerly side of Centre Street and easterly of South Main Street
in Randolph and bounded and described as follows:
Southeasterly: by Centre Street, a distance of twenty-three (23) feet, more or
less;
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Southwesterly: by land of M.G. Dunn Realty Co., Inc., a distance of two
hundred sixty-two (262) feet, more or less;
Southeasterly: by land of M.G. Dunn Realty Co., Inc., a distance of two hun-
dred sixty (260) feet, more or less; v
Westerly: by land now or formerly of M.G. Dunn Realty Co., Inc., a distance of
sixty-seven (67) feet, more or less;
Northwesterly: by land of M.G. Dunn Realty Co., Inc., a distance of two hun-
dred twenty (220) feet, more or less;
Northeasterly: by land of M.G. Dunn Realty Co., Inc., a distance of three
hundred seven (307) feet, more or less.
All as shown on a plan entitled "PROPOSED REZONING PLAN OF LAND -
Randolph, MA., South Main Street & Centre Street" dated April 17, 1991 by
Levreault Engineering.
all of the foregoing as petitioned for by Thomas M. Good and others.
MR. SCALLY: The Planning Board moves that the Town vote to amend
the Zoning By-Laws to rezone from Residential District R to Industrial District
I the following parcel of land located on the northerly side of Centre Street and
easterly of South Main Street in Randolph and bounded and described as printed
in the Town Meeting Warrant.
(The motion was duly seconded, short discussion, and the motion was
carried unanimously.)
(Approved A.G. 9/21/92)
ARTICLE 16
To see if the Town of Randolph will vote to amend the Zoning By-Laws of the
Town to rezone from Residential to Business/Professional the following de-
scribed premises:
The land with the buildings thereon situated on the Northwesterly side of South
Main Street and the Northeasterly side of Cole Terrace in Randolph, Norfolk
County, MA., being shown as Lot 1 A on a plan of land entitled "Plan of Lot 1 A,
South Main Street, Randolph, MA dated May 7, 1984, Charles W. Lento, R.L.S.,
said plan recorded with Norfolk Registry of Deeds. See attached plan.
Said Lot 1 A is bounded and described according to said plan as follows:
Southeasterly: by South Main Street, one hundred twenty-one and 56/100
(121.56) feet ;
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Southwesterly: by Cole Terrace, two hundred thirty-nine and 29/100 (239.29)
feet;
Northwesterly: by land now or formerly of Vincent E. and Audie L. McCarthy,
as shown on said plan, one hundred thirty-two (132) feet; and
Northeasterly: by land now or formerly of George W. and Louise Mann, by land
now or formerly of Edward G. Fraser and by land now or formerly of
Walter E. and Miriam J. Simmons, as shown on said plan by two
courses measuring one hundred seventy-nine and 18/100 (179.18)
feet and one hundred and 77/100 (100.77) feet, respectively.
Meaning and intending to rezone all property owned by Antoine and Margo
Abouzeid at 233 South Main Street, Randolph, Massachusetts.
(Article withdrawn.)
ARTICLE 17
To see if the Town of Randolph will vote to amend the Zoning By-Laws of the
Town to rezone from Residential to Business the following described premises:
The land in Randolph located at the rear of Lot 1 known and numbered as 954
North Main Street, Randolph, Norfolk County, Massachusetts. The area to be
rezoned is that portion of Lot 1 located 100 feet, more or less, westerly from
North Main Street and running in a parallel line to North Main Street and per-
pendicular to Forest Street. The entire Lot 1 is shown on a plan drawn by
Levreault Engineering and entitled "Plan of Land, Randolph, Mass., Lot 1 North
Main Street, Lot 2 Forest Street." This plan is dated June 29, 1981 and is filed
as Plan Number 691 of 1981 and is recorded in book 5903, page 31, of the
Norfolk County Registry of Deeds. The portion of Lot 1 to be rezoned is
bounded and described as follows:
Easterly: by the front portion of Lot 1 , now zoned as business, one hundred
two and 16/100 (102.16) feet;
Northerly: by Forest Street, thirty-seven and 10/100 (37.10) feet;
Westerly: by Lot 2 on the above-referred to plan one hundred (100.00) feet;
and
Southerly: by land now or formerly owned by Thomas J. Flatley fifty-eight
(58.00) feet.
This petition intends to rezone all land located on Lot 1 of the above-referred
to plan this is now residential to business zoning.
(Article withdrawn.)
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ARTICLE 18
To see if the Town will vote to abandon that section of Hickory Street in North
Randolph which lies North of Wilson, identified in the street layout between par-
cel 4 and parcels 5 and 6, Randolph Assessor's Map, Block G.
MR. SCALLY: The Planning Board moves that the Town vote to abandon
that section of Hickory Street in North Randolph which lies North of Wilson,
identified in the street layout between parcel 4 and parcels 5 and 6, Randolph
Assessor's Map, Block G.
(The motion was duly seconded, short discussion.)
MR. MUSHLIN: I move that we postpone action on this article until the
end of the warrant.
(The motion was duly seconded, short discussion, and the motion to post-
pone was carried.)
ARTICLE 19
To see if the Town will vote to abandon and discontinue Parkdale Street, a so-
called "paper street," from Billings Street northerly over its remaining course,
more specifically located as follows:
Northerly: by land of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, State Highway Rout
Route 128;
Easterly: by land of High Street Realty Trust;
Southerly: by Billings Street; and
Westerly: by land formerly of Pasquale Yerardi, Trustee and now of High Street
Realty Trust.
(Article withdrawn.)
ARTICLE 20
To see if the Town will vote to transfer the sum of $50,000 frrom the Stetson
School Construction Account to the Reserve Fund for the purpose of reimburs-
ing said Reserve Fund for the advance of funds to preserve the integrity of the
building.
MR. PIERCE: The Finance Committee moves that the Town vote to
transfer the sum of $50,000 from the Stetson School Construction Account to
the Reserve Fund for the purpose of reimbursing said Reserve Fund for the
advance of funds to preserve the integrity of the building.
(The motion was duly seconded, short discussion, and the motion was
carried.)
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ARTICLE 78
To see if the Town will vote to approve the acceptance by the Blue Hills Region-
al Vocational School District of Section 12 of Chapter 188 of the Acts of 1985
relating to an Equal Educational Opportunity Grant in the amount of $35,423.
for fiscal year 1993.
MR. PIERCE: The Finance Committee moves that the Town vote to
approve the acceptance by the Blue Hills Regional Vocational School District
of Section 12 of Chapter 188 of the Acts of 1985 relating to an Equal Education-
al Opportunity Grant in the amount of $35,423.00 for fiscal year 1993.
(The motion was duly seconded, short discussion, and the motion was
carried unanimously.)
ARTICLE 81
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate or transfer from available
funds or borrow under any applicable State statute a sum of money for handi-
capped access (RHS elevator), or take any other action with reference thereto.
MR. PIERCE: The Finance Committee moves that the sum of $208,000
be appropriated for construction of an elevator and handicap access at Randolph
High School. To meet said appropriation, the Treasurer, with the approval of
the Board of Selectmen, is authorized to borrow $208,000 in accordance with
Section 7 of Chapter 44 of the Mass. General Laws.
(The motion was duly seconded, long discussion, there was a question of
doubt on the voice vote, a standing vote was requested, 170 votes having been
cast in the affirmative, one vote in the negative, a two-thirds majority having
been achieved, the motion was carried.)
MR. PIERCE: I move that we adjourn until 8:00 p.m. on the 15th of
June.
(The motion was duly seconded, and the motion was carried.)
(Whereupon the first session of the Annual Town Meeting was ad-
journed at 9:45 p.m.)
ttf ttf t ttf
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ANNUAL TOWN MEETING
SECOND SESSION
June 15, 1992
The second session of the Annual Town Meeting was convened at the
Randolph High School on Monday, June 15, 1992, at 8:00 p.m. with Moderator
Paul Alpert presiding and declaring a quorum present.
The reporter was sworn in.
Fire Chief Richard Wells made two presentations to fire fighters for their
response for medical assistance.
The moderator asked for a moment of silence for Sally Turner Crawford
and David Doyle.
The tellers were appointed.
Finance Committee Chairman Richard Pierce made an opening statement.
ARTICLE 10
To see if the Town will vote to amend the By-Laws by adding the following
By-Law to be entitled "Fire Alarm and Fire Protection Systems."
SECTION 1. DEFINITIONS:
When used in this By-Law, unless contrary intention clearly appears, the follow-
ing words shall have the following meanings:
A. Randolph Fire Department hereinafter referred to as RFD as used
throughout.
B. "Fire Chief - The Chief of RFD
C. "Fire Alarm System":
Any heat- activated, smoke-activated, flame-energy activated or other such
automatic device capable of transmitting a fire alarm signal to either a
central station operating company or directly to the RFD by way of a
master box.
D. "Central Station Operating Company":
A company equipped to receive a fire alarm signal from each of their cus-
tomers and which then transmits to the RFD the location of any such
alarm the central station operating company receives.
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E. "Fire Alarm Service Company":
A commercial firm that specializes primarily in the installation and service
of fire alarm devices.
G. "Type I system:"
A total fire alarm system that includes detecting devices, annunciator sig-
nals, power supply and control panel that sounds the local signals at the
structure being protected, and trips and master fire alarm box connected
to the RFD.
"Type II System":
Same as Type I except no direct connection to the Fire Department.
H. "Fire Alarm Control Panel":
The electrical and electronic center of a system that detects alarm condi-
tions, sounds signals, and provides power and supervisory features.
I. "Supervisory Circuit":
Any alarm circuit that passes a small current through a device and detects
a fault on that circuit.
J. "Alarm Actuating":
Any device, such as smoke or heat detector, pull station or sprinkler flow
switch, that causes the alarm to sound.
K. 1. Automatic Device
Fire protection device that requires no manual operation during acti-
vation
2. Manual Device
A fire alarm pull station or other device that requires manual activa-
tion for operation.
L. "Signaling Circuit":
The electrical circuit that connects and operates all fire alarm system
horns, bells or other devices.
M. "Single Station Unit":
A self contained fire protection device equipped with all features of a
system within a small housing, such as a battery operated smoke detector
(i.e., detector, power supply, signal).
N. "Fire Alarm System Owner":
An individual or entity who owns the title to and/or has on his business
or residential premises a fire alarm system equipped to send a fire alarm
signal to a central station operating company or directly to the RFD by
way of a master box.
0. "Master Box Owner":
An individual or entity who has on his business or residential premises a
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fire alarm system equipped to send a fire alarm signal directly to the RFD
by way of a master box.
P. "Service Individual":
An individual having extensive knowledge in the repair and maintenance of
fire alarm systems, such as an electrician who specializes in signaling sys-
tems.
Q. "False Alarm":
1. The activation of an alarm system through mechanical failure, mal-
function, improper installation or negligence of the user of an alarm
system or his employees or agents.
2. Any signal or automatic dialing service transmitted to the RFD re-
questing or requiring or resulting in a response on the part of the
RFD.
R. "Fire Watch":
A Randolph Firefighter having knowledge of Fire Safety Rules and Regu-
lations and having the ability and knowledge to properly sound an alarm
and one who tours the property being protected in the event of fire.
SECTION 2. CONNECTION OF FIRE ALARM SYSTEM TO THE RFD BY
WAY OF MASTER BOX.
A. Every master box owner whose fire alarm system on the effective date of
this By-Law is connected to the RFD by way of a master box shall pay the
following fees:
Annual Fee $200.00
B. Every master box owner whose fire alarm system is connected after the
effective date of this By-Law to the RFD by way of a master box shall
pay the following fees:
Permit Fee $ 20.00
Connection Fee $100.00
Annual Fee $200.00
C. Before any fire alarm system is connected to the RFD, the master box
owner shall provide the Fire Chief with the following information:
1. The name, address, home and work telephone number of the master
box owner.
2. The street address where the master box is located.
3. The names, addresses and telephone numbers of the persons or busi-
nesses protected by the fire alarm system connected to the master
box.
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4. The names, addresses and home and work telephone numbers of at
least two persons other than the owner who can be contacted twenty-
four hours a day who are authorized by the master box owner to
respond to an alarm signal and who have access to the premises in
which the master box is located.
5. Such other information as the Fire Chief may require.
If at the passage of this By-Law a fire alarm system has already been connected
to the RFD by way of a master box, the master box owner shall comply with
the requirements of this section within sixty (60) days after the RFD has sent
him notice by first class mail of the requirements of this section. If a master
box owner fails to comply with this section, the Fire Chief may assess a fine of
fifty dollars ($50.00) for each day of non-compliance.
SECTION 3. CONNECTION OF CENTRAL STATION OPERATING COM-
PANIES TO THE RFD.
A. Every central station operating company who has a direct connection on
the effective date of this By-Law to the RFD shall pay the following
fees:
Annual Fee $200.00
B. Every central station operating company who makes a direct connection
after the effective date of this By-Law to the RFD shall pay the following
fee:
Permit Fee $ 20.00
Connection Fee $100.00
Annual Fee $200.00
C. Before any central station operating company is connected with the RFD,
it shall provide the Fire Chief with the following information:
1. The name, address and telephone numbers of the central station
operating company.
2. The names, addresses and home and work telephone numbers of at
least two persons who can be contacted twenty-four hours a day who
are authorized by the central station operating company to respond to
an alarm signal and who have access to the premises from where the
alarm signal is emitting to the central station operating company.
3. The name, address, home and work telephone numbers and location
of the premises of each customer of the central station operating
company who has a fire alarm system equipped to send a fire alarm
signal to the central station operating company.
4. Such other information as the Fire Chief may require.
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If at the passage of this By-Law a central station operating company already has
a direct connection to the RFD, the central station operating company shall
comply with the requirements of this section within sixty (60) days after the
RFD has sent it notice by first class mail of the requirements of this section.
If central station operating company fails to comply with this section, the Fire
Chief may assess a fine of fifty dollars ($50.00) for each day of non-compliance.
SECTION 4. UPDATING INFORMATION.
Every master box owner and every central station operating company shall be
responsible for updating the information herein required to be provided to the
Chief. If the information provided changes, the master box owner and the cen-
tral station operating company shall provide the Fire Chief with the updated
information and shall pay the fee, if any, required by this By-Law.
If a master box owner or a central station operating company fails to comply
with this section, the Fire Chief may assess a fine of fifty dollars ($50.00).
SECTION 5. FIRE ALARM SYSTEM MALFUNCTIONS - FINES.
If there is a fire alarm system malfunction, as defined herein, the Fire Chief may
assess a fine against a fire alarm system owner for each malfunction per fiscal
year according to the following schedule:
A. FIRST OFFENSE: No Charge
SECOND OFFENSE: Upon the recording of the second offense by the
RFD, the Fire Chief shall notify the owner of the building, in writing
by certified mail, of such fact, and at this time inform the owner of
the Department's policy with regards to charging for false alarms.
(Send copy of the policy at this time.)
THIRD THROUGH SIXTH OFFENSE $100.00
SEVENTH THROUGH ELEVENTH OFFENSE $200.00
EACH OFFENSE AFTER THE ELEVENTH : $300.00
B. Private fire alarm systems connected to the RFD by other automatic
means or through a central station system shall be subject to the
above conditions.
C. Any false fire alarm which is the result of the failure of the property
owner, occupant or their agents to notify the RFD of repair, main-
tenance or testing of the internal fire alarm system within the pro-
tected premises shall cause a penalty to be assessed in accordance with
Section (A).
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D. For the purposes of this regulation, a false fire alarm shall be defined
as follows:
1. The operation of a faulty smoke or heat detection device.
2. Faulty control panel or associated equipment.
3. A water pressure surge in automatic sprinkler equipment.
4. Accidental operation of an automatic sprinkler system.
5. An action by an employee of the owner or occupant of the pro-
tected premises or a contractor employed by the owner or the
occupant, causing accidental activation of the internal fire alarm
system.
E. Property owners will be billed once a month for the previous month's
malfunction activity. All fines assessed shall be paid to the Town of
Randolph Fire Department for deposit in the general fund.
F. If the bill is not paid within thirty days, a second notice will be sent:
if the bill is not paid after another thirty-day period, a final notice
will be sent informing the owner and/or occupant that the master
box will be disconnected and the insurance company notified.
SECTION 6. APPEAL PROCEDURE:
Any fire alarm system owner who is aggrieved by an action taken by the Fire
Chief under this By-Law may, within ten (10) days of such action, file an
appeal, in writing, to the Board of Selectmen of the Town of Randolph (the
Board). After notice, the Board shall hold a hearing, after which it shall issue a
decision in which it affirms, annuls or modifies the action taken by the Fire
Chief, giving its reasons therefor. The Board shall send its decision to the owner
by first class mail within ten (10) days after the hearing. The decision of the
Board shall be a final administrative decision. The owner shall have thirty (30)
days from the date of the written decision to seek judicial review in the Norfolk
County Superior Court.
SECTION 7. REGULATIONS AND ENFORCEMENT:
The Fire Chief may promulgate such regulations as may be necessary to imple-
ment this By-Law. The Fire Chief is authorized to pursue such legal action as
may be necessary to enforce this By-Law.
SECTION 8. DEPOSIT IN THE GENERAL FUND:
All fines assessed herein shall be payable to the Town of Randolph Fire Depart-
ment for deposit in the General Fund.
SECTION 9. SEVERABILITY :
The provisions of this By-Law shall be deemed to be severable, and if any of its
provisions shall be held unconstitutional by any court of competent jurisdiction,
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the decision of such court shall not affect or impair any of the remaining pro-
visions.
MR. PIERCE: The Finance Committee moves that the Town vote to
amend the By-Laws by adding the following By-Law to be entitled "Fire Alarm
and Fire Protection Systems" as printed in the Town Meeting warrant with the
following notations and changes: Section 2 under A, the Annual Fee should
read $100.00. Under B, the Annual Fee should read $100.00. Section 5 under
A, that should be SECOND AND THIRD OFFENSE. And then the following
one with the $100.00 fine should be FOURTH THROUGH SIXTH OFFENSE.
(The motion was duly seconded, short discussion, and the motion was
carried.)
(Approved A.G. 9/21/92)
ARTICLE 21
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate or transfer from available
funds a sum of money or take any other action in connection therewith for the
following purpose(s):
Principal
Payment Interest Totals
MATURING DEBT
Sewer $250,000.00 $ 10,825.00 $ 260,825.00
Water 70,000.00 2,835.00 72,835.00
Anticipated Revenue 500,000.00 500,000.00
SAN & BAN 640,000.00 35,112.00 675,112.00
TOTALS $960,000.00 $548,772.00 $1,508,772.00
MR. PIERCE: The Finance Committee moves that the Town vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of $633,660.00 to fund Article 21 as follows:
Sewer, $260,825.00; Water, $72,835.00; Anticipation of Revenue,
$300,000.00; SAN & BAN, $.00.
(The motion was duly seconded, short discussion, and the motion was
carried unanimously.)
ARTICLE 22
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, transfer from available
funds or borrow under any applicable statute a sum of money, or take any other
action in connection therewith for the following purpose(s):
1990-1991 1991-1992 1992-1993
Expended Appropriated Requested
MODERATOR
Salary $300.00 $300.00 $300.00
Expenses 50.00 50.00 50.00
TOTAL $350.00 $350.00 $350.00
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MR. PIERCE: The Finance Committee moves that the Town vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of $300.00 to fund Article 22 as follows: Salary,
$300.00; Expenses, $.00.
(The motion was duly seconded, short discussion, and the motion was
carried.)
ARTICLE 23
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, transfer from available
funds or borrow under any applicable statute a sum of money, or take any other
action in connection therewith for the following purpose(s):
1990-1991 1991-1992 1992-1993
Expended Appropriated Requested
UNCLASSIFIED
Public Safety Insurance $ 75,336.50 $ 90,000.00 $ 90,000.00
Property & Casualty Ins. 377,713.67 450,000.00 450,000.00
Workmen's Compensation
Insurance 1 £LC\ /IT) AOloy,4Jz.UJ lyU,UUU.UU 2jU,UUU.UU
Unemployment 28,440.90 40,000.00 40,000.00
Group Insurance 44,694.71 18,000.00 18,000.00
Town Report 11,587.77 9,000.00 9,000.00
Street Lights 387,624.02 357,000.00 357,000.00
Medical Coverage
Town Share 1,085,078.35 1,358,000.00 2,358,000.00
Car Use 12,479.68 20,000.00 20,000.00
Holiday Observance 7,671.04 12,000.00 12,000.00
Pre-Employment
Examination 8,431.00 8,000.00 8,000.00
Election & Town Meeting 45,138.69 45,000.00 45,000.00
FICA 64,980.62 75,000.00 93,000.00
Municipal Audit 24,000.00 24,000.00 24,000.00
Operations Support 51,470.43 52,250.00 52,250.00
TOTAL $2,394,079.41 $2,748,250.00 $3,826,250.00
MR. PIERCE: The Finance Committee moves to raise and appropriate the
sum of $2,826,250.00 to fund Article 23 as printed in the warrant with the
following exception: Medical Coverage Town Share should read $1,358,000.00.
The new TOTAL should read $2,826,250.00.
(The motion was duly seconded.)
MR. CONNORS: I would move to postpone action on Article 23 until the
last order of business at the Annual Town Meeting.
(The motion was duly seconded, short discussion, and the motion to post-
pone was carried.)
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ARTICLE 24
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, transfer from available
funds or borrow under any applicable statute a sum of money, or take any other
action in connection therewith for the following purpose(s):
1990-1991 1991-1992 1992-1993
Expended Appropriated Requested
COUNTY RETIREMENT
Costs $1,344,377.00 $1,275,000.00 $1,413,021.00
PENSIONS
Condlin 15,408.00 15,408.00 15,408.00
Warren 27,013.00 27,013.00 27,013.00
Hill 70.00 70.00 70.00
Carr 918.64 23,163.00 23,163.00
MEDICAL COVERAGE
Retired Employees 90,948.25 75,000.00 75,000.00
STATE RETIREMENT
Costs 17,364.85 8,753.00 8,753.00
TOTAL $1,496,099.74 $1,424,407.00 $1,562,428.00
MR. PIERCE: The Finance Committee moves that the Town vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of $1,562,428.00 to fund Article 24 as printed in the
warrant.
(The motion was duly seconded.)
MR. CONNORS: I would move to postpone action on Article 24 until
the next to last order of business at the Annual Town Meeting.
(The motion was duly seconded, short discussion, and the motion to post-
pone was carried.)
ARTICLE 25
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate or transfer from available
funds the sum of $2,000.00 to help defray the cost of Holiday Lighting.
MR. PIERCE: The Finance Committee moves no action be taken.
(The motion was duly seconded, short discussion, there was a question
of doubt on the voice vote, a standing vote was requested, 86 votes cast in the
affirmative, 78 votes cast in the negative, the motion was carried.)
ARTICLE 26
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, transfer from available
funds, or take any other action in connection therewith, the sum of $20,000.00
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to be used for expenses for the 200th Anniversary celebration of the Town of
Randolph. Said funds to be supplemented from time to time for furtherance
of the same.
MR. PIERCE: The Finance Committee moves no action be taken.
(The motion was duly seconded, long discussion, and the motion was
defeated.)
MRS. DUNN: I move to raise and appropriate the sum of $20,000.00 to
be used for expenses for the 200th Anniversary celebration of the Town of
Randolph. Said funds to be supplemented from time to time for furtherance
of the same.
(The motion was duly seconded and the motion was carried.)
ARTICLE 27
To see if the Town will vote to extend the Organization to promote Energy Con-
servation for another year and to raise and appropriate the sum of $500.00
therefor.
MR. PIERCE: The Finance Committee moves no action be taken.
(The motion was duly seconded, short discussion, and the motion was
carried.)
ARTICLE 28
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate or transfer from available
funds the sum of $3,000.00 for the Self Help Outreach Program. Said Services
to the residents provide to 657 families in Randolph home visits, food, clothing,
housing, etc.
MR. PIERCE: The Finance Committee moves no action be taken.
(The motion was duly seconded, short discussion, and the motion was
carried.)
ARTICLE 29
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, transfer from available
funds or borrow under any applicable statute a sum of money, or take any other
action in connection therewith for the following purpose(s):
1990-1991 1991-1992 1992-1993
Expended Appropriated Requested
A. FINANCE COMMITTEE
Salaries
Expenses
$ 1,750.00
3,600.00
$ 1,400.00
2,850.00
$ 1,400.00
2,850.00
Sub Total 5,350.00 4,250.00 4,250.00
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1990-1991 1991-1992 1992-1993
Expended Appropriated Requested
B. BOARD OF APPEALS "
Expenses 3,889.34 3,400.00 4,000.00
Sub Total 3,889.34 3,400.00 4,000.00
C. CONSERVATION COMMISSION
Salaries 1,500.00 1,500.00 1,800.00
Expenses 800.00 500.00 500.00
Sub Total 2,300.00 2,000.00 2,300.00
D. LANDSCAPE REVIEW BOARD
Expenses 100.00 85.00 100.00
Sub Total 100.00 85.00 100.00
E. HISTORICAL COMMISSION
Expenses 3,500.00 1,000.00 3,500.00
Sub Total 3,500.00 1,000.00 3,500.00
GRAND TOTAL $15,139.34 $10,735.00 $14,150.00
MR. PIERCE: The Finance Committee moves to raise and appropriate
the sum of $10,735.00 to fund Article 29 as printed in the warrant with the
following changes: BOARD OF APPEALS, Expenses, should read $3,400.00,
Sub Total, $3,400.00; CONSERVATION COMMISSION, Salaries, should read
$1,500.00, Sub Total, $2,000.00; LANDSCAPE REVIEW BOARD, Expenses,
$85.00, Sub Total, $85.00; HISTORICAL COMMISSION, Expenses, $1,000.00,
Sub Total, $1,000.00; GRAND TOTAL, $10,735.00
(The motion was duly seconded, short discussion, and the motion was
carried.)
THE MODERATOR: I neglected to recognize the State Representative
from Randolph and Canton, 6th Norfolk District, Representative Bill Galvin.
(Representative Bill Galvin recognized by the town meeting members.)
ARTICLE 30
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, transfer from available
funds, or borrow under any applicable statute a sum of money, or take any
other action in connection therewith for the following purpose(s):
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1990-1991 1991-1992
Expended Appropriated
A. ASSESSORS
Salaries
Expenses
Sub Total
B. REGISTRARS
Salaries
Expenses
Sub Total
C. TOWN COUNSEL
Salaries
Expenses
Arbitration, Mediation
& Medical Bills
Insurance Ded.
Sub Total
$128,692.00
15,419.08
144,111.08
53,158.00
22,750.00
75,908.00
32,520.00
15,000.00
26,836.74
7,357.46
81,714.20
$126,819.90
14,550.00
48,922.00
4,950.00
53,872.00
28,420.00
12,000.00
25,000.00
20,000.00
85,420.00
1992-1993
Requested
$121,415.00
14,550.00
141,369.90 135,965.00
47,539.00
4,950.00
52,489.00
33,420.00
15,000.00
35,000.00
25,000.00
108,420.00
D. TOWN OFFICE
Expense
Sub Total
GRAND TOTAL
101,696.07
101,696.07
67,000.00
67,000.00
67,000.00
67,000.00
$403,429.35 $347,66 1 .90 $363,874.00
MR. PIERCE: The Finance Committee moves that the Town raise and
appropriate the sum of $343,274.00 to fund Article 30 as printed in the warrant
with the following changes: ASSESSORS, Salaries, $123,815.00, Sub Total,
$138,365.00; TOWN COUNSEL, Salaries, $28,420.00, Expenses, $12,000.00,
Arbitration, Mediation & Medical Bills, $25,000.00, Insurance Ded., $20,000.00,
Sub Total, $85,420.00; GRAND TOTAL, $343,274.00.
(The motion was duly seconded, short discussion, and the motion was
carried.)
ARTICLE 31
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate or transfer from available
funds $2,400.00 to restore the FY 91 salary to each member of the Board of
Assessors.
MR. PIERCE: The Finance Committee moves no action be taken.
(The motion was duly seconded, short discussion, and the motion was
carried.)
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ARTICLE 32
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate or transfer from available
funds $7,420.00 to restore the part time position of Senior Clerk (Grade 3) to
full time Senior Clerk (Grade 3) in the Assessors Office.
MR. PIERCE: The Finance Committee moves no action be taken.
(The motion was duly seconded, short discussion, and the motion was
carried.)
ARTICLE 33
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate or transfer from available
funds a sum of money for revaluation of all property as required by Chapter
797 of the Acts of 1979.
MR. PIERCE: The Finance Committee moves to raise and appropriate
the sum of $20,000.00 for revaluation of all property as required by Chapter
797 of the Acts of 1979.
(The motion was duly seconded, short discussion, and the motion was
carried.)
ARTICLE 34
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, transfer from available
funds, or borrow under any applicable statute a sum of money, or take any
other action in connection therewith for the following purpose(s):
SELECTMEN
Salaries
Expenses
1990-1991
Expended
$ 73,277.00
17,217.94
1991-1992
Appropriated
$ 74,298.00
14,775.00
1992-1993
Requested
$ 75,037.00
14,775.00
Sub Total 90,494.94 89,073.00 89,812.00
Affirmative Action 802.99 2,000.00 2,000.00
Fair Housing 2,500.00 1,000.00 1,000.00
Sub Total 3,302.99 3,000.00 3,000.00
ACCOUNTANT
Salaries
Expenses
111,131.18
5,904.93
106,887.00
5,614.00
107,019.00
6,854.00
Sub Total 117,036.1 1 112,501.00 113,873.00
GRAND TOTAL $210,834.04
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MR. PIERCE: The Finance Committee moves to raise and appropriate
the sum of $205,946.00 to fund Article 34 as printed in the warrant with the
following changes: SELECTMEN, Salaries, $74,298.00, Sub Total, $89,073.00;
GRAND TOTAL, $205,946.00.
(The motion was duly seconded, short discussion, and the motion was
carried.)
ARTICLE 35
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, transfer from available
funds or borrow under any applicable statute the sum of $10,000.00 to provide
a suitable sound system for the office of the Board of Selectmen.
(Article withdrawn.)
ARTICLE 36
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, transfer from available
funds or borrow under any applicable statute a sum of money, or take any
other action in connection therewith to commence a three (3) year program
for an update alternative Central Processing Unit (CPU) system which will pro-
vide capability more efficiently.
MR. PIERCE: The Finance Committee moves no action be taken.
(The motion was duly seconded, short discussion, and the motion was
carried.)
ARTICLE 37
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, transfer from available
funds or borrow under any applicable statute a sum of money, or take any
other action in connection therewith for the following purpose(s):
1990-1991 1991-1992 1992-1993
Expended Appropriated Requested
CIVIL DEFENSE
Expense .00 .0 .00
Sub Total .00 .00 .00
AUXILIARY POLICE
Expense $ 7,736.26 $ 6,600.00 $ 7,600.00
Sub Total 7,736.26 6,600.00 7,600.00
DOG OFFICER
Salaries $39,745.59 $27,394.00 $37,253.00
Expense - Kennel 3,600.00 3,600.00 3,600.00
Leash Law Expense 2,100.00 2,100.00 2,100.00
Sub Total 45,445.59 33,094.00 42,953.00
GRAND TOTAL $53,181.85 $39,694.00 $50,553.00
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MR. PIERCE: The Finance Committee moves to raise and appropriate
the sum of $37,553.00 to fund Article 37 as printed in the warrant with the
following changes: AUXILIARY POLICE, Expense, $6,600.00, Sub Total,
$6,600.00; DOG OFFICER, Salaries $25,253.00, Sub Total, $30,953.00;
GRAND TOTAL, $37,553.00.
(The motion was duly seconded, short discussion, and the motion was
carried.)
ARTICLE 38
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate or transfer from available
funds the sum of $15,000.00 to replace the existing 1985 Animal Control
Vehicle whose mileage exceeds 100,000 miles. Said vehicle to be traded.
MR. PIERCE: The Finance Committee moves to raise and appropriate
the sum of $15,000.00 to replace the existing 1985 Animal Control Vehicle
whose mileage exceeds 100,000 miles. Said vehicle to be traded.
(The motion was duly seconded, short discussion, and the motion was
carried.)
ARTICLE 39
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, transfer from available
funds or borrow under any applicable statute a sum of money, or take any other
action in connection therewith for the following purpose(s):
1990-1991 1991-1992 1992-1993
Expended Appropriated Requested
TURNER LIBRARY
Salaries $253,267.00 $219,648.00 $223,107.00
Expenses 79,975.00 75,975.00 75,975.00
Old Colony Network 17,088.25 13,500.00 15,300.00
Capital Outlay
TOTAL $350,330.25 $309,123.00 $314,382.00
MR. PIERCE: The Finance Committee moves to raise and appropriate
the sum of $312,582.00 to fund Article 39 as printed in the warrant with the
following changes: TURNER LIBRARY, Expenses, $74,175.00; TOTAL,
$312,582.00.
(The motion was duly seconded, short discussion, and the motion was
carried.)
ARTICLE 40
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, transfer from available
funds, or borrow under any applicable statute the sum of $40,000.00 to re-
place the 25 year old roof on the Library.
(Article withdrawn.)
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ARTICLE 41
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, transfer from available
funds or borrow under any applicable statute the sum of $20,000.00 to make
the Library's Children's Department handicapped accessible.
(Article withdrawn.)
ARTICLE 42
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, transfer from available
funds or borrow under any applicable statute a sum of money, or take any
other action in connection therewith for the following purpose(s):
1990-1991 1991-1992 1992-1993
Expended Appropriated Requested
COLLECTOR
Salaries $107,260.00 $102,892.39 $111,603.00
Expenses 32,846.60 21,500.00 32,000.00
Cash Management System 60,836.54 59,000.00 57,300.00
TOTAL $200,943.14 $183,392.39 $200,903.00
MR. PIERCE: The Finance Committee moves to raise and appropriate the
sum of $200,903.00 to fund Article 42 as printed in the warrant.
(The motion was duly seconded, short discussion, and the motion was
carried.)
ARTICLE 43
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, transfer from available
funds or borrow under any applicable statute a sum of money, or take any
other action in connection therewith for the following purpose(s):
1990-1991 1991-1992 1992-1993
Expended Appropriated Requested
TOWN CLERK/TREASURER
Salaries $143,238.00 $139,413.00 $148,194.00
Expenses 19,566.00 13,566.00 18,566.00
Cash Management System 53,558.32 43,900.00 43,900.00
TOTAL $216,362.32 $196,879.00 $210,660.00
MR. PIERCE: The Finance Committee moves to raise and appropriate
the sum of $196,190.00 to fund Article 43 as printed in the warrant with the
following changes: TOWN CLERK/TREASURER, Salaries, $138,724.00;
Expenses, $13,566.00; TOTAL, $196,190.00.
(The motion was duly seconded, short discussion, and the motion was
carried.)
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ARTICLE 44
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, transfer from available
funds or borrow under any applicable statute a sum of money, or take any other
action in connection therewith for the following purpose(s):
1990-1991 1991-1992 1992-1993
Expended Appropriated Requested
BOARD OF HEALTH
Salaries $140,843.08 $115,401.00 $113,982.00
Expenses 34,713.48 35,300.00 35,300.00
Sub Total $175,556.56 $150,701.00 $149,282.00
Contractual Services —
Refuse 458,741.00 397,869.00 397,869.00
Sub Total 458,741.00 397,869.00 397,869.00
GRAND TOTAL $634,297.56 $548,570.00 $547,151.00
MR. PIERCE: The Finance Committee moves to raise and appropriate the
sum of $548,501.00 to fund Article 44 as printed in the warrant with the fol-
lowing changes: BOARD OF HEALTH, Salaries, $115,332.00, Sub Total,
$150,632.00; GRAND TOTAL, $548,501.00.
(The motion was duly seconded, long discussion, the previous question
was moved, and the motion was carried.)
ARTICLE 45
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, transfer from available
funds or borrow under any applicable statute a sum of money, or take any
other action in connection therewith for the following purpose(s):
1990-1991 1991-1992 1992-1993
Expended Appropriated Requested
POLICE
Salaries $2,420,795.00 $2,402,836.76 $2,317,462.00
Expenses 232,995.08 246,650.00 255,126.00
Mediation, Arbitration
& Medical Payments 27,749.46 5,000.00 20,000.00
Sub Total 2,681,539.54 2,654,486.76 2,592,588.00
Computer 237.83 .00 7,450.00
Cruisers 90,502.96 59,200.00 90,000.00
GRAND TOTAL $2,772,280.33 $2,713,686.76 $2,690,038.00
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MR. PIERCE: The Finance Committee moves to raise and appropriate the
sum of $2,682,588.00 as printed in the warrant with the following changes:
POLICE, Computer .00; GRAND TOTAL, $2,682,588.00.
(The motion was duly seconded, long discussion, and the motion was
carried.)
ARTICLE 46
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate or transfer from available
funds a sum of money in the amount of $18,525.00 to return the position of
Senior Clerk to full time.
MR. PIERCE: The Finance Committee moves no action be taken.
(The motion was duly seconded, short discussion, and the motion was
carried.)
ARTICLE 47
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate or transfer from available
funds a sum of money in the amount of $7,450.00 to purchase 1200 megabytes
of memory for the existing computer system.
MR. PIERCE: The Finance Committee moves no action be taken.
(The motion was duly seconded, short discussion, and the motion was
carried.)
ARTICLE 48
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate or transfer from available
funds or borrow $2,488.00 to fund additional School Traffic Supervisors.
MR. PIERCE: The Finance Committee moves to raise and appropriate the
sum of $2,488.00 to fund Article 48 as printed in the warrant.
(The motion was duly seconded, short discussion, and the motion was
carried.)
ARTICLE 49
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, transfer from available
funds or borrow under any applicable statute a sum of money, or take any
other action in connection therewith for the following purpose(s):
1990-1991 1991-1992 1992-1993
Expended Appropriated Requested
TRUSTEES
Expenses $ 34,941.58 $ 35,800.00 $ 36,702.00
Sub Total 34,941.58 35,800.00 36,702.0C
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1990-1991 1991-1992 1992-1993
Expended Appropriated Requested
PERSONNEL BOARD
Salaries $ 50,655.00 $ 40,262.00 $ 40,282.00
Expenses 3,513.06 2,675.00 2,675.00
Sub Total 54,168.06 42,937.00 42,957.00
BUSINESS & INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION
Expenses $ 2,950.00 <c i ocn nn <r o o^n nn
Sub Total 2,950.00 1 Q^n nn o o^n nn
PLANNING BOARD
Salaries
Expenses
$ 9,700.00
2,716.22
$ 2,425.00
1,650.00
$ 2,925.00
1,650.00
Sub Total 12,416.22 4,075.00 4,575.00
CHAPTER 40A ZONING COMMISSION
Expenses $ 1,017.00 $ 100.00 $ 600.00
Sub Total 1,017.00 100.00 600.00
GRAND TOTAL $105,492.86 $ 84,862.00 $ 88,084.00
MR. PIERCE: The Finance Committee moves to raise and appropriate the
sum of $84,882.00 to fund Article 49 as printed in the warrant with the follow-
ing changes: TRUSTEES, Expenses, $35,800.00, Sub Total, $35,800.00;
BUSINESS & INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION, Expenses, $1,950.00, Sub Total,
$1,950.00; PLANNING BOARD, Salaries, $2,425.00, Sub Total, $4,075.00;
CHAPTER 40A ZONING COMMISSION, Expenses, $100.00, Sub Total,
$100.00; GRAND TOTAL, $84,882.00.
(The motion was duly seconded, short discussion, and the motion was
carried.)
ARTICLE 50
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, transfer from available
funds or borrow under any applicable State statute the sum of $25,000.00 to
repair the Clerk/Treasurer's office which is in need of immediate emergency
repair.
MR. PIERCE: The Finance Committee moves no action be taken.
)0
(The motion was duly seconded, long discussion.)
MR. SPRING: I move that we postpone action on Article 50 until we
have completed our business on the Special Town Meeting called for June 22.
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(The motion was duly seconded, long discussion, and the motion to post-
pone was carried.)
ARTICLE 51
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, transfer from available
funds or borrow under any applicable statute a sum of money, or take any
other action in connection therewith for the following purpose(s):
1990-1991 1991-1992 1992-1993
Expended Appropriated Requested
VETERANS
Salaries $ 75,406.00 $ 47,064.00 $ 47,166.00
Expenses 4,057.12 3,500.00 3,500.00
Veterans Benefits 54,212.64 55,000.00 55,000.00
Care of Veterans Graves 748.53 1,300.00 1,300.00
Sub Total 134,424.29 106,864.00 106,966.00
ELDERLY AFFAIRS
Salaries 3,242.50 29,785.00 29,795.00
Expenses 12,704.54 11,875.00 11,875.00
Sub Total 15,947.07 41,660.00 41,670.00
GRAND TOTAL $150,371.36 $148,524.00 $148,636.00
MR. PIERCE: The Finance Committee moves to raise and appropriate the
sum of $148,636.00 to fund article 51 as printed in the warrant.
(The motion was duly seconded, short discussion, and the motion was
carried.)
ARTICLE 52
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, transfer from available
funds or borrow under any applicable statute a sum of money, or take any other
action in connection therewith for the following purpose(s):
1990-1991 1991-1992 1992-1993
Expended Appropriated Requested
A. BUILDING INSPECTOR
Salaries $ 74,214.00 $ 75,655.00 $ 86,977.00
Expenses 3,006.00 2,104.00 2,500.00
Sub Total 77,220.00 77,759.00 89,477.00
B. PLUMBING & GAS INSPECTOR
Salaries $ 11,549.00 $ 9,809.00 $ 11,549.00
Expenses 50.00 50.00 50.00
Sub Total $ 11,599.00 $ 9,859.00 $ 11,599.00
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1990-1991 1991-1992 1992-1993
Expended Appropriated Requested
C. WIRE INSPECTOR
Salary
Expenses
$ 16,825.00
200.00
$ 8,544.00
200.00
$ 16,597.00
200.00
Sub Total $ 17,025.00 $ 8,744.00 $ 16,797.00
SEALER
Salary
Expenses
$ 8,877.00
901.59
$ 8,310.00
648.00
$ 8,877.00
900.00
Sub Total 9,778.59 8,958.00 9,777.00
ANIMAL INSPECTOR
Salary
Expenses
$ 2,002.00
500.00
$ 1,002.00
-0-
$ 2,004.00
500.00
Sub Total 2,502.00 1,002.00 2,504.00
MILK INSPECTOR
Salary
Expenses
$ 1,814.00
100.00
$ 1,314.00
100.00
$ 1,814.00
100.00
Sub Total 1,914.00 1,414.00 1,914.00
GRAND TOTAL $120,038.59 $107,736.00 $132,068.00
MR. PIERCE: The Finance Committee moves to raise and appropriate the
sum of $115,862.00 to fund Article 52 as printed in the warrant with the fol-
lowing changes: A. BUILDING INSPECTOR, Salaries, $77,524.00, Expenses,
$2,104.00, Sub Total, $79,628.00; B. PLUMBING & GAS INSPECTOR,
Salaries, $9,031.00, Sub Total, $9,081.00; C. WIRE INSPECTOR, Salary,
$14,077.00, Sub Total, $14,277.00; D. SEALER, Salary, $8,310.00, Expen-
ses, $648.00, Sub Total, $8,958.00; F. MILK INSPECTOR, Salary, $1,314.00,
Sub Total, $1,414.00; GRAND TOTAL, $115,862.00.
(The motion was duly seconded, short discussion, and the motion was
carried.)
MR. PIERCE: I move to suspend the rules to take Article 77 out of
order.
(The motion was duly seconded and the motion was carried.)
ARTICLE 77
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, transfer from available
funds or borrow under any applicable statute a sum of money, or take any
other action in connection therewith for the following purpose(s):
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1990-1991 1991-1992 1992-1993
Expended Appropriated Requested
BLUE HILLS REGIONAL
SCHOOL $1,318,119.00 $1,181,513.00 $1,278,753.00
MR. PIERCE: The Finance Committee moves to raise and appropriate the
sum of $1,278,753.00 to fund Article 77 as printed in the warrant.
(The motion was duly seconded, short discussion, and the motion was
carried.)
ARTICLE 53
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate or transfer from available
funds the sum of $9,453.60 to fund a principal clerk position (Grade 5, Step 5)
full time for the building and wiring departments.
MR. PIERCE: The Finance Committee moves no action be taken.
(The motion was duly seconded, short discussion, and the motion was
carried.)
ARTICLE 54
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, transfer from available
funds or borrow under any applicable statute a sum of money, or take any
other action in connection therewith for the following purpose(s):
1990-1991 1991-1992 1992-1993
Expended Appropriated Requested
YOUTH COMMISSION
Salary $79,574.00 $67,955.00 $ 73,041.00
Expenses 4,670.00 2,700.00 3,500.00
TOTAL $84,244.00 $70,655.00 $76,541 .00
MR. PIERCE: The Finance Committee moves to raise and appropriate
the sum of $72,275.00 to fund Article 54 as printed in the warrant with the
following changes: YOUTH COMMISSION, Salary, $68,975.00, Expenses,
$3,300.00; TOTAL, $72,275.00.
(The motion was duly seconded, short discussion, and the motion was
carried.)
ARTICLE 55
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, transfer from available
funds or borrow under any applicable statute a sum of money, or take any other
action in connection therewith for the following purpose(s):
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RECREATION
1990-1991 1991-1992 1992-1993
Expended Appropriated Requested
Salaries $199,786.00 $152,421.00 $152,441.00
Expenses 49,300.00 37,100:00 37,100.00
Sub Total 249,086.00 189,521.00 189,541.00
Summer Recreation Program,
Special Needs Students 30,000.00 15,000.00 15,000.00
GRAND TOTAL $279,086.00 $204,521.00 $204,541.00
MR. PIERCE: The Finance Committee moves to raise and appropriate the
sum of $204,541.00 to fund Article 55 as printed in the warrant.
(The motion was duly seconded, short discussion, and the motion was
carried.)
ARTICLE 56
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, transfer from available
funds or borrow under any applicable statute a sum of money, or take any other
action in connection therewith for the following purpose(s):
1990-1991 1991-1992 1992-1993
Expended Appropriated Requested
FIRE
Salaries $2,034,277.64 $1,845,575.00 $1,877,889.00
Expenses 133,152.71 127,160.00 142,385.00
Out of State Travel 750.00 750.00 750.00
TOTAL $2,168,180.35 $1,973,485.00 $2,021,024.00
MR. PIERCE: The Finance Committee moves to raise and appropriate the
sum of $1,873,870.00 and to transfer from the Ambulance Reserve Fund the
sum of $105,000.00 for a Total of $1,978,870.00 to fund Article 56 as printed
in the warrant with the following changes: FIRE, Salaries, $1,842,427.00; Ex-
penses, $135,693.00; TOTAL, $1,978,870.00.
(The motion was duly seconded, long discussion.)
MR. ENGLISH: I move to amend the raise and appropriate figure to
read: $1,886,870.00; the increase of $13,000.00 to be added to the Expense
figure.
(The motion was duly seconded, long discussion, and the motion to amend
was defeated.)
(There was no further discussion on the main motion and the motion was
carried.)
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ARTICLE 57
To see if the Town will vote to borrow, raise and appropriate or transfer from
available funds a sum of money to purchase and install a Computer System for
the Fire Department.
(Article withdrawn.)
ARTICLE 58
To see if the Town will vote to transfer from the Ambulance Reserve Account,
borrow or raise and appropriate a sum of money to purchase and equip one (1)
new Modular Ambulance for the Fire Department, with the 1986 Ambulance to
be either sold or traded in.
MR. PIERCE The Finance Committee moves to transfer from the
Ambulance Reserve Account the sum of $80,805.00 to purchase and equip one
(1) new Modular Ambulance for the Fire Department, with the 1986 Ambulance
to be either sold or traded in.
(The motion was duly seconded, short discussion, and the motion was
carried.)
ARTICLE 59
To see if the Town will vote to borrow, raise and appropriate or transfer from
available funds a sum of money to purchase and install new windows for Central
Fire Station.
(Article withdrawn.)
ARTICLE 60
To see if the Town will vote to borrow, raise and appropriate or transfer from
available funds a sum of money to purchase and equip one (1) new 1250 GPM
Pumping Engine, and the 1953/1983 Seagrave/Continental Ladder and the 1964
FWD Pumper "Engine 2" to be either sold or traded in.
(Article withdrawn.)
ARTICLE 61
To see if the Town will vote to borrow, raise and appropriate or transfer from
available funds a sum of money to be used to complete body repairs to Ladder
No. 2 (1973 Maxim).
(Article withdrawn.)
ARTICLE 62
To see if the Town will vote to borrow, raise and appropriate or transfer from
available funds the sum of $117,000.00 to hire four (4) Firefighters for the
Fire Department. (These figures are based on a Contract that expired on
6/30/90).
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MR. PIERCE. The Finance Committee moves no action be taken.
(The motion was duly seconded, short discussion, and the motion was
carried.)
ARTICLE 63
To see if the Town will vote to borrow, raise and appropriate or transfer from
available funds a sum of money to purchase two (2) Defibrillators to be used
on the first line Engines.
(Article withdrawn.)
ARTICLE 64
To see if the Town will vote to borrow, raise and appropriate or transfer from
available funds the sum of $150,000.00 for removal of the Municipal Fire Alarm
System.
(Article withdrawn.)
ARTICLE 65
To see if the Town will vote to amend the By-Laws by adding the following
By-Law to be entitled "Fire Department Fees."
Service Fee
Quarterly Inspection (Nursing Homes,
Group Homes, Rooming Houses
Hotels & Motels) $25.00 per inspection
Inspection of Tank Trucks
(Transporting Class A & B Fluids) $30.00
Blasting Permit $10.00
Flammable Fluids & Gases Permit $10.00
Gun Powder Permit $10.00
Oil Burners (Permits & Inspections) $10.00 per installation
Fire and/or Ambulance Reports $5.00
Removal of Underground Storage Tanks -
Over 1 100 gallons
Under 1100 gallons
$100.00 per site
$50.00 per site
Installation of Underground Storage Tanks
Over 1 100 gallons
Under 1100 gallons
$100.00 per site
$50.00 per site
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Service Fee
Smoke Detector Certificate Inspections —
Single Family
Multiple Dwellings $20.00 1st unit
Re-inspections
FIRE ALARM
Initial Inspection Commercial
Fire Detection System
Permit to submit Sprinkler Plans
Initial Inspection Commercial
Sprinkler System
Permit to connect to Municipal System
Initial connection of Master Box
to Municipal System
Annual Fee for connection to
Municipal System
Alarm System Disconnects —
(4) four per year allowed at no charge
Over (4) four
After normal business hours
False Alarm Fines
I offense in calendar year
(per Sec. 5 By-Law)
2nd offense - Notification of policy
and subsequent charges as
per By-Law
3rd to 6th per calendar year
7th to 1 1th per calendar year
I I plus per calendar year
$20.00
$10.00 each additional unit
$5.00 per unit
$50.00
$10.00
$50.00
$20.00
$100.00
$200.00
$10.00 each
$25.00
No Charge
$100.00 each
$200.00 each
$300.00 each
MR. PIERCE: The Finance Committee moves to amend the By-Laws by
adding the following By-Law to be entitled "Fire Department Fees." as printed
in the warrant with the following changes: On page 38 of your warrant add
the words 'Termit for" prior to the words "Removal of Underground Storage
Tanks." Add the words "Permit for" prior to the words "Installation of Under-
ground Storage Tanks."
Further down where you see the words, "Annual Fee for connection to
Municipal System" that would read "$100.00." Add "Annual Fee Central Sta-
tion $200.00."
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Under "False Alarm Fines" change the word "calendar" where it appears
in the listing of offenses to "fiscal" so that the offenses would occur in fiscal
years as opposed to calendar years. And, again, 2nd and add the word "3rd"
offense — Notification of policy and subsequent charges as per By-Law. Then
add "4th" to 6th per fiscal year. 7th to 1 1th per fiscal year. And just for clari-
fication purposes add "Over 1 1 per fiscal year."
(The motion was duly seconded, short discussion, and the motion was
carried.)
(Approved A.G. 9/21/92)
ARTICLE 66
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, transfer from available
funds or borrow under any applicable statute a sum of money, or take any
other action in connection therewith for the following purpose:
1990-1991 1991-1992 1992-1993
Expended Appropriated Requested
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS
Salaries $1,287,105.00 $1,018,574.00 $ 982,381.00
Expenses 178,554.57 224,735.00 220,600.00
Snow & Ice 127,181.10 125,000.00 125,000.00
Accepted Streets 285,938.94 115,000.00 150,000.00
Drainage 24,532.42 15,000.00 -0-
Lining & Striping 10,776.66 15,000.00 14,000.00
Brook Clearing 12,779.69 -0- 5,000.00
Sidewalk Construction 35,860.12 20,000.00 10,000.00
Joint Account 242,990.17 238,968.00 320,000.00
M.W.R.A. 1,821,888.00 2,485,214.00 See Art. 71
TOTAL $4,027,606.67 $4,257,491.00 $1,826,981.00
MR. PIERCE: The Finance Committee moves to raise and appropriate the
sum of $1,575,681.00 and to transfer from the Sewer Reserve Fund the sum of
$175,000.00 for a TOTAL of $1,750,681.00 to fund Article 66 as printed in the
warrant with the following changes: DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS,
Salaries, $976,081.00; Joint Account, $250,000.00; TOTAL, $1,750,681.00.
(The motion was duly seconded, short discussion.)
MR. WHYNOT: I move to amend the motion by adding the verbiage
$6,300 of the Salaries figure of $976,081.00 be earmarked for Salaries of the
Department of Public Works Commissioners."
(The motion was duly seconded, long discussion, the previous question
was moved, there was a question of doubt on the voice vote, a standing vote was
requested, 80 votes were cast in the negative, 63 in the affirmative, the motion
to amend was defeated.)
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MRS. ROMANO I would like to amend the motion by increasing the
raise and appropriate figure from $1,575,681.00 to $1,675,681.00; the addi-
tional $100,000.00 to be earmarked for Accepted Streets.
(The motion was duly seconded, short discussion, and the motion to
amend was defeated.)
(There was further discussion, the previous question was moved, and the
motion was carried.)
DR. ZOINO: I move that we reconsider our previous action taken under
Article 25.
(The motion was duly seconded, short discussion, and the motion to
reconsider was carried.)
THE MODERATOR: Article 25 will be considered at the end of the
warrant.
MR. COLBURN. I move that we adjourn until 8:00 o'clock next Mon-
day evening, June 22, 1992.
(The motion was duly seconded and the motion was carried.)
(The second session of the Annual Town Meeting adjourned at
11:05 p.m.)
tttttf tttt
CERTIFICATE
Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Plymouth, ss.
I, Kenneth A. Munn, do hereby certify that the foregoing record is an
accurate synopsis of the Randolph Annual Town Meeting, to the best of my
skill and ability.
Kenneth A. Munn
Registered Professional Reporter
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ANNUAL TOWN MEETING
THIRD SESSION
June 22, 1992
The third session of the Annual Town Meeting was convened at the
Randolph High School on Monday, June 22, 1992 at 8. 00 p.m., with Moderator
Paul Alpert presiding and declaring a quorum present.
The reporter was sworn in.
MR. GALVAM: I move that we reconsider our action taken on Article
56.
(The motion was duly seconded, short discussion, and the motion to re-
consider was defeated.)
MS. MELLON: I move that we reconsider our action on Article 66.
(The motion was duly seconded, short discussion, and the motion to re-
consider was defeated.)
MR. SEMENSI: I move that we reconsider our action taken on Article
34.
(The motion was duly seconded, short discussion, and the motion to re-
consider was carried.)
ARTICLE 18
To see if the Town will vote to abandon that section of Hickory Street in North
Randolph which lies North of Wilson, identified in the street layout between
parcel 4 and parcels 5 and 6, Randolph Assessor's Map, Block G.
THE MODERATOR: The motion before us has already been made to
abandon that section of Hickory Street as printed in the warrant. We voted to
postpone until now.
(There was a short discussion and the motion was carried.)
ARTICLE 67
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, transfer or borrow from
available funds the sum of $200,000.00 for the purpose of general sidewalk
maintenance where most needed throughout the Town, or take any other action
thereto.
(Article withdrawn.)
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ARTICLE 68
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, transfer or borrow from
available funds the sum of $60,000.00 to construct new sidewalks on certain
portions of Canton Street and Russ Street, or take any other action thereto.
MR. PIERCE: The Finance Committee moves no action be taken.
(The motion was duly seconded, short discussion, and the motion was
carried.)
ARTICLE 69
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, transfer or borrow from
available funds the sum of $195,500.00 to purchase the following DPW equip-
ment, with existing like equipment to be traded.
1 - One-half ton 4wd pick up $ 14,000.
1 - Diesel dump truck 30,000.
2 - One ton 4wd dump truck 2/plow 48,500.
1 - Front end loader 90,000.
1 - "Bobcat" loader 13,000.
Total $195,500.
(Article withdrawn.)
ARTICLE 70
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, transfer or borrow from
available funds the sum of $55,000.00 to construct a storm drainage system and
all work related thereto in the vicinity of No. 136 Allen Street.
MR. PIERCE: The Finance Committee moves no action be taken.
(The motion was duly seconded, short discussion, and the motion was
carried.)
ARTICLE 71
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, transfer or borrow from
available funds the sum of $3,800,000.00 for the MWRA sewer use charge, or
take any other action thereto.
MR. PIERCE: The Finance Committee moves that the Town vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of $3,167,364.00 for the MWRA sewer use
charge.
(The motion was duly seconded, short discussion, and the motion was
carried.)
ARTICLE 72
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to acquire by
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gift, purchase or take by eminent domain, or to raise and appropriate, transfer
or borrow from available sources a sum of money not to exceed $1,000.00 for
a certain parcel of land containing 6.3 acres located off Niles Road and identi-
fied as Assessor's Parcel Map 39 — Block A — Parcel 57, for park purposes, or
take any other action thereto.
MR. PIERCE: The Finance Committee moves no action be taken.
(The motion was duly seconded, short discussion, and the motion was
carried.)
ARTICLE 73
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, transfer or borrow from
available funds the sum of $300,000.00 to perform a Sewer System Evaluation
Survey (subareas 10, 9A & 9) and to repair 80 sewer manholes identified as
sources of excessive infiltration and inflow, or take any other action thereto.
(Article withdrawn.)
ARTICLE 74
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, transfer or borrow from
available funds the sum of $16,000.00 to repair the Highway Division mainten-
ance garage roof, or take any other action thereto.
(Article withdrawn.)
ARTICLE 75
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, transfer from available
funds or borrow under any applicable State statute a sum of money to install a
full phase traffic signal at the intersection of North, Mill and Cottage Streets.
MR. PIERCE: The Finance Committee moves no action be taken.
(The motion was duly seconded, short discussion, and the motion was
carried.)
ARTICLE 76
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, transfer from available
funds or borrow under any applicable State statute a sum of money to install a
full-phase traffic signal at the intersection of Waldo and North Main Streets.
MR. PIERCE: The Finance Committee moves no action be taken.
(The motion was duly seconded, short discussion, and the motion was
carried.)
ARTICLE 79
To see if the Town will vote to raise, appropriate or transfer from available funds
the sum of $60,000.00, or take any other action in connection therewith for the
following purpose:
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This sum is in addition to the payment required from Randolph partici-
pants at the Pauline School.
MR. PIERCE: The Finance Committee moves that the Town vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of $12,000.00 as payment toward the Pauline
School, Randolph participants.
(The motion was duly seconded, short discussion, and the motion was
carried.)
ARTICLE 80
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, transfer from available
funds or borrow under any applicable statute a sum of money, or take any
other action in connection therewith for the following purpose(s):
1990-1991 1991-1992 1992-1993
Expended Appropriated Requested
RANDOLPH PUBLIC SCHOOLS
~
Salaries $14,134,370.04 $12,864,887. $14,339,368.
Expenses 4,172,283.07 4,022,860. 4,224,003.
Sub Total 18,306,653.11 16,887,747. 18,563,371.
Career Development Project (Estimated)
Blue Hills Regional School 285,790.00 260,934. 260,934.
TOTAL $18,592,443.11 $17,148,681. $18,824,305.
MR. PIERCE: The Finance Committee moves that the Town vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of $17,279,408.00 to fund Article 80 as printed
in the warrant with the following changes: RANDOLPH PUBLIC SCHOOLS,
Salaries, $13,074,857.00; Expenses, $3,988,901.00 Sub Total, $17,063,758.00;
Career Development Pro. Blue Hills Regional School, $215,650.00; TOTAL,
$17,279,408.00.
(The motion was duly seconded, short discussion.)
MR. GASS: I move to change the total raise and appropriate figure to
read $17,575,515.00 as follows: Salaries, $13,507,311.00; Expenses,
$3,852,554.00; Sub Total, $17,359,865.00; Career Development Pro. Blue
Hills Regional School, $215,650.00; TOTAL, $17,575,515.00.
(The motion to amend was duly seconded, long discussion.)
THE MODERATOR: Motion was made to recess the Annual Town
Meeting.
(The motion was duly seconded, no discussion, and the motion to recess
was carried.)
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THE MODERATOR: We are now on the Special Town Meeting.
Motion made to adjourn the Special Town Meeting until the conclusion
of all the articles of the Annual Town Meeting.
(The motion was duly seconded, no discussion, and the motion was
carried.)
THE MODERATOR: We are back to the Annual Town Meeting.
(There was further long discussion, the previous question was moved, a
standing count was requested, 97 votes were cast in the affirmative, 65 votes
having been cast in the negative, the motion to amend was carried.)
(There was no further discussion on the main motion and the main mo-
tion as amended was carried.)
ARTICLE 82
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate or transfer from available
funds or borrow under any applicable State statute the sum of $200,000.00 to
develop specifications and conduct asbestos abatement Articles which shall in-
clude, but not be limited to, remedial action for repair, encapsulation, removal
and operations and maintenance as indicated in AHERA Management Plans
(40 CFR Part 763) RHS old locker room, Donovan Guidance area, Young and
Donovan boiler rooms and to be further defined by the specifications, or take
any other action with reference thereto.
(Article withdrawn.)
ARTICLE 83
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate or transfer from available
funds or borrow under any applicable State statute the sum of $10,000.00 to
sealcoat and reline existing track (RHS), or take any other action with reference
thereto.
(Article withdrawn.)
ARTICLE 84
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate or transfer from available
funds or borrow under any applicable State statute a sum of money for the pur-
chase and installation of replacement seating in Randolph High School audi-
torium, or take any other action with reference thereto.
(Article withdrawn.)
ARTICLE 85
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate or transfer from available
funds or borrow under any applicable State statute a sum of money to complete
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window replacement at Lyons and Devine Schools, or take any other action with
reference thereto.
(Article withdrawn.)
ARTICLE 86
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate or transfer from available
funds or borrow under any applicable State statute the sum of $49,500.00 to
continue the program for exterior door replacement at the Tower Hill and Lyons
Schools, or take any other action with reference thereto.
(Article withdrawn.)
ARTICLE 87
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate or transfer from available
funds or borrow under any applicable State statute a sum of money for caulking,
repointing and structural repairs at the Lyons School, or take any other action
with reference thereto.
(Article withdrawn.)
ARTICLE 88
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate or transfer from available
funds or borrow under any applicable State statute a sum of money for roof re-
placement at the Lyons School, or take any other action with reference
thereto.
(Article withdrawn.)
ARTICLE 89
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate or transfer from available
funds or borrow under any applicable State statute the sum of $13,600.00 to
enlarge the parking area and resurface walkway at Lyons School, or take any
other action with reference thereto.
(Article withdrawn.)
ARTICLE 90
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate or transfer from available
funds or borrow under any applicable State statute the sum of $20,000.00 for
replacement of marking boards at the Devine, Donovan and Lyons Schools, or
take any other action with reference thereto.
(Article withdrawn.)
ARTICLE 91
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate or transfer from available
funds or borrow under any applicable State statute the sum of $20,000.00 for
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energy conservation measures at various school buildings, or take any other
action with reference thereto.
(Article withdrawn.)
ARTICLE 92
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate or transfer from available
funds or borrow under any applicable State statute the sum of $12,000.00 for
interior painting and woodwork refinishing at Martin E. Young and Tower Hill
Schools, or take any other action with reference thereto.
(Article withdrawn.)
ARTICLE 93
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate or transfer from available
funds or borrow under any applicable State statute a sum of money to repair
the roof at the North Junior High School, or take any other action with refer-
ence thereto.
(Article withdrawn.)
ARTICLE 94
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate or transfer from available
funds or borrow under any applicable State statute the sum of $12,000.00 for
window replacement at the Devine, Lyons and J. F. Kennedy Schools, or take
any other action with reference thereto.
(Article withdrawn.)
ARTICLE 95
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate or transfer from available
funds or borrow under any applicable State statute the sum of $23,600.00 to
undertake repairs, replacement and installation of various items at the Lyons
School as described in the building "Condition Survey" report as prepared by
K L Q Architects, or take any other action with reference thereto.
(Article withdrawn.)
ARTICLE 96
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate or transfer from available
funds or borrow under any applicable State statute the sum of $247,300.00 for
repairs, replacement and installation of various items including, but not limited
to, projects required for handicapped persons at the J.F. Kennedy School as
described in the building "Condition Survey" report as prepared by K L Q
Architects, or take any other action with reference thereto.
(Article withdrawn.)
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ARTICLE 97
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate or transfer from available
funds or borrow under any applicable State statute a sum of money to install a
suspended ceiling and epoxy the walls in the old gymnasium in Randolph High
School, or take any other action with reference thereto.
(Article withdrawn.)
ARTICLE 98
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate or transfer from available
funds or borrow under any applicable State statute the sum of $12,000.00 to
install an irrigation system on the Randolph High School baseball field, or take
any other action with reference thereto.
(Article withdrawn.)
ARTICLE 99
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate or transfer from available
funds or borrow under any applicable State statute a sum of money to construct
a sidewalk on the Easterly side of South Main Street from Frederickson Drive to
Center Street.
(Article withdrawn.)
ARTICLE 100
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, borrow or transfer from
available funds the sum of $150,000.00 to establish a Reserve Fund, in accord-
ance with Chapter 40, Section 6 of the General Laws, to provide for extra-
ordinary and unforeseen expenditures which may arise during Fiscal Year 1993;
said sum not to exceed five percent (5%) of the preceding fiscal year tax levy
(Fiscal Year 1992)
MR. PIERCE: The Finance Committee moves that the Town raise and
appropriate the sum of $150,000.00 to establish a Reserve Fund, in accordance
with Chapter 40, Section 6 of the General Laws, to provide for extraordinary
and unforeseen expenditures which may arise during Fiscal Year 1993; said
sum not to exceed five percent (5%) of the preceding fiscal year tax levy
(Fiscal Year 1992).
(The motion was duly seconded, short discussion, and the motion was
carried.)
ARTICLE 101
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate or transfer from available
funds a sum of money to provide a salary increase to those Town employees
under the jurisdiction of the Finance Committee.
(Article withdrawn.)
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ARTICLE 102
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, transfer from available
funds, or take any other action to provide a sum of money for step raises for
those employees under the jurisdiction of the Finance Committee.
MR. PIERCE: The Finance Committee moves that the Town raise and
appropriate the sum of $6,000.00 for step raises for those employees under the
jurisdiction of the Finance Committee as follows: $3,000.00 for the Clerk/
Treasurer; $3,000.00 for the Tax Collector; Total, $6,000.00.
(The motion was duly seconded, long discussion, there was a question of
doubt on the voice vote, a standing vote was requested, 52 votes were cast in
the affirmative, 95 votes cast in the negative, the motion was defeated.)
ARTICLE 103
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate or transfer from available
funds the sum necessary for the purpose of providing a stipend of $1,000.00
annually for the following bodies of people who work many long hours to pro-
tect and to serve the Town of Randolph with little or no financial consideration:
All elected Town Officials or Committee People
Randolph Finance Committee
Randolph Conservation Commission
Randolph Board of Appeals
If any of the above mentioned people receive a stipend which is less than
$1,000.00, then the stipend shall be raised to $1,000.00.
(Article withdrawn.)
ARTICLE 104
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate or transfer from available
funds a sum of money to provide a general salary increase for fiscal 1993 to
those Town employees not covered by collective bargaining agreements under
the jurisdiction of the Personnel Board.
MR. PIERCE: The Finance Committee moves no action be taken.
(The motion was duly seconded, short discussion, and the motion was
carried.)
ARTICLE 105
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, transfer from available
funds or borrow a sum of money to fund the cost items in a contract (7/1/91
to 6/30/92) between the Town of Randolph (represented by the Board of
Selectmen) and the Randolph Police Department employees (represented by
the I.B.P.O.) in accordance with Chapter 150E of the General Laws, amend the
Classification and Compensation Plan, or take any other action with reference
thereto.
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ARTICLE 106
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, transfer from available
funds or borrow a sum of money to fund cost items in a contract (7/1/92 to
6/30/93) between the Town of Randolph (represented by the Board of Select-
men) and the Randolph Police Department employees (represented by the
I.B.P.O.) in accordance with Chapter 150E of the General Laws, amend the
Classification and Compensation Plan, or take any other action with reference
thereto.
ARTICLE 107
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, transfer from available
funds or borrow a sum of money to fund the cost items in the contract (7/1/91
to 6/30/92) between the Town of Randolph (represented by the Board of
Selectmen) and I.U.O.E., Local No. 877 employees, in accordance with Chapter
150E of General Laws, amend the Classification and Compensation Plan, or take
any other action with reference thereto.
ARTICLE 108
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, transfer from available
funds or borrow a sum of money to fund the cost items in the contract (7/1/92
to 6/30/93) between the Town of Randolph (represented by the Board of
Selectmen) and I.U.O.E., Local No. 877 employees, in accordance with Chapter
150E of General Laws, amend the Classification and Compensation Plan, or take
any other action with reference thereto.
ARTICLE 109
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, transfer from available
funds or borrow a sum of money to fund the cost items in the contract (7/1/91
to 6/30/92) between the Town of Randolph (represented by the Board of
Selectmen) and the Randolph Fire Department employees (represented by
Local 1268, I.A.F.F. AFL-CIO) in accordance with Chapter 150E of General
Laws, amend the Classification and Compensation Plan, or take any other action
with reference thereto.
ARTICLE 110
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, transfer from available
funds or borrow a sum of money to fund the cost items in the contract (7/1/92
to 6/30/93) between the Town of Randolph (represented by the Board of
Selectmen) and the Randolph Fire Department employees (represented by
Local 1268, I.A.F.F. AFL-CIO) in accordance with Chapter 150E of General
Laws, amend the Classification and Compensation Plan, or take any other action
with reference thereto.
ARTICLE 111
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, transfer from available
funds or borrow a sum of money to fund the cost items in the contract between
the Town of Randolph (represented by the Board of Selectmen) and the
Randolph Service Employees (Clerical) Local 285 in accordance with Chapter
150E of MGL, amend the Classification and Compensation Plan, or take any
other action with reference thereto.
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MR. PIERCE: The Finance Committee moves collectively no action on
Article 105 through 111.
(The motion was duly seconded, short discussion, and the motion was
carried.)
ARTICLE 112
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, transfer from available
funds or borrow a sum of money to fund the cost items in a contract (7/1/92
to 6/30/93) between the Town of Randolph (represented by the Board of
Selectmen) and the School Traffic Supervisors.
MR. PIERCE: The Finance Committee moves that the Town vote to
accept a contract (7/1/92 to 6/30/93) between the Town of Randolph (repre-
sented by the Board of Selectmen) and the School Traffic Supervisors.
(The motion was duly seconded, long discussion.)
MR. SEMENSI: I move to add the following verbiage to the main motion:
That the Town vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $24,883.20 to fund said
contract and that those dollars raised and appropriated be transferred to the
Police Department's budget.
(The motion was duly seconded, short discussion.)
MRS. ROMANO: I move that at the completion of action under Article
112 that we adjourn until tomorrow evening at 8:00 o'clock.
(The motion was duly seconded and the motion was carried.)
(There was a further short discussion on the amendment, the previous
question was moved, and the motion to amend was defeated.)
(There was no further discussion on the motion and the motion was
carried.)
THE MODERATOR: We have adjourned until tomorrow evening at
8:00 p.m.
(Whereupon the third session of the Annual Town Meeting was ad-
journed at 11: 15 p.m.)
tt tttt t ttt
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ANNUAL TOWN MEETING
FOURTH SESSION
June 23, 1992
The fourth session of the Annual Town Meeting was convened at the
Randolph High School on Tuesday, June 23, 1992 at 8:00 p.m. with Moderator
Paul Alpert presiding and declaring a quorum present.
The reporter was sworn in.
ARTICLE 24
(Postponed from June 15, 1992 session.)
THE MODERATOR: The motion was previously made to raise and appro-
priate the sum of $1,562,428.00. The motion is now before us.
(There was a short discussion on the motion and the motion was carried.)
ARTICLE 23
(Postponed from June 15 1992 session.)
MR. PIERCE: The Finance Committee moves to raise and appropriate the
sum of $2,826,250.00 as printed in the warrant with the following change:
UNCLASSIFIED, Medical Coverage Town Share, $1,358,000.00; TOTAL,
$2,826,250.00.
(The motion was duly made and seconded, short discussion.)
MR. SEMENSI: I move to increase the raise and appropriate figure by
$642,000.00 which would then become $3,468,250.00; the additional
$642,000.00 to be earmarked for Medical Coverage Town Share.
(The motion to amend was duly seconded, long discussion, and the motion
to amend was carried.)
(There was no further discussion on the motion and the motion as
amended was carried.)
ARTICLE 25
(Reconsidered from June 15, 1992 session.)
MR. PIERCE: The Finance Committee moves no action be taken.
(The motion was duly seconded, short discussion, there was a question
of doubt on the voice vote, a standing vote was requested, 94 votes cast in the
affirmative, 53 votes having been cast in the negative, the motion is carried.)
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ARTICLE 34
(Reconsidered from June 22, 1992 session.)
MR. PIERCE: The Finance Committee moves to ra^se and appropriate
the sum of $205,946.00 to fund Article 34 as printed in the warrant with the
following changes: SELECTMEN, Salaries, $74,298.00; Sub Total, $89,073.00;
GRAND TOTAL, $205,946.00.
(The motion was duly seconded, short discussion.)
MR. SEMENSI: I move to amend the main motion by adding the follow-
ing verbiage: That this town meeting authorize the Board of Selectmen to desig-
nate on an interim basis until any vacancy in the office of Executive Secretary
is filled one member of the Board of Selectmen to serve full time as office
manager after July 1, 1992 at a salary of $800.00 per week of service; and to
provide funds therefor and to amend the main motion with the following
changes: SELECTMEN, Salaries will be designated as follows: Selectmen,
Chairman, $4,000.00; 3 members at $3,500.00 each; 1 full time selectman at
$3,500.00, plus $40,000.00; staff positions, $36,298.00; Total Salaries
Selectmen Budget, $94,298.00; TOWN ACCOUNTANT, Salaries from
$107,019.00 to read $87,019.00; GRAND TOTAL for Article 34, $205,946.00
to be raised and appropriated.
(The motion to amend was duly seconded, long discussion, the previous
question was moved and the amendment was carried.)
(There was no further discussion on the main motion and the motion as
amended was carried.)
(Mr. James Hurley congratulated by the moderator for being named as
the Veterans' Agent of the Year.)
MR. COLBURN: I move to permanently dissolve the Annual Town
Meeting.
(The motion was seconded and the motion was carried.)
(The 1992 Annual Town Meeting was permanently dissolved at
9:15 p.m.)
ttttttt ttt
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SPECIAL TOWN MEETING
June 23, 1992
The Special Town Meeting was convened at the Randolph High School on
Tuesday, June 23, 1992 at 9: 15 p.m. with Moderator Paul Alpert presiding and
declaring a quorum present.
MR. PIERCE: The Finance Committee moves to suspend the rules and
take Articles 6 and 7 before Article 1.
(The motion was duly seconded and the motion was carried.)
ARTICLE 6
To see if the Town will continue to accept the deferral of teachers' summer
salaries of the Randolph Public Schools for the fiscal year 1993 in accordance
with Chapter 336 of the Acts of 1991, and to raise and appropriate the sum of
$465,739.00 for the Stabilization Fund.
MR. PIERCE: The Finance Committee moves that the Town continue to
accept the deferral of teachers' summer salaries of the Randolph Public Schools
for the fiscal year 1993 in accordance with Chapter 336 of the Acts of 1991,
and to raise and appropriate the sum of $465,739.00 for the Stabilization
Fund.
(The motion was duly seconded, short discussion, and the motion was
carried.)
ARTICLE 7
To see if the Town will continue to accept the deferral of the teachers' summer
salaries of the Blue Hills Regional School for the fiscal year 1993 in accordance
with Chapter 336 of the Acts of 1991, and to raise and appropriate the sum of
$54,067.00 for the Stabilization Fund.
MR. PIERCE: The Finance Committee moves that the Town continue to
accept the deferral of the Teachers' summer salaries of the Blue Hills Regional
School for the fiscal year 1993 in accordance with Chapter 336 of the Acts of
1991, and to raise and appropriate the sum of $54,067.00 for the Stabilization
Fund.
(The motion was duly seconded, short discussion, and the motion was
carried.)
ARTICLE 1
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, transfer from available
funds or borrow under any applicable statute a sum of money or take any other
action in connection therewith for the following purpose:
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"For remodeling, reconstruction or making extraordinary repairs to town
owned buildings and equipment."
"For the purchase and installation of departmental equipment."
MR. PIERCE: The Finance Committee moves that the sum of
$1,609,400.00 be raised and appropriated for remodeling, reconstruction or
making extraordinary repairs to town owned buildings and equipment, and for
the purchase and installation of departmental equipment as follows: SCHOOL
DEPARTMENT: Asbestos Abatement all schools, $100,000.00; Resurface
track high school, $10,000.00; Replace windows Lyons & Devine, $1 15,000.00;
Caulking Lyons, $8,400.00; Windows, Lyons, JFK and Devine, $12,000.00;
Caulking and Sealing High School, $15,000.00; Roof repair and replacement
Lyons, $17,500.00; Door replacements, Lyons and Tower Hill, $49,500.00;
Auditorium seats High school, $60,000.00; TOTAL SCHOOLS, $387,400.00.
DPW: I & I study & repair, $300,000.00; Equipment: One ton dump,
$24,000.00; 30,000 GVW dump, $35,000.00; 1/2 ton 4 wd pick-up,
$14,000.00; Garage Roof, $12,000.00; Sidewalk work, $200,000.00; TOTAL
DPW, $585,000.00.
LIBRARY: Roof replacement, $40,000.00; Thermostat, $9,000.00;
ADA compliance, $2,000.00; TOTAL LIBRARY; $51,000.00.
FIRE DEPARTMENT: Computer, $43,000.00; Pumper, $195,000.00;
Ladder repair, $17,000.00; New windows, $15,000.00; Building renovations,
$15,000.00; TOTAL FIRE DEPARTMENT, $285,000.00.
TOWN DEPARTMENTS: Upgrade town computer system, $21 1,000.00;
RECREATION: Skating rink roof, $65,000.00; ADA COMPLIANCE: Major
repairs, $25,000.00.
TOTAL FOR ENTIRE TOWN: $ 1 ,634,400.00.
To meet said appropriation, the Treasurer, with the approval of the Board
of Selectmen, is authorized to borrow $1,609,400.00 in accordance with Chap-
ter 44 of the Massachusetts General Laws, or other enabling legislation.
(The motion was duly seconded, short discussion.)
MR. CONNORS: I move to amend the main motion by increasing the
amount of bonding from $1,609,400.00 to read $4,609,400.00; the additional
$3,000,000.00 to be used to refurbish the Stetson for the new town hall and
police station.
(The motion to amend was duly seconded, long discussion, the previous
question was moved unanimously, and the motion to amend was carried.)
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(There was no further discussion on the main motion as amended, there
was a question of doubt on the voice vote, a standing vote was requested, 134
votes were cast in the affirmative, 10 votes having been cast in the negative, the
motion was carried.)
ARTICLE 2
To see if the Town will vote to establish a debt reserve account for the purpose
of creating a special fund to be used for the repayment of bonds and/or borrow-
ing duly authorized by Town Meeting and to fund such account by authorizing
and approving a transfer of a sum of money from the stabilization fund.
MR. PIERCE: I move that the Town vote to establish a debt reserve ac-
count for the purpose of creating a special fund to be used for the repayment of
bonds and/or borrowing duly authorized by Town Meeting, and to fund such
account by authorizing and approving a transfer of $782,928.00 from the
stabilization fund.
(The motion was duly seconded, short discussion, and the motion was
carried.)
ARTICLE 3
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, transfer from available
funds or borrow under any applicable statute the sum of $236,000.00 to bring
the library building up to code for handicapped accessibility and fire detection
and suppression, as included in the Report of the Municipal Space Needs Com-
mittee.
(Article withdrawn.)
ARTICLE 4
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, transfer from available
funds, or borrow under any applicable statute the sum of $40,000.00 to replace
the 25 year old roof on the Library.
(Article withdrawn.)
ARTICLE 5
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, transfer from available
funds or borrow under any applicable statute the sum of $20,000.00 to make
the Library's Children's Department handicapped accessible.
(Article withdrawn.)
ARTICLE 8
To see if the Town will vote to amend Article 5 of 1989 Annual Town Meeting
to increase Ambulance Fees.
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B.L.S.
Present Proposed
$125.00
5.00 per mile
25.00
Base Rate
Mileage
Oxygen
Defibrillator
$190.00
9.00
N
per mile
40.00
60.00
A.L.S.
Present Proposed
N/A Base Rate $220.00
11.00
40.00
60.00
100.00
50.00
80.00
140.00
Mileage
Oxygen
Defibrillator
I.V.'s
M.A.S.T.
Airway
Cardiac Monitor
MR. PIERCE: The Finance Committee moves that the Town vote to
amend Article 5 of the 1989 Annual Town Meeting to increase Ambulance Fees
as printed in the warrant.
(The motion was duly seconded, short discussion, and the motion was
carried.)
(Approved A.G. 9/21/92)
ARTICLE 9
To see if the Town will adopt as its by-law the provisions of Mass. General Laws
Chapter 140, Section 137 as amended, which reads as follows:
"A person who at the commencement of a license period is or who during any
license period becomes the owner or keeper of a dog three months old or over
which is not duly licensed, and the owner or keeper of a dog when it becomes
three months old during a license period, and the owner or keeper of a dog so
registered, numbered and described and licensed during any license period, in
order to keep such dog after the beginning of the succeeding license period, shall
before the beginning thereof, cause it to be registered, numbered, described and
licensed for such period."
(Article withdrawn.)
ARTICLE 10
To see if the Town will vote to adopt the provision of Mass. General Laws
Chapter 40, Section 2 ID, section 5, as amended on March 29, 1991, which
reads as follows:
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"Any person notified to appear before the Clerk of a District Court as hereinbe-
fore provided may so appear and confess the offense charged either personally
or through a duly authorized agent or by mailing the city or town clerk of the
municipality within which the violation occurred together with the notice, such
specific sum of money not exceeding three hundred dollars as the town shall fix
as penalty for violating the ordinance, by-law, rule or regulation. Such payment
shall, if mailed, be made only by postal note, money order or check. Upon re-
ceipt of such notice, the city or town clerk shall forthwith notify the District
Court Clerk of such payment and the receipt by the District Court Clerk of such
notification shall operate as a final disposition of the case. An appearance under
this paragraph shall not be deemed to be a criminal proceeding. No person so
notified to appear before the Clerk of a District Court shall be required to report
to any probation officer and no record of the case shall be entered to any pro-
bation records."
(Article withdrawn.)
ARTICLE 11
To see if the Town will vote to amend the Town By-Laws by inserting the fol-
lowing:
ARTICLE 7, SECTION 39
"No agency of the Town shall use herbicides to control or eliminate vegetation."
MRS. ROMANO: I move that the Town vote to amend the Town By-
Laws by inserting the section as outlined in Article 11.
(The motion was duly seconded, short discussion, and the motion was
carried.)
(Approved A.G. 9/21/92)
ARTICLE 12
To see if the Town will vote to amend the Town By-laws by inserting the follow-
ing:
ARTICLE 7, SECTION 40
"All professional applicators of herbicide, pesticide, insecticide, fungicide or
rodenticide products shall file a form, approved by the Board of Health, with
the Town Health Department prior to the application."
MRS. ROMANO: I move that the Town vote to amend the Town By-laws
by inserting the section as outlined in Article 12.
(The motion was duly seconded, short discussion, and the motion was
carried.)
(Approved A.G. 9/21/92)
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ARTICLE 13
To see if the Town will vote to rezone from Residential to Business use the
remainder of the property located at 230 North Main Street, said property
shown as Parcel 55 on Block E of Assessors Map 19, and being bounded and
described as follows:
The land in Randolph, with the buildings thereon, consisting of two adjoining
parcels:
FIRST PARCEL: As shown on a Plan recorded with Norfolk Deeds with a
Deed from Fannie J. Thayer to Alfred W. Myrick, Book 1217, Page 627,
bounded:
EASTERLY: by North Main Street, fifty-eight and 3/10 (58.3) feet;
SOUTHERLY: by land of Clara Alden by three courses measuring twenty-five
(25) feet, one hundred two (102) feet and eighty-eight (88)
feet, respectively;
WESTERLY: by land of F. J. Thayer, twenty-five and 5/10 (25.5) feet;
NORTHERLY: on land of Fannie J. Thayer by three courses measuring fifty
and 5/10 (50.5) feet, thirty-four and 5/10 (34.5) feet, and
one hundred nineteen and 3/10 (1 19.3) feet, respectively.
SECOND PARCEL: Is shown as Lot 6 on a plan by Walter A. Devine, Engineer,
dated September 6, 1919, filed with Norfolk Plans, Plan Book 92, Plan 4457,
bounded:
EASTERLY: on North Main Street five (5) feet;
SOUTHERLY: on Lot 5, one hundred seventy-six and 21/100 (176.21) feet;
WESTERLY: on a portion of Lot 2, twenty-four and 25/100 (24.25) feet;
and
NORTHERLY: by the above-mentioned first parcel by two courses measuring
one hundred forty-seven and 68/100 (147.68) feet and
twenty-five (25) feet, respectively.
Containing 2288 square feet of land, all as more particularly shown on said plan.
For title see Norfolk Deeds Book 5921, Page 643. Said premises are subject to
a taking by Norfolk County for the relocation of Main Street, recorded as afore-
said Book 1915, Page 303.
Said property currently has a mixed zoning use as the area within one hundred
feet (100) of North Main Street is zoned for business and the remainder is zoned
for residential use.
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MR. SCALLY: The Planning Board moves that the Town vote to rezone
from Residential to Business use the property located at 230 North Main Street,
as printed in the warrant.
(The motion was duly seconded, short discussion, and the motion was
carried unanimously.)
(Approved A.G. 9/21/92)
ARTICLE 14
To see if the Town will vote to amend the By-Laws by adding the following:
"No hawkers or peddlers, merchants or any other person shall sell or barter
or offer for sale or barter any goods or merchandise capable of spraying
or shooting an object from a closed container by means of compressed
air or gas, including, but not limited to, items commonly referred to as
"liquid string" or "silly string."
Persons convicted of violating this By-law shall be punished by a fine not
to exceed $300.00.
MR. SEMENSI: I move that the Town vote to amend the By-laws by add-
ing the following:
"No hawkers or peddlers, merchants or any other person shall sell or barter
or offer for sale or barter any goods or merchandise capable of spraying or
shooting an object from a closed container by means of compressed air or
gas, consisting of items commonly referred to as "liquid string" or "silly
string."
Persons convicted of violating this By-law shall be punished by a fine not
to exceed $300.00.
(The motion was duly seconded, short discussion, and the motion was
carried.)
(Approved A.G. 9/21/92)
ARTICLE 15
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, transfer from available
funds or borrow under any applicable statute the sum of $32,000.00 for FICA/
MEDICARE. Said funds are to supplement $93,000.00 for FICA/MEDICARE
previously voted and approved under Article 23 of the 1992 Annual Town
Meeting.
MR. PIERCE: The Finance Committee moves to raise and appropriate
the sum of $32,000.00 for FICA/MEDICARE. Said funds are to supplement
$93,000.00 for FICA/MEDICARE previously voted and approved under Article
23 of the 1992 Annual Town Meeting.
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(The motion was duly seconded, short discussion, and the motion was
carried.)
(The moderator thanks the Finance Committee for their dedicated work.)
MR. COLBURN: I move to permanently adjourn the Special Town Meet-
ing.
(The motion was duly seconded and the motion was carried.)
(The Special Town Meeting was permanently adjourned at 1 1: 15 p.m.)
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CERTIFICATE
Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Plymouth, ss.
I, Kenneth A. Munn, do hereby certify that the foregoing record is a com-
plete, accurate synopsis of the Randolph Annual Town Meeting and Special
Town Meeting, to the best of my skill and ability.
Kenneth A. Munn
Registered Professional Reporter
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STATE PRIMARY
COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
September 15, 1992
Michael Joseph Connolly, Secretary
To either of the Constables of the Town of Randolph:
Greeting:
In the name of the Commonwealth you are hereby required to notify and
warn the inhabitants of said town who are qualified to vote in Elections to vote
at:
Precincts 1-2-3-4-5
Randolph Senior Citizens Center
Randolph High School
Randolph High School
Tower Hill School
Elizabeth G. Lyons School
on TUESDAY, THE FIFTEENTH DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 1992, from 7:00
a.m. to 8:00 p.m. for the following purpose:
To cast their votes in the State Primary for the candidates of political
parties for the following offices:
REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS 9th Congressional District
COUNCILLOR 4th Councillor District
SENATOR IN GENERAL COURT 2nd Suffolk & Norfolk
Senatorial District
REPRESENTATIVE IN GENERAL COURT 6th Norfolk Representative
District
COUNTY SHERIFF Norfolk County
COUNTY COMMISSIONER Norfolk County
Hereof fail not and make return of this warrant with your doings thereon at the
time and place of said meeting.
Given under our hands this 10th day of August, 1992.
Joseph J. Semensi
N. Joseph Previti
R. Neal Condlin
Paul J. Connors
William H. Kaidel
BOARD OF SELECTMEN
TOWN OF RANDOLPH
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COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
September 15, 1992
Michael Joseph Connolly, Secretary
To either of the Constables of the Town of Randolph:
Greeting:
In the name of the Commonwealth you are hereby required to notify and
warn the inhabitants of said town who are qualified to vote in Elections to vote
at:
Precincts 6-7-8
Elizabeth G. Lyons School
Margaret Donovan School
Charles G. Devine School
on TUESDAY, THE FIFTEENTH DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 1992 from 7:00
a.m. to 8:00 p.m. for the following purpose:
To cast their votes in the State Election for the candidates of political
parties for the following offices:
REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS 9th Congressional District
COUNCILLOR 4th Councillor District
SENATOR IN GENERAL COURT 2nd Suffolk & Norfolk
Senatorial District
REPRESENTATIVE IN GENERAL COURT 7th Norfolk Representative
District
COUNTY SHERIFF Norfolk County
COUNTY COMMISSIONER Norfolk County
Hereof fail not and make return of this warrant with your doings thereon at the
time and place of said meeting.
Given under our hands this 10th day of August, 1992.
Joseph J. Semensi
N. Joseph Previti
R. Neal Condlin
Paul J. Connors
William H. Kaidel
BOARD OF SELECTMEN
TOWN OF RANDOLPH
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TOWN OF RANDOLPH, MASSACHUSETTS
PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONS
November 3, 1992
COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
Michael J. Connolly, Secretary
Norfolk, ss.
To either of the constables of the Town of Randolph:
Greeting:
In the name of the Commonwealth you are hereby required to notify and
warn the inhabitants of said town who are qualified to vote in Elections to vote
at:
Precincts 1-2-3-4-5
Randolph Senior Center, Fencourt Avenue
Randolph Jr./Sr. High School, Memorial Parkway
Randolph Jr./Sr. High School, Memorial Parkway
Tower Hill School, Adams Street
Elizabeth G. Lyons School, Vesey Road
on Tuesday, the third day of November 1992 from 7:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. for
the following purpose:
To cast their votes in the State Election for the candidates of political
parties for the following offices:
ELECTORS OF THE PRESIDENT For the Commonwealth
AND VICE PRESIDENT
REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS 9th Congressional District
COUNCILLOR 4th Councillor District
SENATOR IN GENERAL COURT 2nd Suffolk & Norfolk Senatorial
District
REPRESENTATIVE IN GENERAL 6th Norfolk Representative District
COURT
COUNTY SHERIFF Norfolk County
COUNTY COMMISSIONER Norfolk County
COUNTY CHARTER COMMISSION 6th Norfolk
LOCAL OFFICES
BLUE HILLS REGIONAL VOCATIONAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
QUESTIONS
No. 1 — Tax on Cigarettes and Smokeless Tobacco
No. 2 — Public Reporting of Corporate Tax Information
No. 3 — Requiring Reduced, Reusable or Recyclable Packaging
No. 4 — Tax on Oils and Hazardous Materials
LOCAL QUESTION
No. 5 — Shall a charter study commission be created to study the present
governmental structure of Norfolk County, to consider and make findings
concerning the form of government and make recommendations thereon?
Hereof fail not and make return of this warrant with your doings thereon
at the time and place of said meeting.
Given under our hands this 19th day of October, 1992.
Joseph J. Semensi
R. Neal Condlin
Paul J. Connors
N. Joseph Previti
William H. Kaidel
BOARD OF SELECTMEN
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COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
Michael J. Connolly, Secretary
Norfolk, ss.
To either of the Constables of the Town of Randolph:
Greeting:
In the name of the Commonwealth you are hereby required to notify and
warn the inhabitants of said town who are qualified to vote in Elections to vote
at:
Precinct 6
Elizabeth G. Lyons School, Vesey Road
on Tuesday, the third day of November 1992 from 7:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. for
the following purpose:
To cast their votes in the State Election for the candidates of political
parties for the following offices:
ELECTORS OF THE PRESIDENT For the Commonwealth
AND VICE PRESIDENT
REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS 9th Congressional District
COUNCILLOR 4th Councillor District
SENATOR IN GENERAL COURT 2nd Suffolk & Norfolk Senatorial
District
REPRESENTATIVE IN GENERAL 7th Norfolk Representative District
COURT
COUNTY SHERIFF Norfolk County
COUNTY COMMISSIONER Norfolk County
COUNTY CHARTER COMMISSION 5th Norfolk
LOCAL OFFICES
BLUE HILLS REGIONAL VOCATIONAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
QUESTIONS
No. 1 — Tax on Cigarettes and Smokeless Tobacco
No. 2 — Public Reporting of Corporate Tax Information
No. 3 — Requiring Reduced, Reusable or Recyclable Packaging
No. 4 — Tax on Oils and Hazardous Materials
LOCAL QUESTION
No. 5 — Shall a charter study commission be created to study the present
governmental structure of Norfolk County, to consider and make findings con-
cerning the form of government and make recommendations thereon?
Hereof fail not and make return of this warrant with your doings thereon
at the time and place of said meeting.
Given under our hands this 19th day of October, 1992.
Joseph J. Semensi
R. Neal Condlin
Paul J. Connors
N. Joseph Previti
William H. Kaidel
BOARD OF SELECTMEN
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COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
Michael J. Connolly, Secretary
Norfolk, ss.
To either of the Constables of the Town of Randolph:
Greeting:
In the name of the Commonwealth you are hereby required to notify and
warn the inhabitants of said town who are qualified to vote in Elections to vote
at:
Precincts 7-8
Margaret L. Donovan School, Reed Street
Charles G. Devine School, Old Street
on Tuesday, the third day of November, 1992 from 7:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. for
the following purpose:
To cast their votes in the State Election for the candidates of political
parties for the following offices:
ELECTORS OF THE PRESIDENT For the Commonwealth
AND VICE PRESIDENT
REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS 9th Congressional District
COUNCILLOR 4th Councillor District
SENATOR IN GENERAL COURT 2nd Suffolk & Norfolk Senatorial
District
REPRESENTATIVE IN GENERAL 7th Norfolk Representative District
COURT
COUNTY SHERIFF Norfolk County
COUNTY COMMISSIONER Norfolk County
COUNTY CHARTER COMMISSION 6th Norfolk
LOCAL OFFICES
BLUE HILLS REGIONAL VOCATIONAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
QUESTIONS
No. 1 — Tax on Cigarettes and Smokeless Tobacco
No. 2 — Public Reporting of Corporate Tax Information
No. 3 — Requiring Reduced, Reusable or Recyclable Packaging
No. 4 — Tax on Oils and Hazardous Materials
LOCAL QUESTION
No. 5 — Shall a charter study commission be created to study the present gov-
ernmental structure of Norfolk County, to consider and make findings
concerning the form of government and make recommendations thereon?
Hereof fail not and make return of this warrant with your doings thereon
at the time and place of said meeting.
Given under our hands this 19th day of October, 1992.
Joseph J. Semensi
R. Neal Condlin
Paul J. Connors
N. Joseph Previti
William H. Kaidel
BOARD OF SELECTMEN
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ONE HUNDRED AND FIFTY-SEVENTH ANNUAL REPORT
SPECIAL TOWN MEETING
November 9, 1992
The first session of the Special Town Meeting was convened at the Ran-
dolph High School on Monday, November 9, 1992 at 8:00 p.m., with Moderator
Paul Alpert presiding and declaring a quorum present.
The reporter was sworn in.
Rena Baker, Acting Clerk, read the call of the meeting and return of
service of the Special Town Meeting Warrant.
ARTICLE 1
To see if the Town of Randolph will vote to amend Article 1, Section 1 of the
Town By-Laws, for calendar year 1993 only, by deleting the words "the First
Tuesday in April" in the second clause of said section and by substituting,
therefor, the words "the Last Tuesday in March," such that said clause would
read: ". . .; and the annual meeting for election of officers shall be held on the
last Tuesday in March at 7:00 a.m. and shall close at 8:00 p.m." It being the
intention of the petitioner to reschedule only the election originally scheduled
for April 6, 1993 to avoid conflict with a religious holiday.
MR. PIERCE: The Finance Committee moves the adoption of Article 1
as printed in the Special Town Meeting Warrant.
(The motion was duly seconded, short discussion, and the motion was
carried.)
(Approved A.G. November 13, 1992)
ARTICLE 2
To see whether the Town will vote to request the Town's representatives in the
Massachusetts General Court to introduce a home rule petition for legislation
providing as follows:
"An Act exempting the position of Town Accountant of the Town of
Randolph from the Civil Service Law.
Section 1. The position of Town Accountant of the Town of Randolph
shall be exempt from the provisions of Chapter thirty-one of the
General Laws.
Section 2. The provisions of Section One shall not impair the Civil Service
status of any person employed in the position of Town Accountant of
the Town of Randolph on the effective date of this act."
MR. PIERCE: The Finance Committee moves no action be taken.
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(The motion was duly seconded, long discussion, the previous question
was moved, there was a question of doubt on the voice vote, a standing vote
was taken, 83 votes in the affirmative, 82 votes in the negative, the motion
carried. The vote was questioned. A standing vote was taken, 81 votes in the
affirmative, 83 votes in the negative, the motion was defeated.)
MR. CONDLIN: I move the adoption of Article 2 as printed in the
Special Town Meeting Warrant.
(The motion was duly seconded, a standing vote was requested, 91 votes
in the affirmative, 77 votes in the negative, the motion was carried.)
Approved House & Senate January 5, 1993 (See page 120)
ARTICLE 3
To see whether the Town will vote to request the Town's representative in the
Massachusetts General Court to introduce a home rule petition for legislation
providing as follows:
"An Act exempting the position of Police Chief of the Town of Randolph
from Civil Service Law.
Section 1. The position of Police Chief of the Town of Randolph shall
be exempt from the provisions of Chapter thirty-one of the General
Laws.
Section 2. The provisions of Section One shall not impair the Civil Service
status of any person employed in the position of Police Chief of the
Town of Randolph on the effective date of this act."
MR. PIERCE: The Finance Committee moves the adoption of Article 3
as printed in the Special Town Meeting Warrant.
(The motion was duly seconded, short discussion, and the motion was
carried.)
Approved House & Senate January 5, 1993 (See page 121)
ARTICLE 4
To see whether the Town will vote to amend Article 80 of the Annual Town
Meeting by reducing the amounts thereby voted to be raised and appropriated
(the tax rate not having yet been set) for the School Department budget by the
amount of $296,107.00 and to make such line item adjustments to the School
Department budget to effectuate the foregoing, all for the purpose of establish-
ing a balanced budget for the Town for FY 1993.
MR. PIERCE: The Finance Committee moves that the town vote to
amend Article 80 of the 1992 Annual Town Meeting by reducing the amount
previously appropriated for the School Department budget by the amount of
$216,902.00, Expenses reduction of $79,207.00.
(The motion was duly seconded, short discussion, and the motion was
carried.)
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ARTICLE 5
To see whether the Town will vote to amend Article 23 of the Annual Town
Meeting by reducing, increasing, transferring, adjusting line items or make such
other changes as may be advisable, for Unclassified Budget items, all for the
purpose of establishing a balanced budget for the Town for FY 1993.
MR. PIERCE: The Finance Committee moves that the town vote to
amend Article 23 of the 1992 Annual Town Meeting by reducing the sum of
$474,551.00 from the Unclassified budget as follows: Property & Casualty
Insurance $69,551.00, from Street Lights $30,000.00, and Medical Coverage
Town Share $375,000.00.
(The motion was duly seconded, short discussion, and the motion was
carried.)
(William Carr was congratulated for being inducted into the Blue Hills
Regional School Hall of Fame.)
(Representative Bill Galvin and guest Moderator Bob McDermott were
recognized.)
ARTICLE 6
To see whether the Town will vote to amend Article 49 of the Annual Town
Meeting by reducing, increasing, transferring, adjusting line items, or make such
other changes as may be advisable, for the Personnel Department budget items,
all for the purpose of establishing a balanced budget for the Town for FY 1993.
MR. PIERCE: The Finance Committee moves that the Town vote to
amend Article 49 of the 1992 Annual Town Meeting by reducing the Personnel
Department Salaries budget by the amount of $4,000.00.
(The motion was duly seconded, short discussion, and the motion was
carried.)
ARTICLE 7
To see whether the Town will vote to amend Article 66 of the Annual Town
Meeting by reducing, increasing, transferring, adjusting line items, or make such
other changes as may be advisable, for the Department of Public Works budget
items, all for the purpose of establishing a balanced budget for the Town for
FY 1993.
MR. PIERCE: The Finance Committee moves that the Town vote to
amend Article 66 of the 1992 Annual Town Meeting by reducing the sum of
$61,489.00 in the Department of Public Works budget as follows: Salaries
$43,489.00, and Expenses $18,000.00.
(The motion was duly seconded, short discussion, and the motion was
carried.)
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ARTICLE 8
To see if the Town will vote to reduce or transfer from available funds on hand
(Ambulance Reserve Fund or Sewer Reserve Fund or Stabilization Fund) for
the purpose of deduction by the Assessors from the amount required to be
assessed, in accordance with the provisions of the General Laws, Chapter 59,
Section 23. The purpose being to establish a balanced budget for the Town for
FY 1993.
MR. PIERCE: The Finance Committee moves that the Town vote to
transfer from the Ambulance Reserve Fund the sum of $71,334.00 for the pur-
pose of deduction by the Assessors from the amount required to be assessed in
accordance with the provisions of the General Laws, Chapter 59, Section 23.
(The motion was duly seconded, short discussion, and the motion was
carried.)
ARTICLE 9
To see whether the Town will vote to request the Town's representative in the
Massachusetts General Court to introduce a home rule petition seeking special
legislation providing as follows:
"An Act enabling the Board of Selectmen of the Town of Randolph to ap-
point a former Selectman to the position of Executive Secretary to the
Board of Selectmen, upon approval of Town Meeting.
Section 1. Notwithstanding the provisions of Ch. 268A, Section 20
(fourth paragraph), a Town of Randolph selectman may be eligible
for appointment by said Board of Selectmen to the position of Execu-
tive Secretary to the Board of Selectmen of such town, provided,
however, that such selectman shall not be so eligible until the expira-
tion of thirty days from the termination of his service as a selectman
and that such appointment has first been approved at an annual or
special town meeting of the town, or otherwise that such selectman
has fully complied with Section 21A of Chapter 268A.
Section 2. This Act shall take effect upon passage as applicable to the
members of the Board of Selectmen then in office."
MR. PIERCE: The Finance Committee moves the adoption of Article 9
as printed in the Special Town Meeting Warrant.
(The motion was duly seconded.)
MR. ANDER: I would like to offer an amendment to Article 9 after the
words Ch. 268A, I would like to add: No person serving in this position may
occupy, seek election or appointment to any other elected office within the
Town of Randolph other than town meeting member.
(The motion was seconded, long discussion, the previous question was
moved, and the motion to amend was defeated.)
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(There was further discussion on the main motion and the motion was
carried.)
Approved House & Senate December 31, 1992 (See page 122)
ARTICLE 10
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, transfer from available
funds or borrow under any applicable State statute a sum of money to install
a full-phase traffic signal at the intersection of Liberty Street, Grove Street and
North Main Street.
MR. PIERCE: The Finance Committee moves no action be taken.
(The motion was duly seconded, short discussion, and the motion was
carried.)
ARTICLE 1
1
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, transfer from available
funds or borrow under any applicable State statute a sum of money to install a
pedestrian signal at the intersection of Lou Courtney Drive and South Main
Street.
MR. PIERCE: The Finance Committee moves no action be taken.
(The motion was duly seconded, short discussion, and the motion was
carried.)
ARTICLE 12
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate or transfer from available
funds or borrow under any applicable State statute a sum of money to recon-
struct the west wall of the John F. Kennedy Elementary School, or take any
other action in relation thereto.
MR. PIERCE: The Finance Committee moves that the sum of $90,500.00
be appropriated for the reconstruction of the west wall of the John F. Kennedy
Elementary School. To meet said appropriation, the Treasurer, with the appro-
val of the Board of Selectmen, is authorized to borrow $90,500.00 in accord-
ance with Chapter 44 of the Massachusetts General Laws or other enabling
legislation.
(The motion was duly seconded, short discussion, and the motion was
carried unanimously.)
(Richard Coburn congratulated upon his retirement from the School
Department.)
ARTICLE 13
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, transfer from available
funds or borrow under any applicable State statute a sum of money for the
purpose of a new pumping engine.
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MR. PIERCE: The Finance Committee moves that the sum of
$16,000.00 be appropriated for the purchase of a new pumping engine. To
meet said appropriation, the Treasurer, with the approval of the Board of
Selectmen, is authorized to borrow $16,000.00 in accordance with Chapter 44
of the Massachusetts General Laws or other enabling legislation. N
(The motion was duly seconded, short discussion, and the motion was
carried unanimously.)
ARTICLE 14
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate or transfer from available
funds a sum of money to upgrade the ambulance service provided by the Fire
Department to the Advanced Life Support level.
MR. PIERCE: The Finance Committee moves no action be taken.
(The motion was seconded, long discussion, the previous question was
moved, and the motion was defeated.)
CHIEF WELLS: I move that the town raise and appropriate the sum of
$13,000.00 to fund the additional service for the Advanced Life Support sys-
tem as outlined in Article 14.
(The motion was duly seconded and the motion was carried.)
ARTICLE 15
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate or transfer from available
funds or borrow under any applicable State statute the sum of $115,000.00 for
the purpose of curbside recycling for the six month period commencing January
1, 1993 through June 30, 1993.
(Article withdrawn.)
ARTICLE 16
To see if the Town will vote to adopt a new bylaw numbered Section 21B of
Article Seven of the General Bylaws of the Town of Randolph, providing as
follows:
SECTION 2 IB: Annual Dog Licenses Required.
1 . Any person at the commencement of a dog licensing period who is, or who
during any dog license period becomes the owner or keeper of a dog six
months old or over, which is not duly licensed by the Town, and the
owner or keeper of a dog when it becomes six months old during a license
period, and the owner or keeper of a dog so registered, numbered and de-
scribed and licensed during any license period, in order to keep such dog
after the beginning of the succeeding license period, shall before the be-
ginning thereof, cause it to be registered, numbered, described and licensed
for such period.
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2. The "license period" referred to in this bylaw shall be January 1 to De-
cember 31 of any one year.
3. Any violation of this bylaw shall be punished by a fine of $50.00. This
bylaw may be enforced by the Animal Control Officer, utilizing the non-
criminal tickets and disposition mechanism of Massachusetts General Laws
Chapter 40, Section 2 ID.
MR. PIERCE: The Finance Committee moves the adoption of Article 16
as printed in the Special Town Meeting Warrant.
(The motion was seconded, short discussion, and the motion was carried
unanimously.)
(Approved A.G. November 13, 1992)
ARTICLE 17
To see whether the Town will vote to adopt the following new bylaw, numbered
SECTION 6 of ARTICLE TEN ("ENFORCEMENT"), providing as follows:
SECTION 6: NON-CRIMINAL DISPOSITION
1. Statutory Authority: Pursuant to Massachusetts General Laws Chapter
40, Section 2 ID and Chapter 140, Section 173A, the bylaws of the Town
or any rule or regulation of the Town's officers, boards or departments,
the violation of which is subject to a specific penalty may be enforced in
the manner specified in this bylaw.
2. Notice To Be Served: Any person taking cognizance of a violation of a
bylaw, rule or regulation which he/she is empowered to enforce (herein-
after referred to as the "enforcing person"), as an alternative to initiating
criminal proceedings may give to the offender a written notice to appear
before the Clerk of the District Court having jurisdiction thereof any time
during office hours, not later than twenty-one days after the date of such
notice. Such notice shall be in triplicate and shall contain the name and
address, if known, of the offender, the specific offense charged and the
time and place for his/her required appearance. Such notice shall be
signed by the enforcing person and shall be signed by the offender when-
ever practicable in acknowledgement that such notice has been received.
3. Delivery & Mailing: The enforcing person shall, if possible, deliver to the
offender a copy of said notice at the time and place of the violation. If
it is not possible to deliver a copy of said notice to the offender at the
time and place of the violation, said copy shall be mailed or delivered by
the enforcing person, or his/her commanding officer or the head of his/her
department by any person authorized by such commanding officer, or
department head, to the offender's last known address, within fifteen days
after said violation. Such notice as so mailed shall be deemed a sufficient
notice and a certificate of the person so mailing such notice that it has
been mailed in accordance with this section shall be prima facie evidence
thereof.
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4. Copies Of Notices To Be Kept: At or before the completion of each tour
of duty, or at the beginning of the first subsequent tour of duty, the en-
forcing person shall give to his/her commanding officer or department
head those copies of each notice of such a violation he/she has taken cog-
nizance of during such tour which have not already been delivered or
mailed by him/her as aforesaid. Said commanding officer or department
head shall retain and safely preserve one copy and mailing, deliver the
other copy to the clerk of the court before which the offender has been
notified to appear.
5. Final Disposition: Any person notified to appear before the Clerk of a
District Court as herein before provided may so appear and confess the
offense charged either personally or through a duly authorized agent or
by mailing to the Town Clerk of the Town of Randolph, together with the
notice such specific sum of money not exceeding Three Hundred Dollars
($300.00) as the town shall fix as penalty for violating the bylaw, rule or
regulation. Such payment shall, if mailed, be made only by postal notice,
money order or check. Upon receipt of the notice, the Town Clerk shall
forthwith notify the District Court Clerk of such payment and the receipt
by the District Court Clerk of such notification shall operate as a final dis-
position of the case. The case shall be governed by the provisions of
Massachusetts General Laws Chapter 40, Section 21D.
MR. PIERCE: The Finance Committee moves the adoption of Article 17
as printed in the Special Town Meeting Warrant.
(The motion was duly seconded, short discussion, the previous question
was moved, and the motion was carried unanimously.)
(Approved A.G. November 13, 1992)
(The Moderator thanked all the committees of the Town of Randolph for
their work. A special recognition was given to Chairman of the Finance Com-
mittee, Richard Pierce, for his outstanding work.)
(Whereupon the Special Town Meeting was adjourned at 10:20 p.m.)
ttttt ttttt
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Chapter 391
THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Ninety-two
AN ACT EXEMPTING THE POSITION OF TOWN ACCOUNTANT IN
THE TOWN OF RANDOLPH FROM THE PROVISIONS OF THE CIVIL
SERVICE LAW.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General Court
assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:
SECTION 1. The position of town accountant of the town of Randolph
shall be exempt from the provisions of chapter thirty-one of the General Laws.
SECTION 2. The provisions of section one shall not impair the civil
service status of any person employed in the position of town accountant of the
town of Randolph on the effective date of this act.
House of Representatives, January 5, 1993
Passed to be enacted, (signed), Speaker
In Senate, January 5, 1993
Passed to be enacted, William Bulger, President
Approved:
William F. Weld, Governor
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Chapter 390
THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Ninety-two
AN ACT EXEMPTING THE POSITION OF POLICE CHIEF IN THE
TOWN OF RANDOLPH FROM THE PROVISIONS OF THE CIVIL SERVICE
LAW.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General
Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:
SECTION 1. The position of police chief of the town of Randolph shall
be exempt from the provisions of chapter thirty-one of the General Laws.
SECTION 2. The provisions of section one shall not impair the civil ser-
vice status of any person employed in the position of police chief of the town
of Randolph on the effective date of this act.
House of Representatives, January 5, 1993
Passed to be enacted, (signed), Speaker
In Senate, January 5, 1993
Passed to be enacted, William Bulger, President
Approved:
William F. Weld, Governor
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Chapter 305
THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Ninety-two
AN ACT AUTHORIZING THE APPOINTMENT OF A MEMBER OF THE
BOARD OF SELECTMEN OF THE TOWN OF RANDOLPH TO THE POSI-
TION OF EXECUTIVE SECRETARY OF SAID BOARD.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General Court
assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:
SECTION 1 . Notwithstanding the provisions of section twenty of chapter
two hundred and sixty-eight A of the General Laws, members of the board of
selectmen of the town of Randolph on the effective date of this act shall be
eligible for appointment by said board to the position of executive secretary to
the board of selectmen; provided, however, they shall not be so eligible until
the expiration of thirty days from the termination of their service as a member
of said board; and provided, further, that no such appointment shall be valid
until it has been first approved at an annual or special town meeting.
SECTION 2. This act shall take effect upon its passage.
House of Representatives, December 21, 1992
Passed to be enacted, (signed), Speaker
In Senate, December 22, 1992
Passed to be enacted, William Bulger, President
31 December, 1992
Approved, at ten o'clock and 41 minutes, A.M.
William F. Weld, Governor
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TOWN MEETING MEMBERS
ATTENDANCE RECORD
MEMBERS AT LARGE
4/21 6/15 6/22 6/28 11/9
Alpert, Paul
Condlin, R. Neal
Connors, Paul J.
Crowell, George
Doyle, David
Fitzgibbons, John J.
Fleming, Ruth
Galvam, Joseph W.
Gass, Robert
Haire, Michael
Kaidel, William H.
Pierce, Richard C.
Previti, N. Joseph
Rosenthal, Arnold
Scally, Paul V.
Schultz, Robert
Semensi, Joseph J.
Walsh, Ruth
Ward, Joan
White, Herbert A.
Whynot, Lester E.
Deceased as of June 1992
Reorganized April 27, 1992
* Preble, Ronald O.
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Abramson, William
Bernstein, Steven L.
Blumenthal, Robert
Campbell, James H., Sr.
Carney, Lisa R.
Close, Barbara H.
Close, Stephen B.
Curtis, James D.
Ferreira, Ronald D., Sr.
Fiumara, Dianne M.
Flynn, Eileen G.
Flynn, William F.
Flynn, William F., Jr.
Fradkoff, Steven P.
Goodhue, Richard J.
Harris, David, Jr.
Harris, Judith M.
Howard, Brian P.
Hurley, James J.
Kaplan, David E.
Korey, Evan
McLaughlin, Mary L.
McNeil, DonaldS., Jr.
Mulhern, Bartholomew J.
Preble, Joan P.
Preble, Ronald O.
Rocheleau, Robert A., Sr.
Schwartz, Toby Lynne
Simmons, Rose B.
Simon, Lorraine G.
PRECINCT ONE
4/21 6/15 6/22 6/28
x xXXX
X X X X
X X X X
X X X X
X X X X
X XX
X X X X
X X X X
X X
X X X X
XXXX
X X X X
X
X
X X X X
X X X X
X X
X X
X X X X
X X
X
X X
X X X X
X X X X
X X X X
X X X X
X X X X
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PRECINCT TWO
4/21 6/15 6/22 6/28 11/9
Applebaum, Robert I. X X X X X
Berardi, Philip R. X X X
Brodil, David J. X X X
Callahan, Marie L. X X X X X
Carr, Marie M. X X X
Coburn, Richard E. X X X X X
Connors, Mary E. X X X X
TV 1 TV " J TVDoyle, David D.
Fisher, Thomas J. X X X X X
Galvam, Joseph W. X X X X X
Oass, Robert L. X X X X X
Good, Mary B. X X X X X
Goodhue, Mitchell J. X X X X
T T 11
_ Till - AHuttunen, Lillian A. X X X X X
Jablonski, H. Frank X X
Kamin, Michael H. X
Leavitt, Carol M. X X X X X
Leavitt, William M. X X X X X
Lenahan, William J. X X X
Nagle, Ellen M. X X X
Noblin, Jean M. X X X X
Simmons, Kenneth R. X X X X X
Sullivan, Barbara E. X X X
Wales, Frank G. X X X X X
117 1 1 T TVWalsh, James D. X X X X X
Wells, Mary E. X X X X X
Wells, Richard W. X X X X X
White, Herbert A. X X X X X
Zambernardi, Kathleen A. X X X X X
Zoino, John E. X X X
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PRECINCT THREE
4/21 6/15 6/22 vl f £,0 1 1 /9i i y
Rpnvip F.Hmnnd F Sr x x x x x
Bertoni Velrna x x x x x
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P)qn(Toia Tnlrn TX-/dllgCHd, JUllll J. YA YA
Elfakahany, Ibrahim x x
Espinosa, Merle C.
FaHpr Rnire F
Farrell, Catherine Celi x x x
Farrpll Diana C x
Flahertv Scott A x
Gallagher, Francis J., Jr. x x
Gallagher, Patricia A. x x x x
George, Alfred L. x x x
Goodwin, Janice M. x x x
lvtarDnii pall Priwilla F
-LTldC J-^ \JH gclil
,
X lloV^llld 1—/. x x x x
Mahnnpv Tavnp Sividiiciicy, J y ^ lj. x x x x
Mahnnpv Rohprt TIVX dllUHC V
,
X\.\^L/C1 L •! . x x x x x
lvfpFlrnv Tn^pnli Aivicx->ii Kjy , j vjocljii / v
.
x YA x
lvtrKiprnan Kpvin lvfivicxviciiia.il, rvcviii ivi
.
Ivfupfiprini RpHpfpa Tivi ugiici 1111, ivcucccd i^. YA. YA YA YA YA
O'Rripn l^AnnpfV* lv4ir>V»QAlW DllCll, xVCllIlclll IVxlcIldcl YA VA YA vA
ixUIIldllU, licllc YA YA YA YA YA
Stpwarrl Tnfin Ruic aiu, j oiiii j_>. YA YA YA
Sullivan A TohnLI 11 1 V dl 1 , JX. J Ullll x x x x
Uberti, Kathleen M. X
Walker, Patricia A. X X X X X
Wallace, Michael J. X X
Walsh, Michael S. X X X
Ward, John X X X X
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PRECINCT FOUR
4/21 6/15 6/22 6/28 11/9
Abbett, Theodore S. X X
Abel, Herschel D. X X X X
Abel, Sandra V. X X X X X
Barkley, John R. X X X X
Barry, John J. X X X X
Burke, James K. X X X X X
Burke, Joseph E. X X X X
Cartwright, Ralph W. X X X
Cartwright, Scott F. X X X
Daly, Edward G. X X X
Diguilio, Ronald X X X
Dunn, Albert J., Sr. X X X X X
Dunn, Joan P. X X X X X
Greene, Ira E. X X X X
Joyce, Kevin C. X X X X X
Lyken, Herbert L. X X X X
Lyken, Olga G. X X X X
MacNeill, Ann P. X X X X X
Mellon, Barbara B. X X X X
Norris, Ruth X X X X X
Pelissier, Herbert G. X X X X
Reilly, Kevin M. X X X X X
Roche, Gerald F. X
Rota, Henry J. X X X X X
Solon, Eugene X X X X X
Solon, Gloria M. X X X X X
Tagrin, Marnold X
Toomey, Stephen J. X X X X X
Walsh, Patricia Gail X X X X X
Walsh, Thomas H., Jr. X X X X X
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PRECINCT FIVE
4/21 6/15 6/22 6/28
Afarian, Mary
Betterman, Jack D. x x x x
Brown, Richard x x x x
Brown, Richard, Jr. x x x x
Burke, Mary M.
Gregoire, Thomas J. x x
Feigen, Suzanne E. x x x x
Irwin, Nancy Lee x x x x
Jacques, Barbara x x x x
LaPaglia, Dorothy R. x x x x
Laskey, Edwin J. x
Laskey, Helen A. x x x x
Levangie, William A. x x x
Levangie, William A., Jr.
McCormack, Daniel J., Jr. x x x
McDonnell, Joseph T. x x
Mofford, Donald F. x x
Monahan, William T. x x
Mullen, James P., Jr. x x x
Murphy, Peter J. x x x x
O'Riley, John R. x x x x
Peterson, Robert C. x x x
Popkin, Maureen Y.
Reilly, H. Douglas x
Rubin, Theodore J. x x x
Salden, Max H. x x x x
Scally, Paul V. x x x x
Spring, Alfred J. x x x
Teece, Robert D.
Zapustas, Joseph J. x x
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PRECINCT SIX
Alexopoulos, Christos
Alexopoulos, William
Anderson, Paul D., Jr.
Ayers, Norman F., Jr.
Ayers, Robert M.
Boomhower, Frederick W.
Brewer, Richard A., Jr.
Burgess, James F., Jr.
Casassa, John A.
Casassa, Martha M. K.
Cole, H. Burt
Condlin, R. Neal
Fitzgerald, Maureen P.
Glass, Stuart E.
Grant, James J.
Grinnell, Kevin J.
Hebb, Karen A.
Hill, John J., Jr.
Kearney, Joseph P.
Lit, Leonard H.
MacDonald, Robert F.
MacGregor, Lorraine F.
Murphy, Edward C, Jr.
Novoson, Sidney
O'Loughlin, Ronald F.
Owens, D. Loretta
Smith, Theodore N.
Spiro, Nancy J.
Van Tassel, Raymond W.
White, Leo F.
4/21 6/15 6/22 6/28
X X X X
X X X X
X X
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PRECINCT SEVEN
4/21 6/15 6/22 6/28
Ander, William P. X X X X
Ayers, Michael J. X x
Barkhouse, John X X X X
Berger, Robert E. X X X X
Berkowitz, Steven C. X X
Berryman, Sylvia A. X X X X
Cavanaugh, Laurie A. X
Cooper, Howard S.
Corman, Stanley H. X
Davidson, Bernard X X
Davidson, Evelyn R. X X
Driscoll, Robert M. X X X X
Enright, Michael P.
Goldstein, Arthur G. X X X X
Goodman, Ruth X X
Gorodetzer, Sumner D. X X X X
Hicks, William H., Jr.
Kahan, Roger A. X X X X
Lane, Michael J. X X X X
Lesser, Henry E. X X X X
Levy, Donald W. X X X X
MacKenzie, Paul E. X X X X
Mushlin, Barry E. x x X x
Pirrera, Ronald R. X
Sandler, Todd A. X X X
Sass, Joseph A. X
Simons, Linda L. X X X X
Simons, Robert M. X X
Sullivan, Richard F., Jr. X X X X
Whynot, Lester E. X X X X
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PRECINCT EIGHT
4/21 6/15 6/22 6/28 1 1 let11/9
A 1 117*11 j_ T~>
Adams, Wilbert E. X X
Barron, Mary P.
Berger, Brenda J. X X X X
Burke, Joseph F. X X X X X
Burke, Roberta X X
Burke, Thomas W.
Cannon, Edith H. X X X X
Cullen, Lawrence J. X X X X X
Daly, Edward J. X X X X X
Daly, Jayne V. X X X X X
Dedoming, Helen C. X X X
Dedoming, John S. X X X X X
English, Dominic X X X X X
Gallagher, Christine M. X X X X X
/~< 11 1
_ 1-7 T
Gallagher, Francis J. X X X X X
Goldman, Edward J. X
Healy, Daniel F. X. X X X X X
Kinsman, Patricia M. X X X
Lyons, Kenneth A. X X X X X
Lyons, Metta M. X X X X X
McCormick, Karen L. X X X X X
McPartlan, Vera M. X X X X X
Pransky, Robert A. X X X X
Pearlman, Albert X X X X
Skiitington, Claire M. X X X X X
Thomas, John J. X X X X
Walsh, John J. X X X X
Walsh, Ruth E. X X X X X
Wilcox, Douglas M. X X X X
Zona, Ronald X X X X X
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REPORT OF THE
RANDOLPH SCHOOL COMMITTEE
The Randolph School Committee herewith submits its annual report for
1992 to the citizens of our town.
Five elected members serve the town of Randolph as the direct agent of
the Commonwealth of Massachusetts with the charge to uphold the laws and
regulations that are promulgated to support public education. The members
are elected in alternating years, each for a three year period. They serve without
any financial compensation.
Current members of the School Committee are: Chairman, Robert L.
Gass (14 years); Vice Chairman, David Harris (6 years); Brenda Berger (15
years); Cindi Barkley (2 years); and Brian Howard (completing Mr. R. Neal
Condlin's term).
Duties and responsibilities include the formulation of policy, establishing
a budget for the system, personnel appointments, approval of educational pro-
grams, implementation of federal and state allocations for specific programs and
evaluation of all school programs and personnel. The work of the committee is
completed through our executive officer, Dr. Lyn A. Huttunen, Superintendent
of Schools.
The Committee holds regular meetings each month. Usually they are
scheduled for the first and third Thursday of each month school is in session.
During budget deliberations, additional meetings may be scheduled. Most meet-
ings are telecast on cable Channel 52 and are open to the community. In fact,
the opening of each meeting is designated as Community Speaks. Citizens are
invited to address concerns, issues and commendations they may wish to make.
Budget deliberations are completed in open session and Finance Commit-
tee members attend and review the process.
Members of the School Committee work closely with the members of
eight different unions. The School Committee does its own negotiating and
contract maintenance. Given the current economic situation, contract delibera-
tions are frequently lengthy and intense. Several of the unions, including teach-
ers, nurses, tutors and aides, agreed to defer their raises during the 1992-93
school year in order to address increasing class size issues, along with the town's
financial situation.
Indeed, financial support is the most critical issue faced by the school
system. Some additional state aid was helpful and a vote at town meeting to
add $296,107.00 to the base budget was appreciated. Even with this added
support and the deferred raises, class sizes average 26 at elementary and 22 at
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secondary. We are concerned for the future of our students and our educational
system. Community members are urged to attend the public hearing on our
budget in order to be cognizant of our needs.
The Randolph School Committee takes this opportunity Nto thank all of
those parents and citizens who support the schools through P.T.O.'s, by attend-
ing various student events and volunteering in the schools. We are fortunate to
have cooperative town departments and strong community leadership in our
town. We are also proud of our excellent personnel and the outstanding work
of our Superintendent, Dr. Lyn A. Huttunen.
We also take this opportunity to express sincere appreciation for the out-
standing service provided by our recently retired Acting Assistant Superintend-
ent, Mr. Richard E. Coburn. Mr. Coburn dedicated 21 years to the school
system.
Respectfully submitted,
Robert L. Gass, Chairman
RANDOLPH SCHOOL COMMITTEE
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REPORT OF THE
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
My second annual report to the members of the Randolph School Com-
mittee and the citizens of the town of Randolph is herewith submitted. Many
changes took place during 1992 as the school system focused on identifying
needs for children and youth who will become adults in the next millennium.
A strategic plan was developed that is consistent with our current mission
and which is focused on a future that includes a dramatically changing society
and turbulent economy. The persons involved in this process included educa-
tors, school committee members, business and community stakeholders who
invested a considerable amount of time, talent and energy in developing the plan
that will lay the foundation for the next five years in the public school system.
We are most grateful for all of the participants in this process. The action plan
for 1992-93 is available in all of the schools and citizens are cordially invited to
review this document.
Randolph, with its diversity and demographic changes, is representative of
the multi-cultural country in which we currently live and the ever increasing
globalization of our nation. Education, society and the economy are all inter-
dependent. Therefore, the Randolph public school system in all of its opera-
tions must reflect changes in society and the work world while working in a
concentrated way to prepare our students for continuous growth and change.
Change may be our only constant in the future.
The second phase of our strategic planning process focuses on total quality
education. We are grateful once again to the stakeholders who continue to join
us in this effort. We are also grateful to Al Hyman, Randolph resident, Polaroid
Corporation and the Massachusetts Department of Education who are assisting
us in operationalizing T.Q.E. Among the many persons participating are the
members of the Strategic Plan Task Force. They are as follows:
Brenda Berger
Robert Berger (Chairman)
James Burke (Alternate)
Nancy Connelly (Alternate)
William Cottle (Alternate)
Alice Dean (Alternate)
Steve Delano
Merle Espinosa
Gerald Good, Sr.
Kathrine Letourneau
Barbara Mellon
Edwenta Smith
James Wheeler
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Financing the school system continues to be a significant problem. Each
year we must try to plan for our students with the uncertainty of funding and
the reality of having to make do with less and less while our needs continuously
escalate.
Our buildings are all in need of extensive repairs and expensive on-going
maintenance. As society has changed, many more children come to school each
year with basic needs that prevent them from realizing their full potential. We
are already in a technological age that requires consistent upgrading of equip-
ment and materials if we are to keep our graduates competitive. Our quest for
excellence and quality are foremost in our minds, yet we are plagued with the
uncertainty of adequate funds to do what needs to be done. It is an exacerbat-
ing dilemma that is inextricably linked with our economy. Mortgaging our
future appears to be the operational standard we are forced to adopt. As we are
also increasing in population, with the uncertainty of funding and the need for
more resources, not less, the problem is compounded.
The one commodity which we have in Randolph that continues to help us
to be optimistic is our people. Parents and community members continue to
provide us with a valuable human resource, "extra hands, time and energy."
Each elementary school has an aggressive parent teacher organization with the
high school having parents, teachers and students in its organization. These per-
sons work very hard in supporting the schools and provide actual learning
equipment and materials which we sorely need. S.O.A.R. (Save Our Activities
and Randolph High School) and other booster groups have been dedicated to
keeping athletics and extra-curricular activities for our students. Families and
students are also contributing to this effort by paying user fees.
We also recognize our town government and other town departments for
their assistance. Paul Connors, members of the Board of Selectmen, the Cham-
ber of Commerce, members of the Business Roundtable, Chief Barkhouse and
the Police Department, Chief Wells and the Fire Department, Paul Maloof,
Youth Services Coordinator, our Public Works Department and others who com-
mit themselves to the wellbeing of children and youth.
The following sections will highlight events and educational programs:
RANDOLPH JUNIOR/SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
June 4, 1992 was the occasion of the commemorative exercise of the first
graduating class of the combined Randolph Junior/Senior High School. Two
hundred nineteen graduates participated in the ceremony. Eighty-two percent
of the graduates are continuing their education at colleges and universities across
the country. The class of 1992 received scholarships and awards amounting to
over $200,000.00.
The opening of the Junior/Senior High School in September was marked
by a number of changes. Headmaster Ellen Keane resigned her position in
August. Ms. Keane and her family have moved to Vermont. Her dedication and
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leadership will be missed. Mr. Gerard Linehan was appointed interim head-
master and Mr. Robert Johnson was appointed interim housemaster. The
process of student scheduling was vastly improved by the creation of an admin-
istrative computer center. A streamlined quality programming center is a posi-
tive step in creating student schedules and teacher assignments. This was
implemented following our decision to utilize internal computer operations as
opposed to contracting externally.
Thanks to the dedication and commitment of students, teachers, adminis-
tration, parents and townspeople, the Junior/Senior High School student hand-
book was reviewed and revised. Special emphasis was placed on a revision of
the discipline policies and procedures, as well as the attendance policy. The
discipline code aims to promote an atmosphere for students that is both safe
and conducive to learning. It also aims to teach students about respect and
about becoming responsible members of society.
The opening of school was significant this year in that for the first time
in several years there was no decrease in the number of teachers assigned. The
teachers recalled from layoffs provided a welcome addition to the Junior/Senior
High School. Additionally, several key appointments were made as Mr. Ron
Lovett was named Director of Culture and Society and Mr. John Guiggio was
appointed English Department Chairperson.
The New England Association of Schools and Colleges reviewed the five
year progress report and the letter of substantive change for Randolph Junior/
Senior High School. The commission voted to continue the school's accredita-
tion and to extend it to include grades seven and eight.
The commission also commended the substantial activities undertaken to
ensure the successful transition and inclusion of grades seven and eight into the
school. The commission was pleased to learn of the implementation of the
cooperative teaching pilot program to pair regular education and special educa-
tion teachers in a classroom setting and the implementation of an immediate
assistance program to provide an effective response to student crisis.
In addition, the commission commended Randolph Junior/Senior High
School on the following:
- The comprehensive and integrated joint school-community
student assistance program that provides prevention, support,
and instructional services for problems related to substance abuse.
- The implementation of a program of human relations mentors
and the Reach Out program to assist Hispanic and black students
and their parents.
- The addition of a Haitian Creole component to the school's
bilingual program.
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JUNIOR/SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
PROGRAM AREAS:
A. MATHEMATICS DEPARTMENT
The Mathematics Department continues to offer a comprehensive selection
of courses to meet the varying needs and abilities of its students. The
most heavily subscribed courses are the college prep courses which are
offered in two or three levels. Students in the advanced placement level
will take college level courses in their senior year and may place into
sophomore level courses in college, subject to satisfactory performance on
advanced placement exams. The Math Department also offers elective
courses in computer math and Pascal.
For students not taking college prep courses, the Department offers a
two year sequence of courses focusing on practical math skills. These
courses will focus on applications and technology, rather than on routine
computation. Students will be encouraged to learn the proper use of
calculators and the related skill of estimation.
The mathematics program for grades 7 and 8 is divided into three levels.
Level 1, consisting of pre-algebra in grade 7 and algebra I in grade 8, pre-
pares students for advanced coursework in high school. Level 2 is a
standard junior high math program, and level 3 is for basic skills improve-
ment. A collaborative teaching model teaming math teachers and special
education teachers is in effect in level 3 classes.
The focus of the math program is moving away from pencil and paper
computation and more toward problem-solving and applications. Units
on geometry, measurement, and data analysis are integral parts of the
program. Activities with computers and calculators are being integrated
into the math program at both grade levels.
B. SCIENCE DEPARTMENT
The Science Department continues to offer a comprehensive program of
courses designed to meet the varying needs of the population it services.
The traditional high school sequence of biology, chemistry and physics is
offered in three levels and there are elective options including meteor-
ology, practical science, environmental science and physiology. Ninth
graders may choose earth science or physical science and the junior high
program consists of life science at grade 7 and physical science at grade 8.
Laboratory investigations and increasing uses of technology are important
parts of science courses. A collaborative teaching model teaming science
teachers and special education teachers is in effect in junior high biology
classes.
The Science Department is carefully studying current national recommen-
dations related to science education and will incorporate appropriate
elements into future curriculum revisions.
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C . ENGLISH DEPARTMENT
An innovative approach was piloted this year by the secondary Reading
Department. The reading teachers are working more closely with grade 7
English teachers in a cooperative reading/writing program. These English
teachers are also collaborating with the grade 7 Social Studies teachers on
teaching study skills.
The senior elective program is less extensive then when first introduced
due to declining enrollment. However, the following courses continue to
be popular: Humanities, Shakespeare, writing workshops, composition,
SAT review, children's literature, film studies and communications.
D. SOCIAL STUDIES DEPARTMENT
The concept adopted by the Social Studies Department of a core curri-
culum based on U.S. and World History has been supported by more
national reports recently.
The inclusion of study skills and critical thinking skills continues to be
an important priority of the department. In fact, critical thinking skills
lessons have been written into the global history and U.S. history curricu-
lum guides.
The Department has also added supplementary material to the U.S.
history guides in order to reflect a more multi-cultural perspective. Les-
sons on local history have also been written and added in order to cele-
brate the town's bicentennial and to become a permanent part of the
curriculum.
F. FOREIGN LANGUAGE
The curriculum priorities continue to be cooperative learning and profi-
ciency based instruction. Departmental goals are being reviewed as a basis
for curriculum revision.
SYSTEM PROGRAMS:
Of note since September 1992 are the following:
CHARLES G. DEVINE SCHOOL
The Devine School has 385 students, Grades 1-6. Mrs. Anita Jamieson,
our new principal, has been providing excellent leadership for this school.
The Devine was awarded a grant from the Massachusetts cultural council
to partially fund an artist-in-residence to work with staff and students in
the creation of large fabric panels for the front lobby. The panels, en-
titled The Devine Family, will feature full-size images of students to
celebrate the cultural and racial diversity in the school. There will be a
community reception in March when the panels are completed.
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Teachers participated in two after school workshops on Cultural Diversity
and Equity in the Classroom, conducted by Dr. Ethlyn Davis-Fuller of
Cambridge College.
POSH (Pupils Offering Students Assistance) and the safety patrol began
again in November — two programs which foster responsibility, leadership
and role modeling among fifth and sixth graders. POSH students assist
younger students in reading, math and other subject areas. The safety
patrol is stationed outside every day during dismissal to help ensure safety
of all students.
Starting in January 1993 the re-establishment of the Devine School Im-
provement Council and school-wide staff development in cooperative
learning will be added to the activities at Devine.
MARGARET L. DONOVAN SCHOOL
There are 431 students at the Donovan School, under the leadership of
Mrs. Jane Hyman.
During the 1992-93 school year the Donovan School will be doing Project
S.C.O.O.P. (Seeking Civilizations Of Our Past) . S.C.O.O.P. is a supplemen-
tary, voluntary reading program that encourages students to read at home
while teaching them about geography and various cultures from around
the world. In November the students traveled to Egypt and in March
they'll return to Randolph to celebrate our town's bicentennial. In May
there will be culminating activity when parents and students read together
with local and state celebrities. This is the sixth year of our highly success-
ful program. Thanks to the support of the Donovan PTO and local busi-
nesses, we are able to reward our students for a job well done !
ELIZABETH G. LYONS SCHOOL
The Lyons School has approximately 372 students enrolled for the 1992-
93 school year. Mrs. Linda Gautreau, Principal, provides leadership for the
instructional staff of thirty-four.
The Lyons School has a supportive parent population that plans and
coordinates various educational and recreational events for students and
families throughout the year. This group undertakes a number of exten-
sive annual fundraising campaigns to raise money to subsidize student
programs and educational materials.
As a service to the growing number of households with working parents,
the Lyons Parent Teacher Organization oversees an early morning care
program from 7:30 a.m. until the start of the school day.
Currently, Lyons School has received grant money to work with the New
England Center for Equity Assistance to become a model for equity in
our school system.
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JOHN F. KENNEDY SCHOOL
The Kennedy School opened its doors as an elementary school in Septem-
ber 1991. Formerly a junior high school, the building welcomed a total
of 438 students in its initial year. Currently the Kennedy School has 439
students enrolled in twenty-three classrooms, five of which serve students
with special needs. The staff includes a full time principal, Ms. Nancy
Connelly, and regular education, special needs, learning disabilities teach-
ers, and part-time specialists in the areas of music, art, physical education
and library/media services. This year the Kennedy School was chosen as
the site for one of the two bilingual cluster programs in Randolph. The
Kennedy Program serves the needs of Haitian students throughout the
town.
The Kennedy School initiated an early morning and after school extended
day program in its first year of operation; this program continues to the
present with an increased enrollment.
The Kennedy School is supported in many endeavors by an active Parent
Teacher Organization whose efforts on behalf of the school include fund-
raising, cultural enrichment and volunteerism.
MARTIN E. YOUNG SCHOOL
The 440 returning and new students at the Young School, under the
direction of Principal Joseph Burke, relish the thought of having a com-
plete building to use for the entire year. Unlike previous years, when
major construction to correct structural problems in exterior walls neces-
sitated the closing of part of the building, students this year anticipate full
use of the school cafeteria and school gymnasium. Special credit to
town meeting members for funding this important reconstruction.
Projects that have captured the interest and imagination of students
include:
Project Swims: Grade 6 students raised enough money to "adopt" three
whales which they named Lightning, Crystal and Midnight. Students
plan to track and monitor their activities as they meander about the
Atlantic Ocean.
Project Recycle: Organized by grade 5 members, students collected hun-
dreds of recyclable bottles and cans, learning two valuable lessons in
the process — the need to recycle non-biodegradable materials and the
ability to earn money for useful purposes like Project Bulb.
Project Bulb: Every student at Young School received and planted his/her
personal flower bulb in the Fall. We look forward to a glorious and
colorful Spring.
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ELEMENTARY PROGRAMS:
An overview of the curriculum has been presented in the Elementary
Handbook for Parents, distributed in September 1992 and available at all
elementary schools.
As stated in that document, the elementary curriculum is consistently re-
viewed and revised so that the children in Randolph can continue to get
the best education possible within the limits of our resources. Periodically
committees are formed for the purpose of revising a section of the written
curriculum. These curriculum review committees have been generally
comprised of members of the professional staff. During 1992-93, as a part
of the strategic plan, curriculum directors have been meeting to devise a
five year rotating plan for curriculum review. Reports which accompany
the strategic plan will contain updates on this process.
The area of curriculum currently under review is language arts or literacy.
Literacy includes listening, speaking, reading, writing and thinking.
(Again, please see Elementary Handbook for Parents for more informa-
tion). Last school year a Language Arts/Literacy Committee, composed of
administrators and teachers, was formed. Its goal has been to review the
curriculum and develop a framework of expectations for teaching reading,
writing, spelling, speaking and listening in grades K-6. Once that frame-
work is in place teachers can use a variety of materials and methods to
integrate these language arts components to teach literacy. The Commit-
tee plans to have the curriculum ready to publish in the Summer of 1993.
Decisions are not final, however, certain changes have already been made
or are being made:
Teachers have been asked to include shared reading, reading aloud, silent
reading and journal writing on a daily basis.
Common literature has been selected for each grade. Two books were
chosen by teachers to use in reading instruction at each grade in every
elementary school. The goal was to begin to provide common experiences
across town and have students further their reading ability using unedited
authentic writing. A list of the books can be found inside the back cover
of the Elementary Handbook for Parents and the basal readers are being
used in a selective manner.
After several years of not having a consistent handwriting instructional
program, we have reinstituted the Rinehart Method. Teachers in K, 1 & 3
have the appropriate materials and are participating in in-service. Grades
2 & 4 will get their materials and training next year. Teachers are being
asked to look at the developmental needs of their students and concen-
trate on the basic manuscript or cursive strokes. Handwriting activities
will be incorporated into everyday writing as much as possible. In keeping
with what appears to be developmentally appropriate for our students,
cursive will be introduced at grade three rather than grade two beginning
September 1993.
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In grades 2-6 we are beginning to use the "Literacy Plus" Spelling program
to teach spelling. This program allows the teachers to use lists consisting
of grade level words and words from the literacy, science, math and social
studies curriculum. It is our hope that this program will help the students
to make connections between spelling and other subjects, and use words
in their writing rather than simply memorize them for weekly tests and
forget them. The students will be asked to demonstrate spelling in ways
which require them to think more and copy less. Parents may notice a
change in the weekly spelling routines.
An important piece of curriculum development and maintenance is staff
development. This is an area which has been minimized in recent years
due to budget constraints. As part of the comprehensive plan for curricu-
lum development in the strategic plan, a multi-year proposal for staff
development is being considered. Recent information from the Massachu-
setts Educational Assessment Program indicated a need for improvement
in problem-solving and higher-order thinking skills and in writing in all
content areas. Ways to help staff address these needs are also being con-
sidered.
The following is a summary of some of the staff development we have
been able to provide using grant money:
1991-92 SCHOOL YEAR:
A. Cooperative learning training was provided through a NECEA Equity
Grant to some staff members, mostly those at Donovan School.
B. Grade level meetings were held to begin to coordinate language arts
instruction-topics, including journal writing, shared reading and using
literature in the classroom.
C. A full day of single topic workshops was held in November, including
bilingual, multi-cultural, technology and literacy topics.
D. Developmental education workshops and consultation for kindergar-
ten teachers was also provided.
1992-93 SCHOOL YEAR:
Cooperative learning is to be extended, again through an equity grant, to
teachers at Lyons and Devine, as well as Donovan. Teachers from JFK
and Young can participate on a volunteer basis. Math manipulatives for
first grade teachers, a full day of single topic workshops held in December,
included differences and technology, spelling and handwriting workshops
at appropriate grade levels and continuation of workshops for kindergar-
ten teachers all are currently in place.
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TOWER HILL EARLY CHILDHOOD CENTER
After the retirement of Francis Dodero, Principal of Lyons and Tower
Hill Schools, in June of 1992, leadership at the Tower Hill was assumed by
Carol Wiley, Director of Elementary Curriculum and Building Administra-
tor, and Ellen DTsidoro, Early Childhood Chairperson and head teacher.
The able, experienced staff at Tower Hill has been strongly supported by
the Tower Hill PTO, led by Ellen Ander, mother of twin sons at Tower
Hill. Once again, the Tower Hill PTO has provided substantial support
through its fund-raising projects. PTO meetings have included informative
workshops, as well as business meetings each month. Lynn Schade from
Tufts University has presented information about developmental learning
and the teachers have introduced the parents to the manipulative math
program. A presentation by Elaine Weischedel about the town library fa-
cilities for children is currently being planned.
The Extended Day Bilingual Program has grown this year to include a full
day program for the larger populations of bilingual students: Chinese,
Haitian and Vietnamese. These children are clustered for instruction half
of the day and mainstreamed the other half. They are immersed in English
and provided the normal kindergarten program supported by bilingual
teachers. We hope to expand and improve this program for the future.
A second cooperative classroom has been added this year to expand the
integrated program for special needs students and those needing an extra
"boost" at the beginning of their school career. These classrooms are co-
taught by the classroom teachers and a special needs teacher, supported
by a teacher aide. Again, the normal curriculum is provided but with more
opportunity for individual attention.
Education at Tower Hill includes a foundation for future learning, empha-
sis is placed on literacy, children share reading experiences in print-rich
environments with their teacher and classmates daily and record their
thoughts daily in journals using a combination of pictures and language
symbols. Curriculum is based on interaction of students with the environ-
ment structured by the teacher. Exploration and manipulation of objects
in the child's environment is a basis for all learning — including language,
math, science, social studies and problem-solving. The regular programs
are supported by Chapter I and ESL teachers who help reinforce language
learning for particular students. A problem-solving team, known as S.I.T.,
exists to help teachers clarify individual student needs and plan strategies
for meeting them. Special needs staff support classroom teachers in the
areas of learning, speech and language development and counseling.
A social skills competency program is being conducted by the school
counselor in many classrooms in coordination with the Stone Center at
Wesley College. It is designed to help children gain the skills needed to be
a contributing member of a community.
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Tower Hill teachers are working together and with Ms. Wiley and Mrs.
DTsidoro to monitor and improve instruction at their school. Under the
auspices of an early childhood grant, ongoing on and off-site training has
been provided over a two-year period. In addition to the consultation and
workshops provided to them, teachers at Tower Hill are working as a
group bi-monthly at noontime and after school to develop curriculum
and lessons.
Our mission at Tower Hill is to develop the self esteem of all children by
providing a safe education environment which meets their needs in four
developmental areas: Social-Emotional, Language Acquisition, Motor and
Cognitive.
SYSTEM PROGRAMS:
ESL / TBE
As mandated by the Federal Government and Massachusetts State Laws,
we offer two bilingual programs to students whose primary language is
Chinese or Haitian French. At the elementary level in September 1992
we clustered these programs at two schools. The Chinese program is lo-
cated at Devine and the Haitian program at JFK. This was in accord with
a demand from the Massachusetts State Department of Education.
We also service students through English as a Second Language. Students
receiving such service speak one of seventeen different languages as their
primary language.
Each year the numbers increase as more students enter Randolph for
whom English is not their primary language.
SPECIAL NEEDS
The Special Services Department provided assessment for students suspec-
ted of having special needs and instruction to students, identified through
the evaluation process, as being in need of special education services.
Consistent with the concept of least restrictive environment, these ser-
vices are delivered in regular and special education settings. In addition,
the Department provides a program of social and emotional support to
students, both in special education and regular education programs. The
Department services approximately 700 students in grades PRE-D-12.
During the past year the Massachusetts Legislature approved an amend-
ment to Chapter 7 IB of the Massachusetts General Laws which changed
the definition of "a student in need of special education." The change
states that a child must demonstrate evidence of a disability in order to
qualify for special education services. Effective September 1992, the
Massachusetts Department of Education issued the revised Chapter 766
regulations which incorporated this change. The tighter eligibility require-
ments are not meant to deny services to students who truly deserve
special needs programs but are an attempt to prevent the inappropriate use
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of special education services. Personnel from the Department of Special
Services of Randolph Public Schools were invited by the Associate Com-
missioner of Education to participate in several meetings over the past year
to give input and help draft guidelines for the implementation of the new
eligibility requirements.
As a result of an audit by the Federal Government, the Department of
Education required all school systems to submit written procedures for
the implementation of Chapter 766. Randolph submitted a clear and de-
tailed procedural manual which was carefully developed by the Special
Services Department over a year's period. The manual can serve as a
model for other school systems.
Again this year major goals of the Special Services Department continue
to be 1) to increase and improve opportunities for students with special
needs to be serviced within regular education settings as much as possible,
2) to improve the 766 evaluation process, and 3) to expand service offer-
ings to students at risk for failure but not identified as in need of special
education.
Consistent with these goals, the Cooperative Teaching Programs at the
elementary level were expanded. As of September 1992 there were fully
integrated/cooperatively taught programs at pre-school, kindergarten and
grades 1, 3-6 and 7-8. These classes have eliminated the existence of sub-
stantially separate special classes for students with learning disabilities and
have improved educational opportunities for many students. The pro-
grams were highlighted by the Patriot Ledger in December. The Massachu-
setts Department of Education lauded Randolph for being one of the
State's leaders in promoting mainstreaming.
Teacher workshops, so necessary for program development, have con-
tinued to be made possible through Federal grants. This past summer over
45 regular and special education teachers participated in teacher initiated
and planned summer workshops to expand the integrated/cooperatively
taught programs. It is important to note that the commitment and efforts
of the teachers of Randolph Public Schools have been instrumental in the
development and success of these innovative programs.
Federal Grant monies have also continued to be creatively utilized to pro-
vide additional staff to meet the needs of students. A part-time adaptive
physical education teacher was hired to develop an A.P.E. program which
would service regular, as well as special education students at the elemen-
tary level. The teacher works closely with the regular physical education
staff to identify and select students to be included in the A.P.E. program.
To date over 100 students have been identified as needing the program.
A second social worker was also hired with Federal money to augment the
services being provided at Randolph Junior/Senior High School. The ad-
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dition of another social worker has increased crisis intervention, counsel-
ing and group work resources available to all students who attend the
Junior/Senior High School.
MUSIC DEPARTMENT
Vocal and instrumental music is offered to all students at all levels. The
town's five elementary schools, kindergarten building and Junior/Senior
High School are being serviced by five full-time music teachers, as well as
one at 80% and one at 60%. Our extra-curricular groups are being taught
by part-time instructors.
In our second year with grades 7 and 8 at the high school, we offer general
music for grades 7 and 8, as well as band and chorus.
The high school offerings vary from enrichment courses, such as "The
Song Remains the Same" to music skills courses, such as "Beginning Music
Theory," "Advanced Music Theory Major," "Select Chorus," "General
Chorus" and "Concert Band."
Our 3rd Annual Combined Junior/Senior High School Winter Concert
took place on December 22 in front of a packed auditorium. "Pops" and
"Spring" concerts, as well as participation in the North American Music
Festival in Toronto, are planned high school events for this Spring.
In June our Junior High Concert and All-town Elementary Band Concerts
will conclude our busy performance calendar.
The High School Show Choir, "Illusions," and Jazz Band both compete in
State and District Festivals during the spring and our Marching Band and
Color Guard will lead the Memorial Day and Bicentennial Parades in May
and July.
Mr. David Berry, Chairperson, thanks the townspeople for their continued
support of our school music program and invites them to attend our many
performances during the year.
HEALTH
We continue to provide a comprehensive health program, kindergarten
through grade 11. Issues of personal health, such as nutrition and body
systems, and issues of national concern, such as A.I.D.S. and alcohol and
drug abuse, are integrated in our program. Our programs and our chair-
person for health, Mr. Richard Sweeney, have received commendations on
the state level.
Our major goal is to provide students with the information they need to
make wise decisions and to keep themselves safe and to choose to lead
healthful lives.
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GUIDANCE
Our Guidance Department provides service to students who are college
bound and/or career oriented. Eighty-four percent of the graduating class
of 1992 went on to further education, some to the most prestigious
colleges in the Northeast. Counseling is also provided to stuMents, grades
K-12, in response to social and emotional needs, as well as course selec-
tion.
In closing this report, I express my sincere appreciation to the members of
our School Committee and to our personnel in the Randolph Public Schools.
We are fortunate to have so many dedicated persons who give of themselves in
order to provide a safe and sound education for our children and youth in Ran-
dolph.
I also express appreciation for Mr. Richard E. Coburn, our Acting Assist-
ant Superintendent. Mr. Coburn has made a significant contribution to our
community, as well as directly to our schools. His expertise and his optimism
will be missed.
Respectfully submitted,
Dr. Lyn A. Huttunen
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
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REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE
BLUE HILLS REGIONAL DISTRICT SCHOOL
The Blue Hills Regional District School Committee is pleased to submit
its 26th Annual Report to the residents of the Town of Randolph.
The 1991-92 school year was one of continued excellence in the delivery
of academic and technical education to area students as evidenced by several
awards and recognitions.
The Braintree Electric Light Department delivered a 1992 Saturn to Blue
Hills for conversion to a state-of-the-art electric car. Students in three vocational
areas began working on the project which will be completed during the 1992-93
school year.
Ronald Galliher, Structural Wood Department Head, was one of thirty-six
teachers from across the country to receive an "American Teacher Award" from
the Walt Disney Company. This prestigious award was presented to Ron in
ceremonies broadcast nationally on the Disney Channel.
The William A. Dwyer Chapter of the National Honor Society received an
Outstanding Chapter Award, one of five awards given across the state. The
award was presented to Blue Hills for exemplifying the true spirit of National
Honor Society Ideals through the demonstration of outstanding scholarship,
leadership, character and service.
President Bush's Secretary of Education, Alexander Lamar, sent an envoy
to Blue Hills to honor the Electronics Department as one of the most outstand-
ing programs in the country.
A Blue Hills student from Braintree, Lou Fondanova, received the gold
medal in Graphic Communications at the Vocational Industrial Clubs of America
state competition held in April. Lou went on to place twelfth in the national
competition held in Louisville, Kentucky in June.
The Blue Hills School offers interscholastic sports in 12 areas. Our ath-
letes attained league championships in Cross Country and Spring Track during
the 1991-92 school year.
Secondary school enrollment at Blue Hills was 806, 225 of whom were
from Randolph. Out of 156 students who graduated in June 1992, 40 were
Randolph residents.
Enrollment continues to increase in the Continuing Education Program.
During the Fall 1991 semester, 594 adults attended 43 courses; 49 courses
were conducted for 692 students in the Spring 1992 semester. We are happy to
report that this program continues to be self-supporting.
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Pictured with Randolph Fire Department's newly refurbished automobile are:
(left to right) Captain Herbert Everett, Chief Richard Wells, Superintendent-
Director of Blue Hills Regional Wilfrid J. Savoie, Assistant Director of Voca-
tional Departments Alfred W. Varraso, and Auto Body Department Head Fred
Creamer.
The general public from the nine town district continues to be well served
by Blue Hills Regional. Throughout the past year over two thousand residents
participated in the pool programs, received affordable salon services provided by
cosmetology students, and enjoyed bakery products and meals offered at the
school restaurant, the Chateau de Bleu.
The school continues to save the taxpayers money by completing special
projects for the municipalities, residents and civic organizations. This past year,
for example, municipal vehicles have been painted and refurbished, equipment
has been built, and printing projects have been completed. Specifically, our
Auto Body students did body work and repainted a car for the Randolph Fire
Department. The Annual Town Report covers were printed by our Graphic
Arts department. In addition, three major construction projects were under-
taken for area residents. We estimate a savings to the nine towns of $209,409.00
during fiscal 1992.
We are proud to say that Blue Hills has aggressively pursued grants to sup-
plement the budget. During 1991-92 $772,000.00 was received which enabled
the District School Committee to take the pressure off local town budgets while
continuing to provide a high quality education.
The District School Committee meets on the first and third Tuesday of
each month at 7:30 p.m. in the District Board Room at the school at 800
Randolph Street, Canton. The public is invited to attend.
The following individuals are the School Committee members who repre-
sented the District during the past year:
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Avon Philip E. Doherty
Brain tree James E. Sullivan
Canton Benson Diamond, Esq.
Dedham John J. Lyons
Holbrook William T. Buckley
Milton Philip L. Kliman
Norwood John T. Driscoll
Randolph Ronald DiGuilio
Westwood Joseph F. Carter, Jr.
The District School Committee wishes to thank the citizens of Randolph
for continuing to support its efforts to provide quality vocational-technical
education.
Respectfully submitted,
Ronald Di Guilio
Randolph Representative
Philip E. Doherty, Chairman
BLUE HILLS REGIONAL DISTRICT SCHOOL COMMITTEE
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REPORT OF THE POLICE DEPARTMENT
May I start by thanking the residents of the Town for the support and con-
fidence they have extended to the Police Department since my last report.
Our D.A.R.E. Program is enjoying much success, thanks to the Town's
support, the School Department's commitment to our young adults, and the
generous donation of a new car by Browning Ferris Industrial (B.F.I.) for our
D.A.R.E. representative, Officer Roger White, to use for educational purposes
in the schools.
We are continuing in our quest to fill the vacant positions within your
department, and with the lateral transfer of two fine officers from other de-
partments, we are getting closer to a safe complement of police officers on the
street.
I am pleased to report that for the first time in many years every member
of this Department has been updated on required training and education for
Police Officers. This is due to the work of Lieutenant Dale Williams, our Train-
ing Officer, and the dedication of our officers to commitment and professional-
ism.
We have enjoyed much success as a result of our involvement with the
South Shore Drug Task Force, and as a result of our working with this associa-
tion, we are making great strides to stay ahead of drug and gang activity.
Some of my most important priorities are training and education, as well
as updating our equipment to be better able to serve our residents and officers
alike.
Hopefully, this year will show great progress in the Town's move into the
Stetson School, thus enabling the Police Department to have some breathing
room.
As I struggle with budget constraints and the many complex issues involv-
ing police management, I am immensely aided by good counsel and the unfailing
support of my brother/sister officers, along with other members of Town
government. For this support I shall be forever grateful.
The Police Department's days are dotted with crises, pressures, increasing
crime problems and dangers. The only real guide we have is an "internal com-
pass" and true North must be the "people's good."
Respectfully submitted,
John R. Barkhouse
CHIEF OF POLICE
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POLICE DEPARTMENT STATISTICS
The Police Department received 16,701 calls for service from the public in
1992. These calls were either investigated by patrolmen or detectives. Below is
a sample of these calls:
140 209A Service
5 Abandoned M/V
646 Alarms, Commercial
42 Alarms, Motor Vehicle
652 Alarms, Residential
51 Alarms, School
54 Alarms, Town Department
1 Alarms, Domestic Violence
134 Animal Complaint Other
3 Application for Solicitation
710 Arrest Adult
63 Arrest Juvenile
64 Arrest OUI Alcohol or Drugs
23 Arrest & Bail by other PD's, RPD Warrant
2 Arrestee & RPD by other agency
1 Arson
123 Assault & Battery
39 Assault Simple
72 Attempt to Commit A Crime
11 Attempted Larceny
113 B&E Motor Vehicle/Truck/Trailer
111 Barking Dog
4 Bomb Threat
137 Burglary / B&E
66 Cancel Missing Person
18 Checks, Bad
29 Child Neglect/Abuse
34 Civil Matter
24 Confidence Game/Swnd/Fals Prt.
5 Counterfeiting/Forgery
7 Credit Card/Auto Teller Fraud
8 Disorderly Conduct
1642 Disturbance, General
81 Disturbance, Liquor Establishment
159 Dog Complaint
138 Domestic Abuse/Neglect
2 Domestic Violence Alarm Issued
11 Domestic, Drunkenness
209 Domestic, Verbal Argument
1 Drug Equipment Violations
45 Drug/Narcotic Offenses
1 Elderly Neglect/Abuse
1 Embezzlement
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9 Emergency 209A Order Issued
17 False Report
71 Fight
48 Fire Alarm
38 Fire Department Notified
22 Fire Auto/Truck
5 Fire Commercial
46 Fire Residential
47 Fire Woods/Grass/Other
190 Harrassing Phone Calls
2 Incest
8 Indecent Assault on Child
4 Intimidation
6 Kidnapping/Abduction
278 Larceny all others
5 Larceny from Coin Operated Machine
24 Larceny from Building
47 Larceny from M/V
19 Larceny of M/V Part/Accessory
7 Liquor Law Violation
7 Loitering/Curfew Vagrancy
2 M/V Accident Fatal (no court)
21 M/V Accident H&R Not Invest.
62 M/V Accident Hit & Run
449 M/V Accident Investigated
310 M/V Accident Not Investigated
603 M/V Lockout
173 M/V Towed by Police
378 Major M/V Violation
1035 Medical Emergency
48 Mental Health
18 Mini Bikes, ATV's, Etc.
10 Minors Drinking
1477 Miscellaneous
18 Missing Persons—Adult
48 Missing Persons—Juvenile
135 Motor Vehicle Theft
1 Murder and Non-negligent Manslaughter
172 Mutual Aide
15 Obscene Phone Calls
4 Officer Assaulted
147 Open Door Business/Residence
8 Overdose
3 Peeping Tom
821 Police Information
1 Pornography/Obscene Material
179 Protective Custody Adult
8 Protective Custody Juvenile
8 Prowler
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34 Violation of 209A Order
2 Violation of Civil Rights
10 Water Ban Violations
8 Weapons Law Violations
SUMMARY ARREST REPORT
30 A&B by dangerous weapon
4 A&B on a police officer
6 Armed Assault w/intent to rob/murder
1 Armed Assault in dwelling
1 Armed Burglary and assault
15 Armed robbery
75 Assault & Battery
17 Assault by dangerous weapon
3 Assault w/intent to murder
1 Assault w/intent to rape child
28 Attaching plates
8 Attempt to commit crime
10 Attempted larceny of motor vehicle
1 B&E day - person in fear
4 B&E daytime - felony
1 B&E in a motor vehicle
9 B&E night time - felony
2 Burglary & assault in dwelling
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1 Burning a dwelling house
1 Burning personal property
6 Carrying firearm w/o license
1 1 Conspiracy to violate substance law
27 Disorderly persons
6 Distribution drug paraphernalia
13 Fail to stop for police
13 False name to PO
1 1 Falsifying MV document
7 Forgery
5 Indecent A&B on person 14 or over
4 Interfering w/police officer
3 Kidnapping
4 Larceny of property $250 or less
6 Larceny of property $250 or over
1 Larceny by check
1 6 Larceny of MV or trailer
4 Leaving scene - injury
13 Leaving scene - property
1 Lewd & lacivious behavior
8 Malicious damage to MV
5 Malicious destruction to MV over $250
2 Malicious destruction $250 or less
7 Malicious destruction $250 or more
7 Mental health evaluation
3 Murder
6 Operating MV after revoked for OUI
3 Operating MV after susp for OUI
86 Operating uninsured MV
91 Operating after suspension
65 Operating unregistered MV
50 OUI - liquor
22 OUI - liquor, 2nd offense
8 Possession burglar tools
9 Possession Class "B" w/intent to distribute
2 Possession Class "D" w/intent to distribute
1 Possession Class "B" sub, subsq
5 Possession Class "B" substance
5 Possession Class "C" substance
1 Possession Class "D" subs., subsq
24 Possession Class "D" substance
1 Possession Cont Sub w/intent to dist school
9 Possession of stolen MV
180 Protective custody - alcohol
1 Rape of child
2 Rape, aggravated
3 Rape/abuse child under 16
7 Rec stolen MV or trailer
2 Rec stolen property over $250
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11 Rec stolen property $250 or less
7 Robbery, unarmed
5 Shoplifting - asportation
14 Shoplifting - concealing
17 Threat to commit crime
4 Trafficking in cocaine
4 Unarmed burglary
7 Violation domestic prot. order
Violation restraining order
1,065 TOTAL INDIVIDUALS ARRESTED
987 adult
78 juvenile
TRAFFIC CITATIONS ISSUED
Warnings 767
All Civil 1105
Criminal Complaint 372
Arrests 291
Voids 10
Total 2545
ACCIDENTS REPORTED
Accidents over $ 1 ,000 or Personal Injury 6 1
1
Pedestrians 16
Bicyclists 5
Fatal 3
With injuries 201
Alcohol/Drug related 21
Town residents involved 299
MONIES TURNED OVER TO TOWN TREASURER
False Alarms $11,370
Firearms License, FID's, Police
Reports, taxi fees 7,422
Court reimbursement 393
Medical reimbursement 6,932
$26,117
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REPORT OF THE PARKING CLERK
Parking tickets issued — 1992
Value of tickets
Voids for errors, hearings
Outstanding tickets - 1992
1991
Prior to and including 1990
Parking Fines collected in 1992
Surcharge rentals paid
2067
141
$23,545
$18,360
$17,029
$62,178
$34,090
$855
Respectfully submitted,
Elinor McNulty
PARKING CLERK
REPORT OF THE
AUXILIARY POLICE DEPARTMENT
The following is the performance report of the Randolph Auxiliary Police
Department for the year 1992.
A total of 2,252 duties were performed.
The Auxiliary Police worked a total of 11,907 volunteer hours for the
year 1992.
The Auxiliary cruisers patrolled a total of 10,976 miles this year checking
town property, schools, cemeteries and assisting the regular Police Department
when requested.
The Auxiliary Police Officers has approximately 2,508 hours of training.
The Auxiliary Police had 41 active officers during the year 1992.
The Auxiliary Police are proud to serve the townspeople of Randolph with
pride and respect.
Respectfully submitted,
Robert A. Rocheleau, Chief
RANDOLPH AUXILIARY POLICE
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REPORT OF THE FIRE DEPARTMENT
It is with great pleasure I submit, to the citizens of Randolph, my report
of the progress of their Fire Department for the year ending December 31, 1992.
In my first full year as Chief we have made some very significant changes.
We now are well on our way to be on line with our computer network. The new
Engine Pumper has been ordered and should be delivered in the Fall. The Lad-
der Truck will soon be put out of service and the refurbishing will begin. New
windows are to be installed at Central Station soon and, along with the new fully
insulated addition, should show a significant energy savings.
In November a very dedicated group of firefighters put together a project.
A project that still has many people in awe as to how it was done. These off-
duty firefighters came together one Friday morning, tore off the existing roof of
Central Station, and before the sun set on Sunday evening, had added over one
thousand square feet of usable space to the third floor of the building — you
might say an old fashion barn raising. With a new roof, siding, windows and new
insulation, this endeavor has revitalized the building. I would like to take this
opportunity to thank those firefighters who took part in this project, and with-
out a doubt it shows the uniqueness of our profession.
We now have on order a new pumping engine. When delivered, the citizens
of Randolph are going to see a different concept in firefighting apparatus. This
piece of equipment will reflect the direction the fire service is heading. While
giving the firefighter more to work with, it will also give him protection so that
he may be able to do his job more efficiently and safely. It must be remembered
that this new engine is only the first step in what should be a continuing plan to
replace our aging apparatus and equipment.
With the new techniques in building construction, inspections and especi-
ally fire prevention programs, we have, in some instances, been able to help
reduce the severity of fire. Even with these advancements, fires still happen,
therefore, we must maintain a level of manpower and equipment to adequately
protect the town and attack any fire problem that may arise. With this in mind,
I have requested that the town fund, and allow me to appoint, four new fire-
fighters to bring our on-duty strength up to a level to best serve the community.
We are now a town that has stood still for the past several years, we have grown
steadily, both in population and in number and sizes of our buildings, yet the
on-duty strength of this Department has declined. For several years Chief Teece
has asked that this situation be addressed, again last year I requested additional
men, we cannot keep doing more and more with less and less. It is time we
addressed this situation.
Emergency Medical Service has been an intricate part of the fire service
and over the years we have been the most proficient, effective and economical
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way of delivering this service to a community. We have now, due to the fore-
sight of the Town Meeting Members, begun a training program which will give
the town Advanced Life Support, another link in the chain of survival for a
trauma or heart attack victim. A truly significant and timely advancement in
our capabilities.
Beside fire suppression, prevention, education, Haz-Mat and E.M.S., the
fire service has been and will be the one to call for almost any emergency. With
this in mind, it is our goal, through training and education, to be a complete
Emergency Response Organization and to provide the emergency services re-
quired by the citizens of Randolph in a timely and proficient manner.
This constitutes my report to the town, except to say thank you to all
other departments for their cooperation and assistance, and a special thank you
to the members of this Department for their continued dedication to their pro-
fession.
Respectfully submitted,
Richard W. Wells, Chief
RANDOLPH FIRE DEPARTMENT
FIRE PREVENTION REPORT FOR 1992
Permits Issued 126
Solid Fuel Stove Plans Reviewed 10
Mercantile Inspections 535
Nursing Home Inspections 8
School Fire Drills by Deputies 27
Fires Investigated for Cause 3
Smoke Detector Inspections 417
Amount deposited with Town Treasurer
for Inspection Fees $9,610.00
Inspection and permit fees were raised this past July, resulting in a con-
siderable increase in monies received by the Town.
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EMERGENCY MEDICAL TRAINING
The year 1992 was a very busy time for the Randolph Fire Emergency
Medical Service. It saw the beginning of training to upgrade the ambulance
service to the Advanced Life Support level. Four members have volunteered to
begin training to become Emergency Medical Technician, intermediate level,
and one man is attending classes to become a Paramedic. Once this training is
completed and additional equipment purchased for the ambulances, the Depart-
ment will be able to apply to the state for a service upgrade to the Advanced
Life Support level. This level of patient care provided will greatly increase the
chances of survival in life threatening emergencies.
A number of other training sessions were held for Department members to
comply with new state and federal standards for Emergency Health Care pro-
viders. In addition to this training, all Fire Department E.M.T.'s received all
continuing education necessary to renew their Massachusetts State Emergency
Medical Technician Certification.
Respectfully submitted,
George Mallard, Captain
E.M.S. Coordinator
TRAINING
The challenges of a growing community and the diversity of our expanding
services puts increased demand on training time. EMT continuing education,
computers, hazardous materials and other mandates take up a major portion of
the training time. Nevertheless, we continue to augment in-service fire training
with in-house courses from the Massachusetts Firefighting Academy, and mem-
bers continue to take advantage of both State and National Fire Academy
courses.
The value of and commitment to training is constantly being reinforced.
The successful outcome of some recent emergency incidents can be attributed
directly to the level of training of those who responded and the caliber of those
people serving this community. As the Training Officer for thirty years, my con-
tribution may have been small but my pride and satisfaction have been
enormous.
Respectfully submitted,
Paul Anderson, Deputy Chief
Training Officer
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FIRE ALARM REPORT - 1992
This past year storms have caused considerable damage to the fire alarm
system and much time was spent repairing same. Normal maintenance is on-
going to keep ahead of the ravages of time and weather.
This past July a fee schedule was implemented for Master Fire Alarm Box
owners, covering tests and inspections. This enabled the Fire Alarm Division to
continue to modernize and update the Fire Alarm System. This past Fall 5,000
feet of new wire was installed on South Main Street, replacing wire that had
been up for approximately fifty years and was in deplorable condition.
A portion of Mill Street was widened and reconstructed, requiring the set
back of the poles. New wire was run the length of the reconstruction and all
fire alarm appliances were changed over to the relocated poles.
All public school fire alarms were tested prior to the opening of school in
September and found to be in good working condition. This Department
recommends that these systems be upgraded and expanded as the schools lack
adequate fire detection.
Respectfully submitted,
Herbert A. Everett, Captain
Fire Alarm Superintendent
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REPORT OF THE
BOARD OF HEALTH
REPORTABLE DISEASES
44 Communicable Diseases: Salmonella (8); Shigella (1); Campylobac-
ter (5); Giardia (6); Hepatitis (9); Meningitis (1); Lyme Disease (1); Chicken-
pox (6); Tuberculosis (6); Legionnaire's Disease (1). Tuberculosis and
Hepatitis cases saw an increase of 50%.
PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING AND CLINICAL PROGRAMS
Influenza Inoculations: 1467 Randolph residents received the Flu vaccine
at various clinics held throughout the town. The 7th and final clinic was held
and 136 more residents received the vaccine, making a total figure of 1603. We
hope to continue this great service to Randolph residents, both senior citizens
and those at risk, i.e., those with Kidney Disease, Diabetes, chronic lung disease,
etc.
SCHOOL IMMUNIZATIONS
The Board of Health nurses continue to give school immunizations to
Randolph school children ages 6-18. Many transfer students from within the
State and others from out of the country are remiss about keeping accurate
immunization records. Massachusetts is very strict in this regard. A child's
record must be up to date with written documentation of when the child re-
ceived each vaccine in order for that child to be enrolled in the Randolph School
system. A 4 day walk-in clinic (free of charge) was held in November in order
that these transferring students and current students could be immunized. A
total of 144 students received 213 immunizations. A special MMR clinic was
held in September for students needing a 2nd dose of MMR. 28 students were
immunized at this clinic.
TB TESTING
156 clients were tested in Board of Health office throughout the year.
Again, an increase of 56 clients. Some were tested for employment reasons,
some as contacts to TB patients and some to qualify for school enrollment, as
well as newcomers to this country. There were 6 cases of Tuberculosis reported
this year, an increase of 4 cases over the previous year.
BIOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION
3,243 doses of vaccine were received and distributed to private physicians
and used at various clinics. Public Health nurses must keep accurate records of
all vaccines received, distributed to M.D.'s and used at clinics.
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KEEP WELL CLINICS (AGES 65 AND OVER)
1,273 clients were screened at 48 clinics throughout the year. 177 were
found to have high blood pressure readings. 32 new patients have been seen at
different sites. These clinics are held once a week on Wednesdays at alternate
housing complexes — i.e., 1st and 4th Wednesday at DeCelle Drive, 2nd Wednes-
day at Elderly Drive, 3rd Wednesday at Sunshine Avenue. One does not have to
live in these complexes to be eligible to attend the clinics but MUST be a
Randolph resident.
COMPREHENSIVE HYPERTENSION CLINIC (AGES 30-64)
These clinics are held the 2nd and 4th Thursday of the month (excluding
summer months and holidays) at the Board of Health office from 6 to 8 p.m.
We are trying to accommodate the working people. 235 clients were screened at
15 clinics. 51 were found to have high readings. Again, these clinics are for
Randolph residents ONLY
!
CANCER COLON DETECTION
A walk-in clinic was held in May. 15 kits were issued. The results were as
follows: 9 negative, 3 opted not to complete the test, 3 were referred to their
own physician for further testing, all of which proved negative for Cancer.
HOME VISITS TO MOTHERS AND NEWBORNS
The Public Health nurses visit mothers and newborns in their homes to see
how they are bonding and to answer any questions. An assessment is done on
the infant concerning growth/development, feeding, sleeping, bathing, etc. This
service is offered "free of charge" to Randolph mothers and their newborns.
Nurses also make these patients aware of the many agencies available to them in
their new role as parents, as well as informing them of the Well Baby Clinic.
101 referrals were received from local hospitals. 72 mothers received 76 home
visits; 25 single parents received 33 visits. Of the 101 referrals, 27 refused a
home visit from a public health nurse.
WELL BABY CLINIC
49 babies and preschoolers were seen at 10 clinics, with 76 immunizations
administered. 11 received physical examinations. There were 13 new patients.
The Ladies Library Association sponsors these clinics, in conjunction with the
Board of Health, and we thank them for their great service to the young mothers
of the town. (These same "Ladies" also volunteer to help with the Board of
Health Flu Clinics). We hope this service will continue so that these babies will
not go un-immunized. Dr. Wilhelmina VanDyke is the pediatrician in attend-
ance. This clinic saw an increase of 21 immunizations.
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OFFICE PATIENTS
203 visits to our office were made by 43 patients for allergy shots and/or
blood pressure checks. These patients, seen out of a clinic setting, must have a
physician's written order and periodic blood tests to warrant these injections.
There is a $2.00 fee for this type visit. These figures do not include clients for
TB testing or immunizations. In the case of Flu and School immunizations
and TB testing, vaccine, syringes, consent forms, etc. must be ordered by public
health nurses. Clients must sign consent forms before any type of vaccine can
be given. After procedures are completed, there follows more record keeping.
SKINSAVERS
During the week of May 4 through May 8, 1992 the Board of Health, in
conjunction with the American Cancer Society and the Academy of Dermatol-
ogy, sponsored an educational campaign designed to teach people about the
prevention and early detection of Skin Cancer. Sunscreen and educational ma-
terials were made available at the Board of Health office during that week.
Some 50 residents came in to pick up their free bottle of sunscreen and related
educational materials.
POLICE BLOOD PRESSURE SCREENING CLINIC
1992 was the tenth year of the Hypertension Screening Program for the
Randolph Police Department. There are presently 48 officers in the program.
265 initial blood pressure readings were taken and 25 rechecked, for a total of
285. There was a 1% decrease in the high readings from 1991.
Submitted by:
Pauline Hayes, R.N.
Marilyn Condon, R.N.
BOARD OF HEALTH
ENVIRONMENTAL SANITATION
REFUSE COLLECTION & DISPOSAL: Browning-Ferris Industries, Inc., of
Brockton is in the second year of a three year contract for the collection and
disposal of refuse for the town. They continue to maintain a high performance
standard since their inception. Browning-Ferris Industries also operates the
sanitary landfill again, in a fine manner with no cost to the town.
RECYCLING PROGRAM & WASTE BANS: 1992 saw many changes with re-
gard to the refuse collection due to the State-mandated Waste Bans which were
implemented to eliminate certain items from the waste stream. In an effort to
accommodate these changes as smoothly and efficiently as possible, the Board of
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Health sought, and received, help from several areas. We would be remiss if we
did not publicly thank and give credit to Browning-Ferris Industries and the
Randolph Department of Public Works for the incredible cooperation they ex-
tended to the Board of Health in our efforts to continue to provide the same
quality of service, without interruption, while assisting the residents in adapting
to the various changes that came along with the State-mandated restrictions.
B.F.I, has, over the course of the year, paid for advertising and a mailing to every
residence in Randolph informing them of the impending Waste Bans on white
goods (appliances) and leaves and, along with the Board of Health, provided in-
formation as to proper disposal of these items.
In addition, they have provided containers at their landfill on Johnson Drive for
the disposal of white goods, batteries and tires which, upon each container being
filled, is then shipped to a proper vendor at the expense of B.F.I.
They continue to provide a recycling area at the landfill for newspapers, glass,
plastics, etc., as well as a composting site for residents to dispose of their leaves.
Their community spirit and cooperation is unwavering and highly commendable.
The D.P.W. is also to be commended for assisting the Board of Health by provid-
ing space at the D.P.W. yard which was used as a secondary site for the disposal
of leaves on weekends, as well as providing the manpower necessary for this
endeavor.
Change is sometimes necessary and often unwelcome, however, a valiant effort
was put forth by all in order to make it easier for our residents to comply with
these new restrictions.
RABIES CLINIC: In the Spring of this year a Rabies Clinic was held for dogs,
and especially for cats, due to the seriousness of the Raccoon-transmitted rabies
situation heading into this area. The clinic was co-sponsored by the Board of
Health, T & B Pet Supply, local veterinarian Dr. Elmer Barce, Virginia Jope and
Animal Control Officer Richard Bustard. Raccoon rabies remains a serious
problem and an ongoing effort continues to be made to encourage residents to
have their cats inoculated against rabies.
We thank all of those individuals for helping to put this program together and
making it the great success it was. Another such program is in the works for the
coming year and the Board of Health urges those who have not done so as
yet to please participate.
AIDS TASK FORCE: The Board of Health continues to work with the Aids
Task Force in conjunction with the Randolph School Department. Meetings are
attended by Richard Brown, the Board of Health liaison in this endeavor.
INSTITUTIONAL BIOSAFETY COMMITTEE: Paul Connors is the Board of
Health liaison for Randolph's Institutional Biosafety Committee (IBC) and
attends meetings on a regular basis.
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In addition to the numerous meetings the Board of Health must hold and attend
during the course of a year, other areas of concern to this Board, such as the
Baird and Maguire Task Force meetings, are also attended by one or more
members of this Board of Health.
PUBLIC HEALTH COMPLAINTS: Over 1,700 complaints were received for
possible health nuisances and hazards and investigated and resolved during the
year.
SWIMMING POOLS: 34 permits for public, semi-public and private swimming
pools were issued.
PUBLIC/SEMI-PUBLIC POOL INSPECTIONS: The State mandates that public/
semi-public pools be inspected and brought up to code prior to issuance of an-
nual license. This duty falls to the local Board of Health and, as such, over 30
inspections and reinspections of public and semi-public pools were made by this
office prior to issuing annual permits.
INSPECTION OF NURSING AND OTHER STATE-RUN HOMES: 7 inspec-
tion of 5 facilities were made prior to relicensing.
FOOD SERVICE ESTABLISHMENTS: 91 permits were issued to restaurants
and other type operations serving food and/or drink for consumption on the
premises. Inspections of all establishments have been carried out in excess of
the two required by State Code and will continue to be monitored constantly.
RETAIL FOOD ESTABLISHMENTS: 47 permits were issued to retail food
establishments. All are being inspected on a regular basis.
CATERING ESTABLISHMENTS: 2 permits were issued to operate catering
establishments which also are being inspected at regular intervals.
LIVESTOCK: 17 licenses were issued to residents to keep livestock. 2 Hypo-
syringe permits were issued to residents for animal treatment.
COLLECTION & DISPOSAL OF SEWAGE: 4 permits were issued for the col-
lection and disposal of sewage.
REMOVE, TRANSPORT, DISPOSE OF GARBAGE/OFFAL: 1 1 permits issued.
MEDICAL WASTE DISPOSAL: 1 permit issued.
VAPOR, POOL, SHOWER & OTHER BATHS: 1 permit issued for whirlpool
bath.
SUNTANNING FACILITIES: 2 permits issued and facilities inspected.
THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE FACILITY: 1 license issued and facility inspected.
THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE: 1 license issued.
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RECOMBINANT DNA MOLECULE TECHNOLOGY FACILITY: 1 permit is-
sued with regular inspections performed by the town's Biosafety Officer.
FUNERAL DIRECTORS. 7 licenses issued.
402 permits for gas installations were issued during 1992. As with plumb-
ing inspections, at least one inspection is necessary for each installation.
300 permits for plumbing installations were issued during the year. Each
installation requires at least one inspection by the Plumbing Inspector.
Richard Brown was elected in April for a three year term.
Having been defeated in his bid for re-election, we wish to thank Thomas
J. Fisher for his dedication and service to the Board of Health during his eight
year tenure and wish him every success in all his endeavors.
1992 also saw the retirement of Geraldine Riordan, R.N. Mrs. Riordan,
the former Public Health Nursing Supervisor, had been with the Board of Health
for almost 25 years. An "Open House" was held for her on the occasion of her
retirement in August where she received the well-wishes of her co-workers,
patients and friends, as well as receiving many awards for her years of service to
the Town of Randolph. The Board of Health wishes "Gerry" and her husband
"Tom" many happy, healthy years of retirement.
PLUMBING & GAS INSPECTIONS
PERSONNEL MATTERS
REVENUE PRODUCED
Permits & Licenses
Plumbing Permits
Gas Permits
$ 11,208.15
4,105.00
2,645.00
Total $ 17,958.15
Respectfully submitted,
Paul J. Connors, Chairman
Richard Brown
F. R. Philbrook, MD, MPH, Health Officer
Patricia A. Walker, Code Enforcement Officer
RANDOLPH BOARD OF HEALTH
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REPORT OF THE
NORFOLK COUNTY MOSQUITO CONTROL PROJECT
The Operational Project Program integrates all proven technologies into a
system of mosquito control that is rational, safe, effective and economically
feasible.
All mosquito eggs need water to hatch to sustain larval growth.
Source Reduction Work: Our primary efforts are concentrated on the
drainage of shallow, standing, stagnant water, and the maintenance of existing
flow systems which contribute to mosquito breeding sources.
Drainage Ditches Cleaned 3,585 feet
Larviciding: Treatment of mosquito larvae during aquatic development is
the next most effective control effort.
Larvicide by backpack/briquets/mistblowers 81 acres
Catch basin larvicide application 671 count
Adulticiding: The suppression of flying adult mosquitoes becomes neces-
sary when they are numerous, annoying, or threatening to residents.
Adulticide U.L.V. from trucks 1 ,229 acres
Surveys, inspections and monitoring in support of our program include
locating and mapping breeding areas, larval and adult collections, and field work
evaluations leading to better drainage.
The Project received 34 calls from residents for information and assistance.
Respectfully submitted,
John J. Smith, Superintendent
NORFOLK COUNTY MOSQUITO CONTROL PROJECT
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REPORT OF THE
ANIMAL CONTROL OFFICER
There was a total of 2,379 complaints made at the request of the Police
Department, Board of Health, the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals, the Animal Rescue League of Brockton and Boston, the police of
neighboring towns, the School Department and the citizens of the town.
There were 30 dog bites and 5 cat bites, also a raccoon that bit a dog. The
heads of 1 raccoon, 3 cats and 1 woodchuck were brought to the Wasserman
Laboratory for analysis. All heads came back negative.
All animal bites must be reported by the hospitals and clinics throughout
the state. This is a state law. The following action must be taken when a bite
is reported:
1. Quarantine the animal for 10 days.
2. Make report to the Division of Animal Health of the Common-
wealth of Massachusetts.
3. Report to and work with the local Board of Health.
Disposition of Animals was as follows:
50 Put to sleep (destroyed) as a result of accidents.
581 Dogs and cats were picked up by the Department, kept in cus-
tody and eventually returned to their owners in Randolph,
Milton, Canton, Braintree, Avon, Brockton, Holbrook, Dorches-
ter, Florida, Connecticut, New Hampshire and Peabody.
Equipment Purchased:
3 Dog Cages.
1 6 foot Snare.
1 Stretcher.
6 Assorted Muzzles
8 Conferences were held with the Board of Selectmen
14 Conferences were held with the Town Clerk and her staff.
1300 Warning Cards were sent to owners of unlicensed dogs who had failed
through neglect or otherwise to purchase licenses.
12 Cases calling for investigations were received from the Animal Rescue
League and the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals.
6 Dogs, 4 Cats, 1 Raccoon, 3 Skunks and 1 Horse were rescued in the year
1992.
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7,682 miles were put on the new van that was purchased in July 1992
2,004 Dog licenses were issued in 1992.
Citations were issued ranging from $50.00 to $150.00 at Quincy court
To the citizens of Randolph, I am grateful for the cooperation as shown in
abiding with the leash law. However, there are still a few citizens who don't
like to abide by the law. This year I am not going to send out warnings as I
have done in the past. You will get a citation instead. So please, if you have a
dog, please get it licensed. I shall continue to enforce same to the best of my
ability.
Respectfully submitted,
Richard A. Bustard
ANIMAL CONTROL OFFICER
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REPORT OF THE
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS
This year completes the second full year of organization as a Department
under the elected Board of Public Works. Over this past two year period the
total annual DPW operating budget has been reduced by about one-half million
dollars, mostly with the personnel reduction of twelve full-time positions. The
Department was comprised of thirty full-time positions, headed by Peter
Boghossian, P.E., Superintendent and Town Engineer, and staffed as follows:
clerical and utility billing (3); Engineering Division (2); Highway Division
Superintendent and Tree Warden David Zecchini (14); Water Division Super-
intendent Oliver V. Hernandaz, Jr. (7); and Sewer Division (3).
ENGINEERING DIVISION
There are twenty-one residential subdivisions at various stages of develop-
ment under jurisdiction of the Planning Board. This office provides written
reports on plan reviews, inspections and bonds for all Planning Board work.
Notice of Intent plans were reviewed with site inspections and written reports
submitted to the Conservation Commission as required.
Field survey work was provided for a number of Department construction
projects, including the Mill Street reconstruction work. Other work included lot
grading plans (20), preparation of abutter's lists (44), updating of Assessor's
plans for all parcel changes during the year, and updating of street, zoning and
all utility maps. As always, the Division endeavors to provide sound technical
engineering assistance to all Town boards and offices, other engineers and sur-
veyors, and to the general public.
HIGHWAY DIVISION
This Division is responsible for maintenance of streets, sidewalks, brooks,
storm drains, catch basins, traffic signs, pavement markings, street sweeping,
parks, public lawns, tree work, and snow and ice control. Construction of new
roadways, sidewalks, curbing, and the like is performed under our contracts, or
by our personnel. Two mechanics perform required maintenance and repair
work for all DPW vehicles. Specific projects completed are listed below.
Bituminous Concrete Paving
Connolly Street, Ridley Road, Imrie Street, Crawford Street, Barry Street,
Canton Street (Route 24 to Reed Street)
Street Reconstruction
Mill Street (first phase) including 2400 L.F. of pavement reclamation and
new surfacing, storm drains, sidewalks, stone masonry walls, and tree plantings.
Storm Drains
Country Club Drive, Dunsmore Avenue, Glovers Brook Road, Mazzeo
Drive.
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New Sidewalks
Canton Street
Russ Street
1350 L.F. on northerly side
1600 L.F. on northerly side
Sidewalk Maintenance
Old Street 1200 L.F.
Street Safety Improvements
West Street at Lafayette Street
Fern Avenue
The most significant snow storm of the year occurred over the weekend of
December 12. Approximately eight inches of snow fell, mixed with heavy rains,
for an equivalent precipitation of nearly five inches of rain. Coupled with heavy
rains during earlier weeks, the rise in the ground water table caused considerable
basement flooding.
SEWER DIVISION
This Division is reponsible for the maintenance and continuous operation
of more than 100 miles of gravity sewers, 10 sewer pumping stations and related
force mains, and our septic receiving facility. Our sewer "jet" truck is used on
a regular basis to flush and clean blocked gravity sewers, as well as for emergency
backup situations. Maintenance of our pumping stations continues to require a
very substantial amount of time, effort and expense due to normal failure of
electrical or mechanical systems, or pump clogging due to foreign objects or
excessive grease accumulations. To illustrate, rarely does a week pass without
one or two overtime calls due to a pump station failure in the system.
During the year 53 permits were issued for new sewer service connections
with inspections and record drawings made for each. Largely through the ef-
forts of the Board of Health, the number of units townwide still remaining not
connected to the public sewer system has been reduced to 256.
Once again, of major concern to our sewer rate payers is the dramatic and
enormous increase in charges to the town from the Massachusetts Water Re-
sources Authority (MWRA) for wastewater discharge to their system. These
charges are the only sewer costs that are passed on directly to our users. The
following table shows MWRA charges, Randolph's sewer use rates, and the
annual sewer use charge per household using an average of 12,000 cubic feet, all
over the past three fiscal years.
FY91 FY92 FY93
MWRA Charge
Residential rate/ 100 c.f.
Commercial rate/ 100 c.f.
Annual Charge
1,821,888
1.60
2.00
192.00
2,485,214
249.60
2.08
2.60
3,167,364
2.70
3.36
324.00
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WATER DIVISION
Substantial improvements were made and completed at the Water Treat-
ment Plant off Pond Street under the jurisdiction of the Randolph-Holbrook
Joint Water Board. This Board is responsible for the operation and maintenance
of this Plant and the water supply and water storage systems of the two towns.
Our Division personnel assist with the handling of chemicals at the plant and
perform certain maintenance and cleaning tasks when necessary.
Weekly testing of water from nine local sources all showed negative re-
sults for bacteria during the year. Quarterly sampling from three sources for
inorganics and trihalomethanes also showed negative results. Sodium level con-
centrations, however, again continue to slightly exceed the maximum level
established by the MA Department of Environmental Protection (DEP). The
first phase of the DEP required testing of water for lead and copper was com-
pleted with satisfactory results. Of the forty-eight targeted sampling points, all
showed negative results on lead, and one commercial establishment showed a
slightly higher than acceptable copper concentration.
At the end of the year there were a total of 8,764 billable water service
accounts in the system; these accounts generated a net water revenue of
$1,095,909.00. The water and sewer billing system has now been automated
with the use of a hand held microcomputer and related computer software and
hardware. This system has greatly improved our accuracy and efficiency by
eliminating routine manual data entry and by providing numerous types of
reports. Under town contract, 168 and 21 backflow devices were tested twice
during the year, respectively, in private and public buildings.
Shown below is a highlight summary of our construction and maintenance
activity:
4 Service leaks repaired
13 New services installed
7 Services renewed
42 Curb or gate boxes replaced or adjusted
35 Hydrants repaired
29 Broken water mains repaired
384 New water meters and outside readers installed
MONTHLY PUMPING RECORDS (GALLONS)
January
February
March
April
May
Randolph-Holbrook
105,001,000
100,328,000
107,790,000
106,268,000
121,011,000
Randolph
77,860,000
75,789,000
82,160,000
80,170,000
91,429,000
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Continued
Randolph-Holbrook Randolph
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
121,017,000
117,067,000
118,205,000
110,940,000
109,765,000
107,029,000
110,341,000
90,710,000
89,148,000
90,086,000
84,539,000
85,621,000
84,502,000
84,126,000
Totals 1,334,762,000 1,016,140,000
Randolph
Average day 2,784,000 gal.
Maximum day June 14, 1992 3,672,000 gal.
Maximum week June 14, 1992 22,925,000 gal.
Our Board of Public Works, Lester Whynot Chairman, Henry Rota Clerk,
Robert Ayers, Robert Curran and Bernard Davidson, wishes to thank members
of town boards and officials for their assistance and cooperation. Also, special
thanks are extended to all of our dedicated DPW employees for their individual
and combined talent and efforts that made all of our accomplishments possible.
Respectfully submitted,
Peter Boghossian, P.E.
Superintendent/Town Engineer
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS
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REPORT OF THE
BUSINESS AND INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION^
As 1992 passes, this report is a brief one. For business and industry a slow
economy and a slight recession has slowed our growth considerably.
We have had a few new renovations of buildings of industrial growth but
we see a slowdown in the growth of business — empty stores.
The Business and Industrial Commission is working with the community
to fill empty stores but it is a slow progress.
We are still cooperating with the Randolph Chamber of Commerce.
Again, the Business and Industrial Commission would like to thank all
town departments for their cooperation and help throughout the year.
Respectfully submitted,
Herbert A. White, Co-Chairman
Ron D'Guilo, Co-Chairman
John C. Doody
Hersh Abel
Marnold Tagrin
Robert Tripp
Arnold Rosenthal
Henry Roach, Jr.
Judith Gangel
Roger Kahan
BUSINESS AND INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION
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REPORT OF THE
METROPOLITAN AREA PLANNING COUNCIL
In 1992 MAPC kicked off a joint services initiative designed to educate
and inform member communities on new and cost effective ways of doing busi-
ness. Municipal information network systems, service sharing, cooperative
purchasing and regional dispatch opportunities were explored.
MetroPlan 2000 1992 activities included the Council's formal adoption of
the housing, land resources and transportation elements of the plan; develop-
ment of a Capital Investment Program (CIP) to examine priorities for public
infrastructure investments in the region; and initiation of the Concentrated
Development Center (CDC) nomination process.
The Metropolitan Area Planning Council also began an Overall Economic
Development Program (OEDP) in 1992 that is expected to result in substantial
new investments in the metropolitan region from the Economic Development
Administration, as well as other federal and state sources.
Randolph responded to MAPC's 1992 outreach, encouraging communities
to develop pavement management programs. Road inventories and pavement
condition reports are some of the benefits of participation.
As part of the Route 128 Corridor Planning Study, MAPC also produced
zoning and land use maps showing the study area, of which Randolph is a part,
participated in meetings with local officials, reviewed existing and potential de-
velopment, compiled development forecasts for the towns along Route 128, and
completed a build out and land use analysis for the town of Randolph.
Last year's Data Center services to communities included development and
distribution of Community Employment Forecasts used in long range highway,
transit, water and sewer planning; sponsorship of the Boston Area Census User's
Conference featuring workshops on census data applications, reviews of major
demographic patterns, and information on how to use new 1990 census informa-
tion; development of the community profiles, a two-page summary of the first
release of the 1990 census information; and analysis of the Fiscal 1993 State
Budget to help inform communities of the differences between the governor's,
senate and house program appropriations. MAPC also developed an inventory of
vacant sites zoned for industrial and commercial use in Randolph. The database
will be marketed by the Massachusetts Alliance for Economic Development to
national and international business prospects.
MAPC's 1992 transportation planning efforts included development and
distribution of the regional Transportation Improvement Program for the Fiscal
Years 1993-1995. The document was distributed to all member communities,
and to ensure local input into the process, MAPC sponsored two information
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sessions on the TIP in July and again in December. Because the Intermodal
Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991 requires a reclassification of
roadways, in 1992 MAPC also provided member communities with maps of pro-
posed functional classifications. All communities were offered an opportunity
to comment.
MAPC's technical assistance on the new National Affordable Housing Act
included preparation of local Comprehensive Housing Affordability Strategies
(CHAS), the HOME program, and consortia formation. On behalf of its com-
munities, MAPC also participated in EOCD's Housing Policy Commission;
supported the Housing Bond Bill; and sought a state CHAS consistent with
MetroPlan 2000 and beneficial to MAPC communities.
Respectfully submitted,
METROPOLITAN AREA PLANNING COUNCIL
REPORT OF THE PLANNING BOARD
In the year 1992 the Planning Board held a total of seventeen meetings.
Fourteen public hearings were held for new subdivisions and town meeting
articles.
Eight plans were signed and approved and one plan rejected. The Board
was busy this year approving subdivision plans and several discussions regarding
articles presented by Conservation Commission and Board of Appeals. Also,
rezoning articles were recommended to Town Meeting after discussions at meet-
ings.
Mr. Richard Goodhue was elected to the Board at the March Town Elec-
tion.
The Board wishes to thank the Board of Selectmen and all other boards
and departments for their assistance and cooperation during the year.
Respectfully submitted,
Paul V. Scally, Chairman
Michael Walsh, Vice Chairman
Linda Simons
Albert Dunn
Richard Goodhue
RANDOLPH PLANNING BOARD
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REPORT OF THE
MUNICIPAL SPACE NEEDS COMMITTEE
This past year we have made two reports to you, the residents. First was
our annual report for 1991. It included a complete report on the refurbishing
of the Veterans/Board of Health building and an update with regard to the
Stetson School roof project. The follow-up on that roof project is to our satis-
faction. The job was completed on schedule and within budget. The roof is
tight and all flashing and skylight work was completed in readiness for future
work on the building for use as a Town Hall/Police Station. That work was done
at the right time and in this economy at the right price. Thanks to all personnel
in the Building Department for overseeing this project.
Second was the report submitted at the Annual Town Meeting that ad-
dressed the Stetson School space planning study and the recommendations with
regard to that structure. Primarily the recommendation was that the town
authorize a borrowing of $3 million to undertake the construction and renova-
tion of this project. That vote was taken at a Special Town Meeting this past
year and the project has been started.
This year's report is intended to bring all of you, the residents and poten-
tial users and beneficiaries of this building, up to date on the project progress.
A) In August of 1992 an RFP (Request for Proposals) was advertised in
the Central Register, according to law for Design Services (architects).
As a result over 40 proposals were submitted to the Municipal Space Needs
Committee. The Committee reviewed all proposals and followed the correct
procedures according to the Design Selection Board. A design selection com-
mittee, consisting of Paul J. Connors, Edward Goldman, Henry Sandler, H.
Frank Jablonski, John Rooney, Chief John R. Barkhouse and Henry Lesser, was
formed and undertook all steps necessary in selecting our architect. On October
26th Gaffney Architects, Inc., was selected. Our thanks to Henry Lesser for his
experience and expertise, it was of great value to our committee.
There was technical input along the way from Building Commissioner
Joseph Pace and a tremendous amount of work from secretaries Lorraine
MacGregor and Elinor McNulty. A special thank you goes to Linda Sproules for
all of her work on this project on an every day basis.
B) This first step of selection being completed, we then sought bids for
test borings on the exterior of the building. Three bids were received and an
award for services was made to Carr-Dee Corp. for the sum of $1,200.00. This
job has been completed and the results were favorable.
C) The process continues in the recommended manner to study asbestos
and its abatement prior to April 15th. Again, an RFP for this service has been
advertised and the company Environmental Solutions Consulting Group, Inc.,
was awarded the contract for the first and second steps of this procedure.
Step I — $3,376.00 — Asbestos Survey and Analytical Services
(Survey Report/Management Plan)
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Completed, with better than expected results.
Step II - $2,500.00 - Abatement Project Design Services
Ongoing at this writing. Anticipated bid date for start of
Step III Abatement is April 1st.
Step III - Estimated cost $55,000.00 - Abatement
This term speaks for itself. The findings were good on Step I and this
process should go smoothly. The estimated completion date is April 19, 1993.
D) The drawings and specifications are being prepared at this time and
anticipated to be advertised for bid on or about March 22, 1993. There are
everyday workings on this project by town employees, the Police Chief and
committee members.
E) While all of this work has been going on inside the Stetson School,
the DPW Highway Division has begun the new road project that was proposed
which will connect the Stetson building to Memorial Parkway, passing the
Veterans/Board of Health building and the Central Fire Station. The road has
been laid out, the excavation of materials complete, and a new gravel base in-
stalled. Also, the new parking lot for the Veterans/Board of Health building is
75% completed by this same department. They have been doing a terrific job !
F) Finally, at the Special Town Meeting in February the town meeting
members will be asked to accept as a gift a parcel of land from Marsha Leppo
for this road project. We recommend acceptance and hope it is voted favorably,
and we offer a sincere thank you to Marty and Marsha Leppo for their generos-
ity.
As you have been told in the past, we will only borrow on the $3 million
when necessary. Again, we feel we are on schedule, have not borrowed yet and
do not expect to until late May or possibly June and that would be under one-
half million dollars.
Progress is continuing, the Committee is working hard and we are on
schedule with an anticipated completion date of June 1, 1994.
We thank all of you for your support
!
Respectfully submitted,
Paul J. Connors, Chairman
George Fabrizio
Edward J. Goldman
H. Frank Jablonski
John J. Rooney
Henry Sandler
MUNICIPAL SPACE NEEDS COMMITTEE
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REPORT OF THE CONSERVATION COMMISSION
The Randolph Conservation Commission is responsible for the promotion
and development of natural resources and the protection of watershed resources.
The commission is also responsible for the administration and enforcement of
the Wetlands Protection Act. Under this law, the commission acts to regulate
work in and near wetlands, floodplains, and bodies of water.
During the 1992 calendar year the Randolph Conservation Commission
held 16 meetings. Under the authority of the Wetlands Protection Act, the com-
mission issued 5 Orders of Conditions, 18 Opinions and Determinations, and 5
Enforcement Orders. The commission also made 13 site inspections and issued
4 duplicate Certificates of Compliance. Members of the commission made 3
court appearances in an enforcement action and assisted Town Counsel in 3
separate matters.
The commission provided support to other activities during the past year.
The commission provided access to its files in response to 30 requests for infor-
mation from various public and private entities. The commission also appeared
at public meetings in support of conservation matters, including the Braintree
Board of Appeals (Ridge Trucking), Holbrook Board of Health (fish contamina-
tion), and the Randolph Building Department (F.E.M.A. update).
The commission cooperated with and supported the Neponset River
Watershed Association's efforts to designate the Fowl Meadow and Ponkapoag
Pond area as an Area of Critical Environmental Concern (ACEC), a portion of
which is located in Randolph. The ACEC designation was granted in August
1992 and Secretary of Environmental Affairs Susan Tierney presented a certifi-
cate to the commission in recognition of its support for the ACEC application.
The commission has also cooperated with the Metropolitan District Com-
mission (MDC) in a study of the effects of composting on the quality of surface
water runoff. The MDC study is expected to continue through the Spring of
1993. Other commission projects include stream maintenance, protection of
the Cochato River watershed, and updating of the Open Space Plan.
The commission wishes to thank the Building Department, the Board of
Health, the Department of Public Works and its Engineering Division, and the
Board of Selectmen for their help and cooperation during the past year.
Respectfully submitted,
Michael E. Haire, Chairman
Joseph E. Holleran, Vice Chairman
James F. Burgess, Jr., Treasurer
Irene Romano
Michael Wallace
Helena Stone
Dominic English
CONSERVATION COMMISSION
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REPORT OF THE
BOARD OF APPEALS
For the fiscal year 1992 twenty-one applications for hearings were ac-
cepted. A total of sixteen hearings were approved, two withdrawals, three
denials and six continuations:
One Special Permit for Watershed and Wetlands Protection District
Seven Permits for New Dwellings
Eight Permits for Additions to Existing Dwellings
Two Withdrawals
Three Denials
Twenty-seven meetings were held.
Attendance of Full Members:
Arnold B. Rosenthal 27 Chairman
William Alexopoulos 25 Vice Chairman
Stuart Glass 27 Treasurer
Irene Romano 27 Secretary
Richard Brown 27 Member
Alternate Members:
Barry Porter 4
Albert Pearlman 8
Metta Lyons 17
Pat Russo
Henry Sandler 4
$4,200.00 in fees were collected and turned over to the Town Treasurer.
Expenses for the fiscal year 1992 were $3,453.56.
The Board wishes to thank the Building Department, Engineering Depart-
ment, Town Clerk, Assessors, Town Council, and the Board of Selectmen for all
the assistance and cooperation that was provided.
Respectfully submitted,
Arnold B. Rosenthal, Chairman
William Alexopoulos, Vice Chairman
Stuart Glass, Treasurer
Irene Romano, Secretary
Richard Brown, Member
Metta Lyons, Alternate
Albert Pearlman, Alternate
Barry Porter, Alternate
Pat Russo, Alternate
Henry Sandler, Alternate
RANDOLPH BOARD OF APPEALS
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REPORT OF THE BUILDING INSPECTOR
The following is the report of the Building Department for the year ending
December 31, 1992.
Permits issued are as follows—
Single family dwellings: 27
Duplex dwellings:
Additions to dwellings: 36
Alterations to dwellings: 66
Amendments to permits: 2
Coal/wood stoves: 7
Demolition of structures: 5
Fire Repairs: 2
Garages/Barns: 3
Municipal Permits: 12
Reissue of Permits: 9
Reroof: 61
Residing of dwellings: 43
Satellite Dish: 1
Storage Sheds: 13
Sun Decks: 36
Swimming pools: 22
Temporary tents: 3
Additions to places of business: 8
Renovations to places of Bus/Ind: 24
Occupancy Permits granted: 62
Sign Permits granted: 30
sub total: 472
Mandated Inspections—
DMH/DMR fire drills: 9
License inspections: 22
Periodic inspections: 41
Semi-public swimming pools: 15
sub total: 87
Grand Total 559
The probable cost of construction of above land, as submitted on the
permit applications is $5,724,762.00. The Department's calculation of this
work at total completion is $7,155,952.00.
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The sum of $45,509.65 was collected for the above permits and inspec-
tions and was turned over to the Clerk/Treasurer for deposit in the. general funds
of the Town.
The Department wishes to extend its thankful appreciation to all Town
officials, departments, boards and committees for their cooperation in assisting
the Building Department. I feel fortunate to work with the dedicated staff of
the office and the dedicated professionals who serve the Town.
I am submitting the annual report for the Wiring Inspector's office for the
year ending December 31, 1992.
Permits were issued for the following—
Respectfully submitted,
Joseph L. Pace
BUILDING COMMISSIONER
REPORT OF THE WIRING INSPECTOR
Additions/renovations to residential
Air conditioners
Burglar alarms
Business/Industrial renovations
Carnivals
Electric ranges
Energy saving ballasts
Fire alarms
Fire repairs
Garages
Gas heaters
Municipal permits
New home or complete renovation
Oil burners
Panel changes
Pole light
Service changes
Signs
Smoke detectors
60
4
3
42
2
1
64
1
2
1
12
6
36
1
14
97
5
2
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Swimming pools
Temporary services
Vinyl siding
Water heaters (including load controls)
Yearly permits
19
6
35
60
3
Total permits 477
For the calendar year a sum of $9,690.11 was collected and turned in to
the Town Clerk/Treasurer. This amount represented an increase of 15 permits
from the previous year and an increase of $1,744.36 in revenue for the general
funds of the Town.
This additional revenue is attributable to the increase in wiring permit fees
that became effective March 1, 1992. Our fees were increased to keep them
more in line with what the surrounding communities were charging.
On January 28, 1992 I was appointed the Wiring Inspector for the Town
of Randolph by the Board of Selectmen. Michael Walsh was appointed Assistant
Wiring Inspector.
To keep abreast of any changes in the electrical code, I have attended
meetings of the Municipal Electrical Inspectors of Massachusetts and Rhode
Island on a monthly basis.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank all Town officials, person-
nel, residents and electricians for their cooperation during the past year.
Respectfully submitted,
Donald E. Young
WIRING INSPECTOR
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REPORT OF THE
SEALER OF WEIGHTS & MEASURES
Again this year I attended the Conference for Massachusetts Sealers of
Weights and Measures, held September 30 to October 2 at the Holiday Inn,
Mansfield, MA. The conference as usual proved very educational, with demon-
strations of new technology in precription and jewelers scales, vehicle tank
meters and motor fuel dispensers. Round table discussions were held daily to
discuss timely problems in the field.
As reflected by $3,060.00 collected for inspections, the past year was
busier than ever. Since the budget reductions in the State level, more workload
is being passed down to the local sealers.
The following is a list of inspections done in 1992: 6 oil trucks sealed,
109 scales sealed — 17 adjusted, 68 metric weights checked, 47 apothecary
weights checked, 8 coffee venders inspected — one no license.
Randolph has 15 gas stations and 1 diesel station, of which there are 262
pumps to inspect. Of these 16 were found faulty and adjusted. One major gas
station with 36 pumps was charged an extra $288.00 sealing fee as a service
person sealed the pumps without the sealer being present.
I am urging the School Committee to continue buying at least 1 new scale
each year to update the schools. The current scales being used have seen too
much service.
Respectfully submitted,
Harold H. Boothby, Inspector
SEALER OF WEIGHTS AND MEASURES
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REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES
STETSON SCHOOL FUND
Old buildings, like old friends, are worth keeping.
This past year bids were put out to have the structural work done to the
building. N.G. Davilas Construction Co. was the low bidder.
The carrying beams in the basement, under the Clerk/Treasurer's office,
have been replaced. All work was done to the specifications of Structures Engin-
eering, Inc., who did the initial blueprints, and was inspected by Building Com-
missioner Joseph L. Pace. New flooring was installed in the Clerk-Treasurer's
office and carpeting will have to be installed.
In the December 11, 1992 storm the building sustained damage. Siding
around windows, gutters at the rear of the bulding were pulled away and torn.
These will have to be replaced. In the Spring crushed stone needs to be put
around the foundation to eliminate basement flooding.
The Board would like to thank the Randolph Fire Department for their
assistance throughout the year, Russo's House of Sunshine for the outdoor
holiday wreaths, Mr. Henry L. Lowd, Mr. Paul J. Connors and our special secre-
tary, who does more than her job, Linda M. Sproules.
Respectfully submitted,
Joan P. Dunn, Chairman
Henry Cooke IV, Co-Chairman
John Hess, Clerk
TRUSTEES STETSON SCHOOL FUND
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REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR
TURNER FREE LIBRARY
Although budget reductions have forced the library to be open only five
days a week, library use continues to increase. It is an axiom of library adminis-
tration that any reduction in library hours should show a corresponding reduc-
tion in the number of items borrowed from the library. During fiscal year 1992
the library was open 19% fewer hours but the number of items borrowed inc-
creased by over 5%, to make this last year the library's busiest year ever.
Even with the library's reduced hours, almost a quarter of a million items
were borrowed. A total of 247,698 books and other items were loaned from the
library. This was an increase of more than 13,000 items above the previous
year. More than 198,000 books were borrowed; more than 100,000 of them
from our very active Children's Department. Almost 5,000 magazine issues,
over 12,000 audio recordings, nearly 30,000 video recordings, and 2,609 educa-
tional toys were loaned by the library.
If the people who had borrowed all these items had had to purchase them,
the cost would have exceeded four and a half million dollars. The library con-
stitutes less than a penny on each of your property tax dollars and at this cost
remains one of the world's best bargains.
Almost two thirds of the households in town include at least one person
with a library card, and in many the entire family have library cards.
This was our first full year using the computers of the Old Colony Library
Network to circulate library material, as well as to catalogue it. Without our
participation in the Old Colony Library Network we would have been unable to
deliver the same high level of service that we did last year. Quite likely we
would have been forced to close even more hours to perform by hand the opera-
tions that the computers perform in fragments of seconds. What formerly cost
more than $30,000 in staff time is now automatically recorded by the com-
puters.
The number of items kept out overdue has declined since we began using
the computerized circulation system. The number of interlibrary loans has sig-
nificantly increased. Since we have begun placing interlibrary loans through the
computer, we have loaned over 2,000 books out to other Old Colony Network
libraries and have received from them more than 4,000 books for the use of
Randolph residents.
This is not surprising since we have a small collection in comparison to
some of the other Old Colony Library Network libraries. Our collection, includ-
ing magazine issues, numbers around 58,000 items and ranks 14th in size among
the 21 Old Colony Library Network libraries.
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Reserves are free and can now be placed through the computers on books
that we do not own but that are owned by the other Old Colony libraries. If the
book you need is on the shelves in another OCLN library, we can have it here
for you usually within three days. Your Randolph library card can be used at
any of the other 20 OCLN libraries.
Budget reductions have limited the number of adult programs that the
library can present, but during the past year there have been programs on per-
sonal finances and investment, stress reduction, the health benefits of hypno-
tism, and life in colonial New England. The Randolph Historical Society
continues to offer its programs at the library, and the Randolph Reading Group,
now in its ninth year, meets on Wednesday evenings to discuss such diverse
writers as Franz Kafka, Thomas Hardy, Edith Wharton and Henry James. The
library director acts as the group discussion leader.
During tax season the library serves as a site for free tax preparation for
senior citizens. Contributions to the Randolph Food Pantry can be left at the
library.
Again this year attendance at children's programs was very impressive.
This year 1,970 children attended 67 story hours. A Junior Great Books Dis-
cussion Group was formed with Children's Librarian Ann Marie Pokaski acting
as the discussion leader.
The library's summer reading program, "Reach For It. Read. ," was the
most successful ever. A record number of children participated, more than 650,
and together read over 26,000 books. Of the 658 children registered, 400 read
at least the 10 books necessary to qualify for a free Domino's pizza. I want to
thank Doug Surprenant of Domino's Pizza for his continued support of the
library's summer reading program.
Two special programs, funded in part by a Massachusetts Arts Lottery
grant and by the Turner Library Friends, were offered to begin and to end the
summer reading program. "Environmagic" and "The Magic of America" were
designed to encourage children to read and to see the library as a magical place.
It is especially gratifying in this time of growing alarm at the illiteracy
rates in America that Randolph's children are using the library in such numbers
and are learning that reading is not only necessary but also fun.
In closing, I wish to thank the library staff for all their efforts during this
most busy of years and for all their extra efforts. I also want to thank the many
library volunteers for their devoted service. Thanks go as well to the often un-
seen but not unappreciated efforts of the Turner Library Friends and their cur-
rent president, Ted Rubin.
Thanks are also due to the Library Trustees for their continuing support
and encouragement. A great loss to the Board last year was the death of David
Doyle who served as a trustee for many years, several of them as President of
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the Board. He will be greatly missed, not only by those who worked with him
at the library but by all who knew him. The Library Board was also saddened
by the deaths of members Walter Martin and Sallie Crawford.
And a most special thanks to all those people for whom the Turner Free
Library is a vital community service and whose continued reliance on it make
one of the most active libraries on the South Shore. If we are a successful
library, it is because you, our patrons, make us so.
Respectfully submitted,
Charles Michaud, Director
TURNER FREE LIBRARY
REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES
TURNER FREE LIBRARY
It is with great pleasure that I submit my second annual report to the
citizens of Randolph.
1992 was a year of contracts. Circulation increased significantly despite
the fact that we were open only five days a week as opposed to the seven days a
week the past few years. Participation in the programs sponsored by the Friends
and the library personnel grew under the able direction of Charles Michaud.
We had to cut the budget leading to the termination of several employees.
The hours of operation were reduced but the workload increased. This next
year we will experience a marked decrease in state aid because of the reduction
in hours of operation.
A number of repairs were made during the year. New high energy efficient
windows were installed in the front of the building and the twenty-five year old
roof was replaced. The carpets have been cleaned and repaired and new window
treatments have been installed in the Shurtleff Room. Correcting the drainage
problems in the Memorial Fish Pond is a continuing problem and rebuilding or
sealing has been considered. New automatic temperature controls will be in-
stalled shortly.
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We were fortunate to have the services of the Braintree Alternative Group
for several weeks. They assisted in cleaning, landscaping and performing some
minor repairs. Painting is nearly completed in the interior of the building, re-
sulting in great savings to the town.
A plan has been formulated to comply with the new American Disabilities
Act that went into effect in 1992. We are in the process of obtaining a proposal
to replace the doors and redesign the front entrance. Under discussion are new
handicapped restrooms, lifts and parking.
We are most grateful for the Friends of the Turner Library and their
efforts in our behalf. A sincere thank you to Millicent Spargo and the thirty -six
dedicated people who volunteer many hours each week shelving, labeling and
processing books and magazines.
Mrs. Sallie Crawford of Boston passed away in 1992. A board member
for over 40 years and a member of the founding family, she kept the Board on
their toes and added spirit in the years when she was an active participant. Seth
Crawford continued the family tradition of service to Randolph, coming from
Virginia several times a year for Board meetings. Seth resigned in June and we
are pleased that his neice, Judith Crawford Jones, has joined us. The Board is
most grateful for the continuing interest and generosity of this family.
It is with great sadness that we note the passing of David Doyle. He was a
very dedicated, giving, understanding and loyal person. He was our mentor. We
shall truly miss him.
The trustees wish to thank the Board of Selectmen, the Finance Commit-
tee, the Fire Department and the DPW for their help and support. Our thanks
to the many clubs, organizations, businesses and individuals who are so generous
and, most importantly, to the townspeople who make us a part of their lives.
Respectfully submitted,
Carol M. Leavitt, President
BOARD OF TRUSTEES
TURNER FREE LIBRARY
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REPORT OF THE HOUSING AUTHORITY
Since our last annual town report was written, the Randolph Housing
Authority has continued to manage 236 units of Elderly Housing in Randolph.
The Russell F. Thompson, M.D., Memorial Community Center has had a very
busy year for our Senior Citizens of Randolph.
The Randolph Housing Authority is now participating in the Massachu-
setts Rental Voucher Program for moderate income families, administrated
under the Executive Office of Communities and Development Department of
Community Affairs. We presently have 26 family units subsidized under the
Massachusetts Rental Voucher Program.
The Randolph Housing Authority is hopeful of constructing more Elderly
Housing Apartments in the future, however, due to the financial crisis of the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, the program of construction has slowed down
on new Elderly Housing developments in Massachusetts.
In December 1990 the Housing Authority opened its new duplex house
for eight developmentally handicapped citizens and staff at the old McNeill.
Project 689-1. This program was constructed with a grant from the Executive
Office of Communities and Development, in conjunction with the Department
of Mental Retardation and the South Shore Mental Health Center.
The Randolph Housing Authority members are proud of their accomplish-
ments since the start of the program in 1965 and have worked diligently to bring
much needed housing to the people of Randolph and satisfy the requirements
of our elderly citizens.
We would like to extend our thanks to the Board of Selectmen and other
officials of the Town whose cooperation and assistance have been invaluable.
At this time we would like to thank State Representative William Garvin
of Canton and Randolph, State Senator Paul White of Dorchester, and State
Representative M. Joseph Manning of Milton and Randolph for their continued
support of the Randolph Housing Authority and its aims and purpose.
Respectfully submitted,
Ruth E. Walsh, Chairman
James M. Hurley, Vice-Chairman
Marie L. Callahan, Treasurer
Ralph W. Cartwright, Assistant Treasurer
Joseph J. Zapustas, Secretary
Teresa M. Maloney, Executive Director
RANDOLPH HOUSING AUTHORITY
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REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR
FAIR HOUSING COMMITTEE
The Randolph Fair Housing Committee and Fair Housing Director here-
with submit their annual report for the year ending December 31, 1992.
The Fair Housing Committee was established by the Board of Selectmen
to serve as an advisory board to the Selectmen in all matters relating to Fair
Housing. The purpose of the Committee is to promote, monitor and ensure
fair treatment and equal opportunities for safe and sanitary housing for all citi-
zens, regardless of race, color, age, sex, religion, welfare status, marital status,
national origin, national ancestry and physical or mental disability.
The Randolph Fair Housing office, through the efforts of the Fair Housing
Director, continued to provide counseling, outreach, information/referral and
other direct services to the residents and potential residents of the Town
throughout 1992. In addition, the Fair Housing office continues to be the local
agency to which all resident tenant/landlord problems/questions are referred.
To date hundreds of residents and potential residents have been served through
this office by the Fair Housing Director.
On March thirty-first the Fair Housing Director completed and returned
an application requesting the continuation of the Town's affiliation with the
Massachusetts Housing Partnership. In October Mr. Clark L. Ziegler, Executive
Director of the Massachusetts Housing Partnership, sent a certificate to the
Board of Selectmen, documenting the Town of Randolph's affiliation with the
Massachusetts Housing Partnership for the upcoming year.
On June fifteenth the Annual Town Meeting approved the appropriation
of $1,000.00 for an operating expense budget for the Fair Housing Committee
for the period July 1, 1992 through June 30, 1993.
Written quarterly reports, re: the Town's Fair Housing activities, were
submitted by the Fair Housing Director to the Massachusetts Commission
Against Discrimination as required on January 15th, April 15th, July 15th and
October 15th. The fourth quarter report for 1992 will be submitted on January
15, 1993.
Reorganization of the Fair Housing Committee is expected to take place
early in 1993, with the first order of business to be the formulation of a focused
and attainable Committee agenda/action plan for the period 1993-1995.
We would like to take this opportunity to express our thanks and apprecia-
tion to former Town Accountant/Executive Secretary Hank Lowd and the
Randolph Housing Authority for their assistance and cooperation during 1992.
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The diversity of the Town's population and the existing and planned af-
fordable, handicapped and elderly housing in Randolph attests to the Town's
commitment to ensure equal opportunity in housing for all persons who are or
who wish to reside within its boundaries. The Fair Housing Committee and
Director look forward to working with and on behalf of the Town's residents
and potential residents in 1993.
Respectfully submitted,
Ernest Wight, Chairman
Mildred Allen
David Clark
John Doody
Maureen Dunn
Nancy Koczela
Olga Lyken
Arnold Rosenthal
Charlotte Simmons
Linda Simons
Thomas Sullivan
Gayle Yarnall
Paul Maloof, Director
FAIR HOUSING COMMITTEE
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REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR
ELDER AFFAIRS
This office continued to provide counseling, outreach and referrals to the
Senior Citizens of Randolph. There are so many complicated laws, regulations
and paper work that make it most difficult to understand, particularly medical
benefits provided by so many programs.
Mrs. Cornelia Wilkins, Outreach Worker, has continued making home
visits to the elderly of Randolph and does an outstanding job.
The State approved a grant in the amount of $10,138.00 which helps pay
for the part-time outreach worker, secretary/receptionist and defray the cost of
local medical transportation.
I also received a small grant through South Shore Elder Services which
provides a van to transport seniors to out of town medical appointments. It is
my hope that this program can be expanded with town funds or by the purchase
and maintenance of our own van next year.
I have worked closely with South Shore Elder Services, South Shore Men-
tal Health, South Shore Visiting Nurses and Hospice, Jewish Family Services and
Catholic Charities and Nursing Homes to provide needed services to our senior
population.
I would like to take this opportunity to compliment the Municipal Space
Needs Committee on the excellent job done on the town building at One Turner
Lane. The vinyl siding, gutters and window blinds have improved the appear-
ance and received many good remarks from those who come to this office.
Due to the large increase in cost, I was able to get Shaws Market and Sud-
bury Farms to pick up the cost of the bus used each Tuesday and Thursday for
senior citizen shopping. I thank them for their support and generosity.
I closing, I wish to thank our State officials for supporting legislation to
benefit the senior citizens and thank local officials for their help and assistance.
Respectfully submitted,
James M. Hurley, Director
ELDERLY AFFAIRS & VETERANS SERVICES
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REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR
VETERANS' SERVICES & VETERANS' AGENT
During the year 1992, 71 new cases were processed and approved by the
Veterans Administration, bringing in the sum of $203,378.00 in veterans' and
widows' claims to Randolph. The total sum of $2,746,685.00 in V.A. monies
(2 million seven hundred thousand) came to this town in 1992.
The present veterans population is 3,447. The V.A. granted a 3% increase
effective December 1, 1992 for all veterans and widows. Also, a new flat rate of
$750.00 a month was given to all widows whose veteran husband died of a serv-
ice connected disability.
This office assisted the Persian Gulf veteran in filing for their State bonus
of $500.00 or $300.00 which was signed into law by Governor Weld. Veterans
Aid seems to be at level funding. Many cases have to be denied because of a
working wife whose wages must be counted as income. It is difficult to say no
but the regulations are made by the State Veterans Services Office, not by me.
During the past year 58 veterans in Randolph passed away and the Town
expresses sympathy to their families.
The Randolph Veterans Council, with assistance from this office, ran
another successful Memorial Day and July 4th parade and exercises.
I take this opportunity to thank Hank Lowd, himself a veteran, who for
29 years was the Executive Secretary to the Board of Selectmen, for his years of
help and assistance to this department. We wish him many happy and healthy
years of retirement.
I thank Claire Skiffington, Paul Connors, Acting Executive Secretary, and
members of the Board of Selectmen for all their assistance during the year.
Respectfully submitted,
James M. Hurley, Director
VETERANS' SERVICES & ELDERLY AFFAIRS
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REPORT OF
SELF HELP INCORPORATED
Self Help, Inc., is greater Brockton's and Attleboro's anti-poverty agency
dedicated to improving the quality of life of limited-income individuals and
families and making all segments of the community responsive to the needs of
the limited-income, disadvantaged and minority.
During the program year ending September 30, 1992, Self Help received a
total funding of approximately $9.4M and provided direct services to 42,641
limited-income households in the area.
1,393 Randolph households received direct services, totaling $357,810.00,
during the program year 1992.
The total funding of $9,387,675.00 does not tell the real value of human
services delivered to the area as a whole. Self Help's funding enabled us to
mobilize an additional $2,549,611.00 of other community resources, such as
contributions from the towns and volunteers. The gross value of Self Help dur-
ing the past program year was $11,937,286.00.
Self Help currently employs 200 individuals, many of whom are of limited
income and minorities.
We feel that the year 10/1/91 through 9/30/92 was a successful one for
us and very helpful to our limited-income population. We thank the many vol-
unteers, Boards of Selectmen and their representative to our Board of Directors,
Charles Dance, for helping to make our year a success.
Respectfully submitted,
Ulysses G. Shelton, Jr., Executive Director
SELF HELP INCORPORATED
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REPORT OF THE
BOARD OF RECREATION
With the bad economy during the past year and the family becoming
thrifty, more children remained home during the summer, so the recreation pro-
grams had the greatest number of youngsters, boys and girls that participated in
the various activities in many years.
Playgrounds were conducted in four schools — Young, Lyons, Tower Hill
and Donovan. In addition, clinics were held in tennis, track, basketball, gymnas-
tics and baseball.
The instructors that supervised the playgrounds and clinics were college
students and had a background in the work they were doing. They always
stressed safety, got the children to compete, always were friendly with each
other and enjoyed each day in the programs.
I thank the instructors for their handling of the children during the sum-
mer months; also, thanks to the School Department and the South Randolph
L.L. for the use of their facilities.
The swim program had approximately one hundred boys and girls enroll
in the beginners swim program for their initial swimming lessons. Also another
hundred signed up for advanced swimming lessons. There also was a swim team,
lap swimming, adult swim, and other events. The swim instructors are qualified
and certified by the Red Cross.
My greatest concern are the adults who live in the town and cannot swim.
I urge those people to contact the supervisor of the pool when it opens for
lessons. With a pool in Randolph, there should be no excuse for people not able
to swim.
The fall and winter programs are only a shadow of the past. It consists
of adult basketball and adult golf.
The ice rink, going on its 21st year, is busy with hockey schools, figure
skating lessons, youth hockey, high school practices and games, suburban league
games and group ice time.
I thank the past and present members of the Board for their dedication in
presenting the best possible programs, depending on the budget voted by Town
Meeting members; also, thanks to the departments that have helped the Board
over the many years.
I have been reading where the gymnasium of the future will be the out-
doors. Although the majority of the adult population still does not exercise
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regularly, the number that does is gradually increasing. Because of costs and
convenience, many of these exercisers are moving away from gyms and exercise
clubs and instead are using outdoor activities to burn off their calories.
My suggestion is that people from the School Department, the D.P.W. and
the Recreation Board meet, with input from citizens and organizations within
the Town, and start outdoor planning for sites and activities for youngsters and
adults.
Respectfully submitted,
Joseph J. Zapustas, Director
BOARD OF RECREATION
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REPORT OF THE
YOUTH COMMISSION / STAFF
The Randolph Youth Commission and Youth Staff herewith submit their
annual report for the year ending December 31, 1992. As a service/activity
oriented prevention agency, the Youth Department became involved in a number
of endeavors pertaining to the mental, social and physical health of the Town's
youth and their families. In the implementation of any program, the Youth
Commission has the following objectives in mind:
1. To provide alternatives to delinquent behavior by developing
creative programs to meet the social, educational, vocational,
psychological and/or recreational needs of young people;
2. To assess and respond to the needs and concerns of Randolph
teenagers and their families through active outreach efforts;
3. To create a better understanding about youth among adults, par-
ticularly between parents and their own children;
4. To help the youth of Randolph to articulate and meet their own
needs;
5. To bring about a clearer understanding of services and activities
available to youth by agencies already serving the Town of
Randolph.
In 1992 the Youth Staff worked with — among others — police, court,
school and area social service personnel. They provided individual and family
counseling, vocational counseling and placements, academic tutoring, organized
and supervised youth activities, were resources for information and referral, and
were called upon in numerous crisis-intervention situations, including direct
involvement with school drop-outs, runaway cases, teenage rape victims, cases
of attempted suicide, teenage pregnancy and child abuse/neglect, as well as cases
of problems resulting from alcohol and/or drug abuse.
The Lafayette Street Youth Center (17th Anniversary) continues to pro-
vide local young people with a supervised place to meet and participate in
various constructive activities. The Center continues to be open to 7th and 8th
grade students on Friday nights, 6th and 7th grade students on Saturday nights
and 9th - 12th grade students on week nights. As a result of staff reductions,
the week night schedule at the Center during 1992 was often inconsistent.
Nevertheless, the Center still attracted more than 200 young people per week for
much of 1992. Some of the special activities held at the Center during the year
included Funk Dance classes on January 3 1st and March 6th and a Holiday Party
on the 21st of December.
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Various community groups also utilized the facility throughout the year.
In September, as as a result of the efforts of Youth Outreach worker Janet
DeLello, a grant from the Nestles Very Best In Youth program was used to
renovate the Youth Center facility. Not only was the building brought into
compliance with all existing building codes but work was also begun to adapt
the building in accordance with the new requirements as outlined in the Ameri-
cans with Disabilities Act, including the addition of a handicapped accessible
ramp. Our thanks to all the young people, parents and senior citizens who gave
of their time, expertise and materials which really made it possible for us to
complete as much of the renovation work as we have to date.
During the year Youth Outreach worker Janet DeLello continued to
solidify a strong working relationship with the Massachusetts Hospital School in
Canton, which resulted in joint programming, including a Wild Video Dance
Party to benefit the homeless on February 13th, a Nestles Youth Retreat on
April 5th, Thompson's Island clean-up on June 19th, a Youth Center clean-up
on August 15th, a Haunted Hayride on October 29th and Father Bill's Dinner
on November 29th.
Outreach worker DeLello conducted a Make-Up Night for early adolescent
females on January 28th, organized a summer co-ed youth inter-community
softball league during the months of June, July and August (including a parent-
youth finale on August 18th), and put together a babysitting course modeled
after the 4-H program which she held in the Spring (March 31-April 16) and Fall
(October 27-November 17) of 1992.
An ongoing Youth Employment Service (which referred numerous local
teenagers to full-time, part-time and odd jobs throughout the year), and field
trips to Skatetown U.S.A. in Whitman (February 17th), Fenway Park (August
19th and September 24th), and Whalom Park (August 31st) were among the
other programs and activities sponsored by the Youth Commission during the
past year.
Throughout 1992 the Youth Staff continued to meet and work with vari-
ous community groups interested in assessing and addressing the needs of the
Town's young people. In 1993 we hope to expand and increase our efforts on
behalf of our sixth grade and junior high school-age students. We also anticipate
assuming an active role in planning and developing a community-wide before/
after school child care program and a community basic necessities distribution
center.
The Youth Office (961-0936) continues to be located in the Corkin Build-
ing at 19 North Main Street and the Youth Center (963-9879) is located at 70
Lafayette Street.
During the Summer the Youth Commission welcomed newest member
Mrs. Mary Wells, Juvenile Officer for the Randolph Police Department, who was
appointed by the Board of Selectmen to fill the Youth Commission vacancy
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created by the resignation of member Paul Porter. In addition, at their October
6th meeting the Commission voted unanimously to have long time member Mrs.
Mary Rooney serve as Youth Commission Chairman for the upcoming year.
We take this opportunity to thank the Lafayette Street neighborhood for
their continuing patience and understanding. We also thank all town depart-
ments, the business community and the townspeople for their cooperation and
encouragement throughout the year. Special thanks and appreciation to the
Board of Health, the Police, Fire and Auxiliary Police Departments, the Depart-
ment of Public Works, the School Department, the Junior Ladies Library Asso-
ciation and Town Meeting members for their continued assistance and support
in 1992. We look forward to working with and on behalf of the Town's youth
and their families in 1993.
Respectfully submitted,
Mary Rooney, Chairman
Janice Graziano, Vice Chairman
Chuck Fay, Clerk
Ellie Previti
Joe Previti
Neal Condlin
Mary Wells
Paul Maloof, Youth Coordinator
Janet DeLello, Youth Outreach Worker
YOUTH COMMISSION / STAFF
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REPORT OF THE
RANDOLPH HISTORICAL COMMISSION
Most of the activities of the Historical Commission in 1992 were focused
on the Bicentennial Committee's planning for the town's 200th birthday in
1993. It is hoped that once the Bicentennial gets underway that the Commis-
sion can resume some of its previous projects that form the purpose of its
existence.
The Bicentennial Celebration will have three major areas of activities dur-
ing the year. Mid-April will feature the Bicentennial Ball on April 24th, and a
special event on April 17th, examining the life and works of the Randolph
author Mary Wilkins Freeman. The high point of the celebration will be the
events surrounding the July 4th weekend. Preceded by historical house tours by
the Ladies Library Association, the weekend will include an antique car show,
concerts and the grand Bicentennial Parade on the evening of July 3rd.
The glorious Fourth will be bursting with activities, including road races, a
flea market, more concerts, a field day of fun and activities for all ages, and
capped with the first fireworks display in nearly twenty years. The official cele-
bration will conclude with a Harvest Homecoming on Thanksgiving weekend.
There will be a Harvest dance, a Welcome Home Breakfast and a Bicentennial
ecumenical religious service. In all of these activities we thank the many indi-
viduals who have helped us to get this far. A special note of thanks is due to
town officials and employees and the town meeting for their support, without
which this celebration would have been nearly impossible to produce.
Because of the local economic conditions, which severely hampered fund
raising, plans for the Bicentennial Fountain for Crawford Square had to be set
aside. Perhaps when conditions improve it will be possible for this project to be
implemented.
Sales of Bicentennial memorabilia, which currently includes T-shirts,
sweatshirts, cup-plates, stoneware pitchers and afghans, have been brisk under
the direction of sales agent Joan Dunn. Advance sales of the pictorial history
book and video history have also been good.
Work on both the Bicentennial picture history and video history are ap-
proaching completion with both anticipated to be available in the Spring of
1993. Great credit is due to the high school video history team of Ann Ford,
Edmund Hands, Donald Nelson, Donald Sarney and Pamela Sinton for their
contributions of time, talent and enthusiasm far in excess of any compensation
they may have received. We hope that these two items will be ones that the
town can take pride in and treasure for many years to come.
The Commission, like the rest of the town, was saddened by the death of
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our Chairman, David Doyle, last June. He was one of those rare individuals who
personify the concept of "public spirit," a spirit which manifested itself in a
number of ways for the greater good of the community. For most of his adult
life David's love of Randolph, its people and its rich history inspired him to cap-
ture the changing character of our town on film and to collect and preserve for
future generations the images of our community's past. His experiences in the
organization of the town's 175th anniversary in 1968 and the national bicen-
tennial in 1976 were a source of guidance to the members of the present com-
mittee. I consider myself very fortunate to have known this true gentleman. We
shall all miss him.
Pursuant to the request of the Finance Committee, the Historical Com-
mission has submitted a level-funded budget of $1,000 for FY'94. This was the
sum approved for the Commission for the past two years but was considerably
less than the $3,500 appropriated for FY'91. Much of this budget will go
towards purchasing desperately needed archival supplies to permit us to properly
stabilize, preserve and file the many invaluable papers, photos and other arti-
facts entrusted to the Commission's stewardship.
The Commission is researching the availability of federal grant monies for
the microfilming of our town's irreplaceable core records. These include the
town clerk's records of meetings going all the way back to the founding of
Randolph in 1793 and the vital records of births, marriages and deaths from the
earliest days to the present. By the time of my report to you next year I hope
to be informing you of the successful completion of this important project.
The Commission is also planning to apply next year for state matching
funds for use in the rehabilitation of part of Stetson Hall for museum display
space and research and storage facilities for the Historical Commission, in con-
junction with the Trustees' repair plans for that historic structure. Towards
that end the Commission will apply for additional town funding in FY'95.
The members of the Historical Commission and Bicentennial Committee
look forward to 1993 as a year to contemplate Randolph's past, celebrate the
present and plan for building a future that we can all be proud of.
Respectfully submitted,
Henry M. Cooke IV, Chairman
RANDOLPH HISTORICAL COMMISSION
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REPORT OF THE TOWN TREASURER
As another year draws to a close, with respect and pleasure I make my
Annual Report to you, the residents of Randolph.
I have to begin by stating that with four elections it has been a very busy
year. In fact, with the overwhelming turnout at the Presidential Elections I
must say it has been one of the busiest I recall since being in the Clerk/Treasur-
er's office (1979). But thanks to my staff and our Poll Workers, we made it
through another year. We also had two Special Town Meetings, June and No-
vember, along with our Annual Meeting in April.
Together with our devoted Dog Officer, Richard Bustard, we have been
aggressively collecting late dog fines which have brought in extra revenue. Along
with collecting dog fees, the Clerk's Office has been extremely busy with per-
mits, licenses, vital records, variances, bonds and all the other day-to-day busi-
ness.
On the Treasurer's side, although interest rates have been drastically re-
duced, I still have been able to generate $325,778.88 in interest through prudent
cash management practices. There is a possibility, however, that this next year
may not be as good due to declining rates.
Our Tax Title program has also brought in $182,412.95 in delinquent
taxes, with interest of $32,493.15 going into General Funds. We will continue
to aggressively try to collect more in those delinquent taxes still outstanding.
I am very proud of the accomplishments and streamlining of the Clerk/
Treasurer's Office, but this could not have been done without the help of my
competent staff and the faithfulness of my Assistant, Loretta Owens.
I would be remiss if I did not extend a special word of thanks to a special
friend, Hank Lowd, whom I will miss. We always worked well together and I
value his knowledge and expertise.
In closing, I would like to thank each and every other department for
their help and cooperation during the year.
Respectfully submitted,
Joan F. Ward
TOWN TREASURER
Examined and found to be correct
Therese Steele
Town Accountant
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REPORT OF THE TOWN TREASURER
Balances in Trust Funds as of June 30, 1992:
Ellen F. Bennett Fund $36,187.34
Conservation Fund 85.39
Staff Sgt. Richard H.McAuliffe 5,084.51
Soldiers Monument Fund 468.17
Coddington Fund 111.85
REPORT OF THE TOWN CLERK
Statistics recorded to date for 1992—
Births 334
Deaths 305
Marriages 171
Dog Licenses 2,003
Fisheries/Wildlife 725
Archery/Primitive Firearms stamps 44
Massachusetts Waterfowl stamps 51
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REPORT OF THE
BOARD OF ASSESSORS
During the past year the Assessors office again met all the requirements
of the Department of Revenue in completing the triennial revaluation of all real
estate and personal property within the Town of Randolph.
The staff worked diligently to have all changes of data in place for the new
quarterly billing which began this year.
With the new billing system in place, the staff of the Assessors Office now
maintains all sewer betterments and water liens applied to real estate bills, as
well as exemptions and abatements. All of this work was formerly done by a
service bureau.
We are still doing inside inspections of all property to update our data. We
are now 62% complete. This is done only by our own staff. We urge the coop-
eration of all home owners in completing this task. Our values can only be as
good as the accuracy of our data.
We would like to thank the other town departments for their cooperation
and assistance during this past year, especially the members of the office staff
for a job well done.
APPROPRIATIONS
Town Meetings
Tax Title
Overlay Deficit
Cherry Sheet Offsets
Cherry Sheet Charges
Overlay Account
Teachers Deferral
TOTAL TO RAISE
ESTIMATED RECEIPTS
Cherry Sheet
Local Receipts
Other Revenue Sources
Teacher Deferral
TOTAL ESTIMATED RECEIPTS
SUMMARY
Total To Raise
Total Receipts
TOTAL TAX LEVY
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$37,392,169.00
15,000.00
62,433.00
443,973.00
1,253,314.00
497,019.02
519,806.00
$40,183,714.02
$ 8,953,635.00
7,571,454.00
1,215,067.00
1,039,612.00
$18,779,768.00
$40,183,714.02
18,779,768.00
$21,403,946.02
Respectfully submitted,
Ronald O. Preble, Chairman
Joseph W. Galvam
Edward G. Daly
BOARD OF ASSESSORS
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REPORT OF THE TOWN COLLECTOR
This past year was a most interesting and exciting one for the staff and me.
The change in real estate tax billing and collection was the most important event
for us, followed closely by the non-renewal of licenses and registrations for
motor vehicle excise tax delinquents.
We were required to convert from semi-annual to quarterly billing of real
estate taxes for the 1993 fiscal year. We chose to mail the bills twice, on June
30 and again on December 31, 1992. Two payment stubs and two return
envelopes accompanied each single bill. The decision to mail only two bills for
the quarterly payments saved the town thousands of dollars for bill forms, en-
velopes and postage. From what we have seen to date the taxpayers of Ran-
dolph have adapted readily to this method of billing.
The bill forms were redesigned for the first time in many years and we
were able to include on them all that was legally required in a clear, concise
manner. Payment stubs contained the minimal information required by data
entry personnel at an off-site location.
Our lockbox vendor retrieves the mail at our post office box, verifies
checks to stubs, deposits the checks immediately into our bank account and
then enters the payment data into our in-house computer system. This final
step is accomplished by transmitting the data over telephone lines to our com-
puter. We then review the payment information before posting to individual
accounts. We do not handle the bank deposits or the payment stubs for any
payment sent to our post office box. The use of the lockbox system allows us
to process twice the real estate transactions with no additional staff.
Those of you who visit or telephone for information must be impressed
with the quick response time and accurate data you receive. For this you can
be thankful that you had the foresight to invest in a new computerized system
that came on-line with quarterly billing. We had several innovative procedures
—new bills, new lockbox vendor, new computer — and they all came together
quite successfully. Our thanks to Bob Bennett for his always available, hands-on
assistance in all situations where the computer was involved.
Deputy Collector Richard Tartaglia completed the input of the data neces-
sary for the Registry of Motor Vehicles to flag delinquent motor vehicle excise
tax accounts for non-renewal. The immediate result was an influx of taxpayers
willing to pay past due bills after visiting the Registry and being told they
couldn't get a registration because of delinquent taxes. We expect more of this
as automobile registrations expire on a staggered basis.
For processing more counter payments and telephone inquiries with no
additional assistance, for adapting readily to new procedures thrust upon them
and for accepting and improving computer techniques, I extend my apprecia-
tion to Peg Coughlin, office manager; Betty Furey, cashier; and Jean Richard,
data analyst.
Respectfully submitted,
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REVENUE ACCOUNTS
CASH RECEIVED JULY 1 , 1991 THRU JUNE 30, 1992
PERSONAL PROPERTY
1992 Personal
1991 Personal
$ 331,780.90
4,853.06
336,633.96
REAL ESTATE
1992 Real
1991 Real
Deferred
19,734,307.33
474,883.54
576.24
20,209,767.11
TAXES IN LITIGATION/TAX TITLE
MOTOR VEHICLE EXCISE TAX
1992 Excise
1991 Excise
1990 Excise
1989 Excise
1988 Excise
1987 Excise
981,237.29
562,105.31
105,511.84
12,859.66
10,891.20
14,060.06
182,412.95
1,686,665.36
PENALTIES & INTEREST ON TAXES
Interest Real & Personal
Excise Interest
Demands
Muni Liens & Special Betterment
Tax Title Interest
200,745.87
102,549.72
33,900.00
2,154.00
29,649.00
32,493.15
UTILITY BILLING
1992 Utility Billing
1991 Utility Billing
1990 Utility Billing
Prior Water/Sewer Use
Sewer Paid in Advance
Sewer Reserve
Miscellaneous Charges
USER CHARGES
Use of Grounds
Use of Buildings
TUITION
RENTALS
OTHER DEPARTMENTAL REVENUE
Collector
Board of Appeals
Conservation
Skating Rink
Pool
3,128,492.16
1,962,387.78
658,712.39
368,013.91
30,361.70
9,443.52
87,227.09
12,345.77
272.50
9,945.00
27,053.44
4,200.00
1,644.00
190,886.00
9,086.00
10,217.50
13,606.04
21,111.86
1,222,827.43
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Planning Board
Scholarships
Engineering
School Lunch Collections
Vandalism
Athletic
Summer PE
Summer Enrichment
Other Small School Accounts
Texts
Gifts
Police Revolving
Library Revolving
Assessor Maps
Poles
User Fees School
ALCOHOL PERMITS
OTHER PERMITS
Clerk Fees
Dog Licenses
Fishing Licenses
Other Selectmen
Building Permits
Sealer Fees
Wiring
Police
Fire
Nursing
Plumbing / Gas
Sewer
Other Sewer Use
STATE / FEDERAL REVENUES
School Lunch
Block Grant Chapter I, 91
Project Service
Handicapped Access
Chapter I
Project Intervention
Emergency Funding
Drug Free Schools
Bilingual Night School
Project Change
Project Team
Project Include
Eisenhower Grant
STATE REVENUE
Hurricane Bob
Elderly Abatements
Veterans Abatements
Blind Abatements
School Aid Chapter 70
Special Needs
1,017.50
39,300.00
1,799.75
453,313.27
208.50
31,049.13
1,560.00
21,353.00
25,264.06
866.84
8,163.16
322,792.13
100.00
306.00
340.00
82,524.65
20,843.44
25,733.50
11,400.25
10,083.50
42,994.24
6,606.50
8,736.55
2,462.50
5,690.00
9,597.20
7,613.00
630.00
18,286.86
145,698.76
19,698.61
158,075.00
11,917.00
326,244.00
4,000.00
142,407.00
28,773.00
3,267.52
4,995.00
9,150.00
6,406.00
3,827.00
34,977.00
89,038.00
12,425.00
2,363.00
4,019,549.00
(5,711.00)
69,225.00
170,677.54
864,458.89
4,354,772.00
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Transportation of Pupils
School Choice
Water Meters
Energy Assessment
223,095.00
(32,113.00)
17,700.00
(6,551.00)
GENERAL GOVERNMENT REIMBURSEMENTS
Advice of Audit
Room Occupancy
Local Aid
Beano
Elderly Grants
Election & Town Meeting
Highway Funds
Aid to Highway
COURT FINES
PAYROLL WITHHOLDINGS
TSA/PEBSCO
Federal Tax
State Tax
Retirement
Credit Unions
Insurance/Health Plans
Union Dues
Charity
PAYMENTS IN BEHALF OF TOM WARREN
PARKING FINES
INTEREST ON FUNDS INVESTED
MISCELLANEOUS REVENUE
General Ledger
Appropriations
Arts Lottery
Workers Compensation
Buyback
Property Damage
Tailings
AMBULANCE
AMBULANCE FEES
L.S.C.A. / MEG
LOANS ISSUED
TANS
E&D
* CPC - NOT TOWN MONEY
44,159.22
97,238.00
2,297,597.00
1,402,195.00
10,138.00
1,460.00
420,757.00
220,376.59
583,777.38
2,751,780.56
1,138,793.50
1,194,543.27
2,090,011.34
1,348,829.70
129,890.06
150.00
32,137.88
89,623.65
17,774.79
7,208.17
5,281.46
300.00
4,410.09
4,493,920.81
82,730.00
9,237,775.81
11J38.55
35,031.60
325J78.
156 736.04
50.430.18
188.00
29.711.09
715.000.00
12,025.000.00
10,90 1 ,33
287,850,00
TOTAL CASH $60,034,405 .96
* Money to the Town but not Town Funds
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TOWN OF RANDOLPH, MASSACHUSETTS
7/1/91 TO 6/30/92
GENERAL CASH
AMBULANCE SERVICE
1990
1991
1992
BALANCE SHEET
ASSETS
$ 25,374.99
49,475.05
75,365.15
1,533,532.58
150,215.19
AMBULANCE RESERVE APPROP. FY 93
EXCISE TAX
1992 199,331.15
1991 134,799.31
1990 112,318.97
1989 93,372.19
1988 513.47
185,805.00
540,335.09
SEWER BETTERMENT
Paid in Advance
1992 Apportioned
SEWER INTEREST
SEWER RESERVE FY 93 APPROPRIATED
UTILITY BILLING
Miscellaneous Water Charges
1992 Utility Liens
1992 Utility Billing
TAXES REAL & PERSONAL
1992 Real
1992 Personal
ASSET ACCOUNTS
Taxes in Litigation
Aid to Highway
Veteran Benefits
OTHER TAX ACCOUNTS
Tax Title
2,133.48
235.38
1,898.10
10,250.74
47,392.80
572,717.54
715,365.15
3,173.66
4,484.35
802,431.35
8,347.43
878,094.81
522.81
175,000.00
630,361.08
718,538.81
815,263.13
913,579.89
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Tax Foreclosures
Deferred Tax
REVENUE FY 1993
LOANS AUTHORIZED
Loans Authorized
FY 1993 Authorized
ACCRUED SICK LEAVE
1990 OVERLAY DEFICIT
SCHOOL ACCOUNTS
FUND BALANCE TEACHERS DEFERRAL
TOTAL ASSETS
1,777.85
33,707.23
440,000.00
4:970,205.00
37,096,466.20
5,410,205.00
500,000.00
62,433.72
4,69
519,806.00
49,254,202.67
LIABILITIES
TAILINGS
TANS / BANS / SANS
RESERVE FOR AMBULANCE SERVICE
RESERVE FOR SEWER SERVICE
OVERLAYS
1992 Overlay
1991 Overlay
REVENUE RESERVED UNTIL COLLECTED
15,470.52
5,053.46
Ambulance 150,215.19
Excise 540,335.09
Utility 630,361.08
Sewer Revenue 2,656.29
Tax Lien Revenue 878,094.81
Deferred Tax Revenue 33,707.23
Foreclosure Revenue 1,777.85
Litigation Revenue 4,484.35
Revolving Highway Revenue 502,431.35
Departmental Revenue 8,347.43
WITHHOLDINGS
TSA/PEBSCO
Credit Unions
10,880.48
57,103.92
26.839.37
740,000.00
203,107.18
244,092.48
20,523.98
2,752,4 10.67
437,716.77
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Retirement
Health Insurance
United Way
Union Dues
Federal/State
SCHOOL ACCOUNTS
School Lunch
Athletic Fund
Others
BONDS UNISSUED
1992 Approved Unissued
SCHOOL ACCRUED SICK LEAVE
1992 UNEXPENDED BALANCES
FISCAL 1993 AMBULANCE TRANSFERS
FISCAL 1993 SEWER TRANSFER
FISCAL 1993 APPROPRIATIONS
E & D DEFICIT
TOTAL
138,001.21
108,049.19
38.00
18,923.42
104,720.55
23,641.44
11,754.65
116,014.18
4,970,205.00
151,410.27
4,970,205.00
500,000.00
2,100,434.51
185,805.00
175,000.00
37,096,466.20
(349,808.76)
49,254,202.67
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BUDGETARY ACCOUNTING
INCOME / EXPENSE STATEMENT
Appropriated Expended Balance
School Accounts Payable $
Eminent Domain
398,434.57 $
3,125.88
386,338.40 $
437.00
12,096.17
2,688.88
Accountant Salary
Accountant Expenses
87,019.00
8,583.27
52,207.17
2,217.39
34,811.83
6,365.88
Assessors Salary
Assessors Expenses
R.E. Tax Reclassification
123,815.00
18,818.09
342.96
60,972.03
2,695.20
-0-
62,842.97
16,122.89
342.96
Auxiliary Police Expense 6,600.00 3,445.93 3,154.07
Board of Appeals Expense 3,400.00 2,863.35 536.65
Bus. & Ind. Comm. Expense 1,950.00 1,792.00 158.00
Car Use 20,000.00 3,855.46 16,144.54
Collectors Salary
Collectors Expense
Collectors Tax Title
Collectors Tax Management
111,603.00
34,574.21
13,940.49
63,155.03
52,774.06
12,121.90
-0-
28,092.16
58,828.94
22,452.31
13,940.49
35,062.87
Conservation Comm. Salary
Conservation Comm. Expenses
Notice of Intent
1,500.00
500.00
5,042.00
625.00
109.06
-0-
875.00
390.94
5,042.00
Dog Officer Salary
Kennel Expense
Dog Van
Leash Law Expense
Elderly Salary
Elderly Expense
Randolph Medical Access
25,253.00
3,600.00
15,000.00
2,538.25
3,000.00
30,339.04
292.20
12,618.94
1,800.00
15,000.00
569.73
1,560.00
5,604.62
-0-
12,634.06
1,800.00
-0-
1,968.52
1,440.00
24,734.42
292.20
Engineer Expense 3,800.00 1,041.84 2,758.16
Finance Committee Salary
Finance Committee Expense
1,400.00
2,850.00
450.00
58.00
950.00
2,792.00
Fire Salary
Fire Expense
1,855,427.00
135,693.00
218
965,378.31
66,957.08
890,048.69
68,735.92
TOWN OF RANDOLPH, MASSACHUSETTS
Capital Outlay
Engine Repair
Ambulance
Fire Computer
Pumper
Out of State Travel
Fire Engine
Insurance — Public Safety
Property & Casualty
Workers Compensation
Board of Health Salary
Board of Health Expense
Refuse Collection
Inspectors Salaries
Inspectors Expense
Highway Expense
Park & Tree Expense
Capital Outlay
Snow & Ice
Projects — Highway
Building Inspector Salary
Building Inspector Expense
Library Salary
Library Expense
Old Colony Network
Meg Account
Library Capital Outlay
Moderator Salary
Pension Blue Cross
State Retirement Costs
Pensions
Personnel Salary
Personnel Expense
Planning Board Salary
Planning Board Expense
Appropriated Expended Balance
10,000.00
1 7 ^no no
80,805.00
43,000.00
110,000.00
750 00/ JU .KJ\J
10,000.00
9,888.03
n
— KJ—
72,207.00
35,340.05
-0-
—0KJ—
-0-
111.97
1 7 300 00i / ^dkjkj .kjkj
8,598.00
7,659.95
110,000.00
750 00
10,000.00
90,000.00
^80 449 00
273,729.00
75,649.00
375 03? 59
273,729.00
14,351.00
5 416 48J yT 1 KJ . 1 O
-0-
1 1 5 332 00X <J *s ~ »\J\J
35,555.70
397,869.00
54 046 39
14,748.07
198,934.62
61 285 61
20,807.63
198,934.38
34,736.00
1,498.01
18,060.22
407.16
16,675.78
1,090.85
107,950.00
12,022.85
73 000 00
125,000.00
658,759.98
41,157.38
5,079.66
7? 186 76
25,693.24
256,527.78
66,792.62
6,934.19
81 3 94
99,306.76
402,232.20
77,524.00
2,104.00
38,635.97
1,345.91
38,888.03
758.09
223,107.00
74 91 5 99
15,380.00
47,161.56
28,930.00
106,392.80
^9 990 98
15,269.00
9,043.79
28,930.00
116,714.20
^5 694 ^ 1
111.00
38,117.77
-0-
300.00 300.00 -0-
101 206 66KJ 1 ,Z,WV-I .KJKJ
37,548.46
65,584.00
93 856 30
1,125.00
32,603.76
7 350 36
36,423.46
32,980.24
48,519.86
3,601.19
15,896.17
889.03
32,623.69
2,712.16
2,425.00
11,006.93
890.00
4.98
1,535.00
11,001.95
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Appropriated Expended Balance
Police Salary
Police Expense
Cruisers
Mediation & Arbitration
Police Special Duty
2,319,950.00
255,126.00
90,000.00
20,000.00
•
153,470.39
1,269,161.65
111,718.27
85,969.00
20,000.00
149,488.85
1,050,788.35
143,407.73
4,031.00
-0-
3,981.54
Board of Recreation Salary
Board of Recreation Expense
152,441.00
37,100.00
91,458.14
18,231.25
60,982.86
18,868.75
St. Coletta's 15,000.00 14,800.00 200.00
Registrars Salary
Registrars Expense
47,539.00
7,663.01
23,170.97
3,250.82
24,368.03
4,412.19
School Salary
School Expense
School Elevator
Youth Remodeling
Asbestos
Handicap Access
Blue Hills Regional
Pauling School
13,290,409.00
3,773,349.00
208,000.00
324.56
75,734.32
20,000.00
1,494,403.00
12,000.00
5,662,193.60
1,073,904.46
46,478.92
324.56
59,540.45
18,149.36
871,738.00
12,000.00
7,628,215.40
2,699,444.54
161,521.08
-0-
16,193.87
1,850.64
622,665.00
-0-
Bd. of Selectmen Salary
Bd. of Selectmen Expense
Mediation, Arb. & Medical
94,298.00
10,619.45
6,001.20
48,846.96
4,608.54
4,645.49
45,451.04
6,010.91
1,355.71
Sewer Expense
Sewer Construction Regular
DPW Salary
DPW Administration Expense
37,800.00
10,134.26
938,092.00
1,450.00
16,308.11
3,600.00
465,368.51
697.42
21,491.89
6,534.26
472,723.49
752.58
Town Counsel Salary
Costs & Claims
Mediation & Arbitration
28,420.00
12,000.00
25,000.00
11,841.65
12,000.00
8,257.38
16,578.35
-0-
16,742.62
Town Office Expense 73,785.28 18,813.27 54,972.01
Town Clerk Salary
Town Clerk Expense
Tax Title
Cash Management
139,224.00
14,680.28
30,158.31
51,744.92
67,993.73
6,429.60
-0-
18,342.18
71,230.27
8,250.68
30,158.31
33,402.74
Trustees Expense 57,604.54
220
25,995.66 31,608.88
TOWN OF RANDOLPH, MASSACHUSETTS
Appropriated Expended Balance
Veterans/Elderly Salary
Veterans Expense
Veterans Benefits 875
Holiday Observance
Care of Veterans Graves
76,961.00
3,500.00
58,267.46
12,843.96
1,300.00
38,922.61
1,402.86
11,901.96
1,000.00
-0-
38,038.39
2,097.14
46,365.50
11,843.96
1,300.00
Water Expense
Water Projects
20,600.00
549,939.91
12,255.07
150,395.89
8,344.93
399,544.02
Youth Salary
Youth Expense
68,975.00
3,300.00
34,659.57
1,542.18
34,315.43
1,757.82
Miscellaneous 9,182,663.60 5,812,036.86 3,370,626.74
Maturing / Debt
Maturing / Debt & Interest
Interest on Filing Fees
320,000.00
1 1 £L(LC\ C\C\
300,000.00
320,000.00
13,ooU.UU
42,138.61
-0-
—
U—
257,861.39
Total 40,414,198.93 20,279,917.61 20,134,281.32
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INDEX
Animal Control Officer, Report of 173
Appeals Board, Report of 185
Assessors, Report of 210
Auxiliary Police Department, Report of 159
Balance Sheet 215
Blue Hills Regional School, Report of 150
Board of Health, Report of 166
Building Inspector, Report of 186
Business & Industrial Commission, Report of 179
Clerk, Report of 209
Collector, Report of 211
Conservation Commission, Report of 184
Elderly Affairs Director, Report of 198
Elections—
Presidential Primary, March 10, 1992 20
Annual Town Officers, April 7, 1992 26
State Primary, September 15, 1992 96
Presidential Elections, November 3, 1992 103
Fair Housing Committee, Report of Director 196
Fire Department, Report of 160
Historical Commission, Report of 206
Housing Authority, Report of 195
Licenses Issued 209
Memoriam 6
Metropolitan Area Planning Council, Report of 180
Mosquito Control Project, Report of 172
Municipal Space Needs Committee, Report of 182
Parking Clerk, Report of 159
Planning Board, Report of 181
Police Department, Report of 153
Public Works Department, Report of 175
Recreation Department, Report of 201
Revenue Accounts 212
School Committee, Report of 132
Sealer of Weights & Measures, Report of 189
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TOWN OF RANDOLPH, MASSACHUSETTS
Selectmen, Report of 14
Self Help Inc., Report of 200
Stetson School Fund, Report of 190
Superintendent of Schools, Report of 134
Town Counsel, Report of 17
Town Meetings—
Annual Town Meeting, April 21, 1992 35
Special Town Meeting, June 23, 1992 88
Special Town Meeting, November 9, 1992 112
Town Meeting Attendance 123
Town Officers — Elected and Appointed 7
Treasurer, Report of 208
Turner Free Library, Report of Director 191
Turner Free Library, Report of Trustees 193
Veterans' Agent, Report of 199
Wire Inspector, Report of 187
Youth Commission, Report of 203
Zoning Board of Appeals, Report of 185
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AT YOUR SERVICE
Ambulance
Animal Control Officer yoj-iziz
Board or Health 961-0924
Building Commissioner 961-0921
Business & Industrial Comm. 9oJ02oo
Department or Public Works
oupennienaeni qa 1 no/in
Engineering Division yo i-\JyD\J
Highway Division 961-0943
ocwer .L/ivision Q£1 OQzll70 1 -yjy^ i
waicr ivivision Q£ 1 -OQd.9
Fire Department O/r-j nil9o.3-.5lJl
Personnel Office or i Anno
Plumbing Inspector 961-0924
Police Department
oeiccirncn yyj l *U7 1
1
oign inspector 1 -OQ97OI-U7ZI
Supenntendent of Schools 961-6200
Town Accountant 961-0903
Town Clerk/Treasurer 961-0900
Town Collector 961-0913
Turner Free Library 961-0932
Veterans/Elderly Services 961-0928
Wiring Inspector 961-0921
Youth Coordinator 961-0936
Randolph
Emergency
Police
Fire
Municipal Ambulance
Dial 911
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